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A layered model can be very useful as a simplified reference frame to draw
applicable results, but it can also serve as a labelling scheme to kid oneself into
believing to have solved a problem, while it was not the case.


A2.5 Conclusions


The papers analyzed in Section A2.2 and A2.3 promised a lot, but on closer
examination they turned out to be little more than quackery. They are not
harmless, however. On the one hand, they cost researchers time and effort; on
the other hand - and this is more dangerous - they can mislead people who do
not have foundations strong enough in the subject to evaluate on their own how
far the contained assumptions are true. To quote Norman (1983):


"As scientists who are interested in studying people's mental models, we must develop


appropriate experimental methods and discard our hopes of finding neat, elegant


mental models, but instead learn to understand the messy, sloppy, incomplete and


indistinct structures that people actually have."


These papers were selected as particularly bad examples of the nonsense that can
take the form of serious scientific work in an area that is by itself still very fuzzy
and unclear.
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"The structure of the ISO-OSI model is reminiscent of the Donders-Wundt ladder of


processes in inverse, and it would be tempting though inaccurate to match layers in the


OSI model with levels in the Donders-Wundt model. The protocol layers discussed in


the present paper owe something of their structure to these models, but they cannot be


identified with either in any detail". (p.179)


The layered model and the related protocols are proposed as a design and
evaluation scheme for human-computer interaction. A practical example is then
drawn by Taylor for the Apple Macintosh interface.


"The Macintosh interface was not designed using layered protocols. Rather, each


application has total control of the machine, and consistency of the interface across


applications is encouraged by the provision of a large repertoire of routines in the


Toolbox. [...] By denying the user access to commands through the keyboard, the


Macintosh encouraged (forced) the use of the unfamiliar mouse, and thus popularized


this easier method of interaction." (pp. 247-248)


"[...] Unfortunately, different kinds of objects are moved in different ways. Objects


represented by icons can be moved only by dragging, graphical objects in a graphic


editor by dragging or by Cut-and-Paste, and text only by Cut-and-Paste. From the


layered protocol viewpoint, there seems to be no reasons for this restriction: why


should not icons be moved by Cut-and-Paste, or text by dragging?" (p. 248)


This point is quite interesting. Indeed, In version 5.0 of the program Word for
Macintosh (released in 1992) the command interface was changed, so that text
can now be moved also by dragging.


Taylor concludes - appropriately - with:


"The layered protocol model has the potential to be used not only in the design of


interfaces, but also in their standardization, and in their theoretical and experimental


evaluation. Standardization of the lower protocol layers could greatly assist training of


users, as well as their ability to transfer from one environment to another. [...] It


remains for the test of experience to determine how valuable the model will be in


practice." (p. 256)


We can then conclude that there is basically nothing wrong with a layered model
for human action, as proposed by Rasmussen (see Section 2.1) or by Taylor here.
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Figure A2.4 Schematic representation of the series of levels of abstraction derived from


successive processing stages, as proposed by Wundt in 1880 following Donders in 1862.


Processing delays at each stage were supposed to account for differences in reaction times for


different tasks. The general rationale is still used to analyse stages of processing in linguistic


and other perception (from Taylor, 1988).
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"In this way the criteria that allow two heterogeneous entities to exchange information


are achieved: the same set of communication functions and layers will exist in both the


human and the computer, the functions are similarly organized, and the human and the


computer share a common protocol [47, p.392]." (p.561)


Hale, Hurd and Kasper derive their affirmation (ref. [47] in their article) from
Data and Computer Communications by W. Stallings [MacMillan, New York,
2nd ed. 1988]. The title of the book does not mention humans, and there is
reason to believe that the quote is misleading. If computers can share a common
protocol (what was probably told by Stallings) does not automatically imply that
also people do so.


The paper ends with the words


"The proposed human-computer communication architecture provides a structure for


integrating the human and computer into a problem-solving system, and is essential for


the development of computer systems that provide true collaborative support." (p.563)


The reader will decide the degree of foundation - or exaggeration - of this last
statement.


In the whole paper there is only one reference to a practical implementation of
this model, as a template for prototype development, but without any data
supporting its superiority compared to other models for human-computer
communication. The authors have probably entirely misunderstood the point
made by the ISO-OSI model and the current capabilities of computers.


A2.4 There is Nothing Wrong with Layered Models


The use of protocols in human-computer interaction is closely examined also by
Taylor (1988). His approach is entirely different from the one of the papers
examined before. Also Taylor begins with a layered model for mental levels of
abstraction, as proposed by Donders in 1866 and Wundt in 1880 (Figure A2.4).
Taylor compares these older models with the ISO-OSI frame and warns right
from the beginning:
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Figure A2.3 Synthesized human-computer communication architecture incorporating


syntactic and semantic content delivery subsystems (from Hale, Hurd, and Kasper, 1991)
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use (and abuse) of his own model; this is an excerpt from the Editorial "The
Bandwagon" (Shannon, 1956):


"While we feel that information theory is indeed a valuable tool in providing


fundamental insights into the nature of communication problems and will continue to


grow in importance, it is certainly no panacea for the communication engineer or, a


fortiori, for anyone else. [...] It will be all too easy for our somewhat artificial


prosperity to collapse overnight when it is realized that the use of a few exciting words


like information, entropy, redundancy, do not solve all our problems. [...]


Workers in other fields should realise that the basic results of the subject are aimed in


a very specific direction, a direction that is not necessarily relevant to such fields as


psychology, economics and other social sciences." [my italics]


The central theme of the paper by Hale, Hurd and Kasper is to build a general
model for communication. The authors begin by introducing the OSI model:


"The benchmark by which all computer communication implementations are evaluated


is the International Organisation for Standardisation's (ISO) Basic Reference Model


for Open Systems Interconnection (OSI). A corresponding model has been developed


by Targowski and Bowman for human communication." (p. 558)


Sorry to say, but OSI is not  a benchmark for evaluation of computer
communication implementations; it is instead a frame for the development of new
communication standards (Olsson and Piani, 1992). The Targowski and
Bowman's model will not be commented here.


The result of the work by Hale, Hurd and Kasper is showed in Figure A2.3.
Their own conclusions are the following


"Based on the Targowski-Bowman model, the semantic content delivery layers contain


the functions necessary to effectively exchange knowledge. Humans implement these


layers naturally, and the proposed architecture provides the functionality, guidelines


and standards needed to construct compatible computer applications." (p. 561)


How then? Just writing down two pages of labels copied from other publications
does not mean that the problem of describing human thought processes and
interpersonal communication are solved. Yet these authors continue:
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about the capability of machines were at the time very high; among other things
it was taken for granted that automatic voice recognition, automatic translation
with regard to the semantic contents and music composition in the style of Bach,
Mozart and others were only a few years away. Today we know that those
expectations were far too high and that our knowledge about the nature of
thought and artificial intelligence is much less than what we then believed. To put
it mildly, the citation made by Hale, Hurd and Kasper is here entirely out of
context (and this is not Mr. Licklider's fault). Yet the statement implies that the
computer is an "intelligent entity" able to communicate. Secondly, why should a
human being approach a computer the same way he approaches a colleague?
Aren't the expectations a bit different? And can a machine really replace a
colleague?


The paper by Hale, Hurd and Kasper is eight pages long, plus one full page of
references (56 in total). About 1 1/2 pages are used for an introduction to the
OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) communication model, and 1 1/2 pages for
an introduction to the layered mental model by Targowski and Bowman
[Targowski, A.S. and J.P. Bowman, "The layer-based, pragmatic model of the
communication process", The J. Bus. Communication, vol.25, no.1, pp.5-24,
Winter 1988]. The main point made in the paper by Hale, Hurd and Kasper is the
following:


"Most current models of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) implicitly or explicitly


assume either the human uses the computer as a tool or as a prosthesis. [...] However,


neither the systems perspective, which focuses on data exchange, nor the dialogue


partner perspective, which emphasizes the vehicle of interaction, address factors


affecting an unabridged exchange of knowledge. [...] Existing HCI models are useful


and important in specifying the scope and principles of interaction; however, they do


not provide an architecture for effective communication within the domain of


collaborative problem-solving systems. This requires an HCI perspective and


architecture that explicitly supports the successful exchange of problem-solving


knowledge." (p.557)


The problem with the position taken by Hale, Hurd and Kasper is that they imply
that a computer has knowledge, without expanding on that point. The paper
continues with "Foundation for Communication Models" referring to Shannon's
model. It is then interesting to compare what Shannon himself thought about the
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The paper concludes, quite appropriately, with


"The analysis developed in this paper is the first step towards a conceptual framework


within which to analyze the structure and operation of the next generation of interactive


systems." (p.540)


Some final considerations. (1) Gaines makes a very far-going statement in
unifying fields such as psychology, sociology, human-computer interaction and
computer-computer communication on the base of a "dual identity" for
computers; again, he doesn't prove anything. (2) This paper - and the approach in
general - would not have helped at all in the practical task described in Chapter 5;
it probably would not help much in the design of any other human-computer
interface either. (3) Choosing the starting assumptions, the limits, the work
method and keeping a safe distance to the real world, one may demonstrate
anything.


A2.3 The OSI Communication Model, Revised


Hale, David P., Joanne E. Hurd and George M. Kasper: "A Knowledge
Exchange Architecture for Collaborative Human-Computer Communication",
IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, vol.21 no.3 (1991).


The paper by Hale, Hurd and Kasper begins with a reference to an earlier paper
by J.C.R. Licklider:


"Collaboration requires at least two intelligent entities jointly contributing knowledge


in a way that moves the whole toward a desired goal state. A similar idea was first


presented by Licklider for human-computer partnerships when he proposed a


synergistic relationship that would think and process information in a manner superior


to either the human or computer alone. Licklider's partnership is based on the notion


of a human interacting with a computer in the same way that one interacts with a


trusted colleague whose competence supplements one's own." (p.555)


Two considerations. Licklider's work is from 1960 ["Man-computer symbiosis",
IRE Trans. Hum.Factors Electron., vol.HFE-1, pp.4-11, 1960]. Expectations
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have the dual identity shown in Figure 2 [in the original paper, not reproduced here].


They are both technological and humanistic systems and it is human component, the


choice available in programming, that determines their roles and behavior in interacting


with people." (pp. 539-540)
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Figure A2.2 Virtual circuits between layers in computing systems (from Gaines, 1988)
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major problems with computers in general and real-time systems in particular is
that their behaviour cannot be exactly foreseen beforehand, and that errors may
disrupt the operation of a system (see e.g. Littlewood and Strigini, 1992).


Gaines seems to forget that for logical and numerical operations computers are
millions of times faster than the human brain, and thus a human can't follow up
what the machine is doing, at least not during a normal lifetime. A random-
number generator works as an automaton, but it doesn't mean that the outcome
is foreseeable. Whenever I have to use an automaton (public pay phone, ticket
vendor and the like) I always fear an additional, unspoken "state": that the
machine doesn't work and retains the money. Talk about "under the control of
people!".


"The value systems and interpersonal attitudes of the system designer and programmer


may have become embedded in the system behavior, making an animistic perspective


unavoidable." (p.535)


This point calls for experimental validation. Is it possible to design an experiment
in order to find out the national origin or the religion ("the value system") of the
programmer of some software? Is there some way to tell whether the word
processor I am using now was programmed by a white anglo-saxon protestant, a
black, a Chinese, a Catholic, a Muslim or else?


Gaines goes on by proposing a layered model for human-computer interaction
(Figure A2.1 and A2.2). Here follow some of his own comments to that model.


"At the top level [Figure A2.1] the overall computer system originates in terms of


purpose and structure as part of the culture within which it is embedded. The cultural


layer captures the milieu within which the system has been generated and can itself be


subject to detailed analysis." (p.538)


"Figure A2.2 extends Figure A2.1 to multiple systems showing the virtual circuits in,


and between, two people communicating through a computer system. What is


particularly interesting about this diagram is that the same distinctions, terminology


and model are being applied to the people, their interactions with each other, their


interface to the information technology, and its interface to other information


technology. The same systems principles apply to the psychology, sociology, human-


computer interaction, and computer-computer interaction because computing systems
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A2.2 A "New Perspective" on Human-Computer
Interaction


A first paper deserving mention as "Pathology" is "A Conceptual Framework for
Person-Computer Interaction in Complex Systems" by Brian R. Gaines [IEEE
Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, vol.18 no.4, 1988]. This paper
begins with some philosophical considerations:


"... Habermas' point of view is more akin to a constructivist model of people that sees


them as anticipating the future through the development of personal construct systems


that are, however, always reconstructable. It is reasonable to suppose that people


exhibit both these phenomena, and that any model of personal-computer interaction


should be able to encompass those aspects of human behavior that are best modeled as


casually based and those that are best modeled as anticipatorily based." (p.532)


This is contradicted by the experimental work of D�rner (1987) and Brehmer
(1987), who point out how difficult it is to think and act "anticipatorily" (Section
2.6). It would have been better to qualify how much thinking is reaction to the
environment (i.e. a kind of feedback) and how much is handling on an evolutio-
nary model (feedforward).


"The peculiar property of electronic digital computers is that they are the archetype of


deterministic causal systems, modeled in their behavior as finite-state automata whose


next state and output are precisely determined by their current state and inputs.


However, they are also programmed devices where the transition tables of the


automaton are completely under the control of people - what computers do is what we


chose them to do. Hence, they are also the archetype of performative, conventional


systems, modeled in their behavior as the internal artefacts of people, and whose next


state and output are in major part determined by open choices made in programming."


(p.534)


In principle, this statement might be true. It is however quite similar as stating
that all thinking - and thus psychology - can be reduced to modelling the
biochemical activity of the brain. At an atomic level, the workings of the brain do
not contradict (as far as we know) quantum mechanics, but quantum mechanics
is not a good starting point to describe the thought process. In fact, one of the
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testing (Gingerich, 1982). By the way, in 1992 the Catholic Church officially
admitted that Galileo was right and his method was correct. The Church's stand
had an important consequence though: the centre of creative science moved from
Italy northward to the Protestant countries, mostly the Netherlands and England.


Today, the situation is different. Many "scientists" sit at comfortable desks in nice
buildings in safe western countries, and have no immediate survival needs. Their
problem is not how to discover something because it's either wanted or needed,
but rather how to justify their salaries and grants. The solution is to produce
papers in order to show administrative bureaucrats (the ones deciding about
further grants) that research goes on. At this point an optimisation takes place. It
is much more economic and less distressing to produce papers on the base of
other papers than going out and getting firsthand knowledge from the field. In
addition, field knowledge might turn out to be the opposite of what is expected,
and it's never good to contradict oneself.


Again, the situation were only half as bad if these people got their satisfaction in
receiving the financial grants and keeping their workplace. Unfortunately, they
also reach out with publications. The reason for the growing number of nothing-
to-say papers might be the most different: the need to build up a curriculum,
formal academic requests, or just to feed the writer's ego. The result is a large
number of publications that offer little more than noise. And one cannot always
tell right away the poor papers from the good ones. It is only after having read
them that one discovers how a couple of hours were lost. The cost for the society
at large becomes higher, the more people read such articles, the more time is lost.


During the preparation of this work, I had to read a lot of literature about
psychology and human factors. I expected the same rigorous approach that is
common in other sciences, or even a more rigorous one, to compensate for the
intrinsic uncertainties of the field. What I found was - on the side of good articles
and reports - much literature dealing with hot air, building on no experimental or
practical basis, where complex phenomena are labelled with fancy names, but not
explained. Two papers that in my opinion where particularly poor in this respect
are analyzed in this Appendix. The name of the section, "Pathology", was used
by the Russian physicist Pjotr Kapitsa to denote and disqualify nonsense work.
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A2.1 Growing Ground for Nonsense


One of the major problems in the field of human-computer interaction is its
fuzziness, which makes it difficult to produce exact measurable and verifiable
results. People are very different from one another, and this makes the collection
and evaluation of data a difficult enterprise; at the end not many results can be
generalised. Some physical and cognitive limits that hold in general are known
(wavelength perception by the eye, performance of human memory), but when it
comes to higher cognitive actions there is still lot of uncertainty. The study of the
mental models as described in Chapter 2 is just the beginning of research in a
new territory.


This situation could be taken as it is, a fact of nature that offers a wide potential
for research and speculation. If mankind manages to survive despite the second
principle of Thermodynamics (depletion of energy resources) and the law of
gravity (if we fall, it hurts), we should also be able to do fine accepting that we
know very little about how our brains work.


Things are not that simple. The way modern research is conducted, mainly
financed by the community in form of grants, scholarships, assistantships etc.,
may lead to distortions in the real purpose and goal of scientific work. People like
Newton, Lavoiser, Curie were not working on research contracts. Galileo's work
was surely not financed by the Catholic Church, and he was fully aware of the
risks he ran by taking a certain stand "Eppur si muove!" ("But the earth does
move!"). Now, one of the major reasons why these names are remembered in
science textbooks is that they built their theories by going against the mainstream
and - most of all - by believing what their observations and their experiments led
them to believe, be it the existence of the force of gravity or that of atoms. None
of these scientists did research just to satisfy the requirements of an established
organization.


In the case of Galileo, what the Church really was afraid of was not Galileo's
standpoint in itself, but rather his use of the scientific method of hypothesis
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depending on whether one asks people directly or their liquor stores. (It was
done, and the second value turned out to be twice as high as the first.)


1.5 Organization of the Thesis


The work begins with an introduction to the most important psychological
models in human cognition that are relevant to understand the exchange of
information between people and computers (Chapter 2). This chapter is also
dedicated to mental models, i.e. how the user visualises the system he deals with.


In Chapter 3 is introduced the concept of system complexity. The computer is
considered as information interface between user and process in order to reduce
and match the complexity of the process and of its operations to human cognitive
limits.


Practical suggestions for the design of the user interface with particular
consideration to the organization of screen page layouts are contained in Chapter
4. The design of the user interface of a satellite control station, is described in
Chapter 5; here the interface is also critically evaluated on the basis of the
information presented in this work. The conclusions of the Thesis are reported in
Chapter 6.


In Appendix 1 the most important guidelines and standards for the design of user
interfaces are listed. Appendix 2 contains a critical evaluation of two papers in the
field of human-computer interaction.
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research on human planning in manufacturing systems, she indicates how an
increasing amount of work is widely dispersed, and many researchers are not
aware of one another's work. In her own words


"With a few outstanding exceptions, papers in this area tend to suffer from


shortcomings of procedure and reporting which jeopardise their impact as severely as


do conceptual inadequacies. These include poor justification of independent variables,


problems with choice of subjects, the number of subjects, task pacing, and poor


rationale for the dependent variables chosen. [...] It is appropriate to pause and ask


what the manufacturing sector really needs from human factors. Otherwise we may be


providing answers to questions that might not be relevant."


The recollection of my own experiences designing database applications and user
interfaces has helped me considerably to evaluate the literature, that was sorted
according to a simple subjective criterion: as useful (e.g. experiments about the
handling of complex systems by humans and that give insight to the question),
neutral (e.g. articles about the importance of metaphors in the user interface) or
useless (e.g. psychological models that do not build on an experimental basis and
are not related to real human behaviour).


As good as it might be, the published literature can give only partial insight to
issues in human-computer interaction. This theoretical information can be
extended by testing real interfaces on one's own. A method I like is trying to
operate vendor machines without reading the instructions and figuring out the
way they work from the aspect of the panel. In this way I once lost a Bankomat-
card, that was retained by the ATM-machine.


In some of the fields where computer control is used (and abused) the users have
made their complains heard. Collecting this information directly was also part of
the background work to prepare this Thesis.


In fact, computers are used by millions and millions of people world-wide. These
people represent a much better pool of information than a dozen test subjects in a
room. We need new methods to search for knowledge in the real world in order
to extend the results gained from more restricted experimental settings. After all,
an investigation on the consumption of alcohol would lead to different results
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than graphical interfaces and that are published a few years after the introduction
of Apple Macintosh and graphical desktop interfaces for DOS machines? By
then, the customers have already decided by themselves.


Modern tools support the development of high-quality graphics on computer
displays. Symbols are first generated on screen pages and are then connected to
process values; the state of the process controls the appearance of the symbols on
the screen. With the help of these tools one can produce neat and clean but also
disorganised and cluttered process pictures. The decision about what to display
and how to display it - once a certain tool is given - is made by the process
engineer. This Thesis wants also to address the question of what information is
needed to select and organise the content of an user interface.


1.4 In Search of an Approach


The study of human-computer interaction is a very young discipline and as such
it suffers of a number of problems. One of the most important of them is the lack
of an established methodology. The subject calls for an interdisciplinary approach;
the problem cannot be defined and solved from one point of view only - be it
psychology, computer science, neurobiology or else. The majority of authors
agrees on this in principle, yet this is easier said than done.


Most published research focuses on just a few themes, mostly military
applications (in particular aircraft cockpit design) and of course personal
computers ("how do we build a very user-friendly word processor?").
Unfortunately, there is not very much about the human-computer interface in
process industry and the use of monitoring, supervisory and control systems.


Another drawback of the current literature is that several of the publications and
papers have a very abstract perspective ("bridging the gulf between the user and
the application", "manipulating a virtual reality") and present little evaluation of
real case studies. Probably due to the novelty of the subject, much work is still
dedicated to label rather than to explain facts.


The problems with current work in human-computer interaction for process-
control applications are pointed out by Sanderson (1989). In a comparative
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The main hypothesis made in this work is that every human-computer interaction
problem is actually a cognition problem of dealing with an unknown, complex
system (not all systems need to be complex; simple systems can be considered as
special cases of the more general problem). The user interface acts then as
complexity interface. A technical process has an intrinsic complexity and its
operation is perceived more or less difficult by the human user depending on
several conditions. We will examine ways how - on the base of the original
system and human cognitive limits - the complexity of the comprehensive system
consisting of the original process and its control computer can be reduced to less
than the complexity of the original process alone. In such a case the use of the
computer interface is warranted.


We witness today a wide discrepancy between theory and praxis in many fields,
and human-computer interaction theory is one of those. On the one hand, there is
a wealth of very specific knowledge, mainly reported on scholarly publications
(Ergonomics, Human Factors, IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man and
Cybernetics, etc.). Conferences on this topic are organized and their reports are
published in thick volumes; "user-friendly" has even become one of the
established mode words in the computer field. On the other hand, what is done in
practice depends largely on what is available on the market, so that at the end a
few companies in Japan de facto decide on what hardware we will use and
similarly a few companies in the USA decide about how our software will look
like.


A simple example to explain this point better. Since 1988 there is a standard in
Germany, DIN 66234, "display work places, principles of ergonomic dialogue
design", (see Appendix A1). I might have been an inattentive observer in that
country, but I never heard of a single instance in Germany where software was
praised to be "DIN 66234-conform". As known, "IBM-compatible", DOS, UNIX,
MS-Windows dictate in reality much more the aspect of solutions. Even if MS-
Windows were not up to the requirements of the DIN standard, it doesn't matter.
It would sell anyway, in Germany as in the rest of the world.


This does not mean that MS-Windows or similar software are poor products.
Rather, research work should be closer to real-life to be of use in order to
produce interfaces that are really oriented to the needs of the users. What is the
use of experiments to test whether alphanumeric displays are better or worse
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result in higher strain on the operator or in a more complex user interface.
Therefore, the requirements of the technical process including the way work is
carried out together with knowledge of the cognitive capabilities of the user must
provide the frame on which the user interface is built.


We are focusing here on the human-computer interaction, but this should not
leave the process computer and the technical process out of scope. The user
wants to get a result by the entire system he interacts with, not just to have a
nice-looking interface. However, we must count that for a long time many
systems will still be designed to be complex and the user interface will be the only
element that can make operations simpler. In this, at least we have an advantage:
a computer-based interface is software, and software is the most ductile material
at man's disposal - it depends on how we use it.


Finally, it should not always be implicitly assumed that all process control tasks
must be carried out by computers. A correct and comprehensive theory for
human-computer interaction should provide a frame to recognize when a
computer-based user interface is actually needed and when not.


1.3 Goals and Results of this Thesis


This work focuses on the application of process computers (monitoring,
supervisory and control systems) as interface between technical / physical
processes and their human operators. The main question stated in this Thesis is


"What indications can we get from psychology / cognition science in order to
configure the operator interface in a process control system?"


To answer this question, current theoretical information from the literature is
structured and organized in a form suitable as practical guideline for design. In
this work no new experimental results are presented, but experiments that are
already documented are evaluated in consideration of their relevance for practical
applications. The design of a modern satellite control centre in Germany is then
evaluated on the basis of the presented theory.
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goal} must therefore be designed in such a way that the user remains in control
of the goal.


This aspect raises the question of transparency, often simply stated as such (as
we did earlier), that the monitoring and control computer must be transparent to
the user and the technical process. But in an automated or supervisory system
the computer cannot be transparent by definition. For example, when do the
operator commands represent actual controls and when set-point signals? In a
supervisory system, the user ends up working with a new process (tool)
represented by the combination of the original technical process with the process
computer.


The question of transparency can be exemplified by Figure 1.3. Between the user
and the goal are the technical process and the control computer. The technical
process and the technical functions in the control computer are defined by the
nature of the process and fixed (i.e. not under the control of the user interface
designer).


Technical 
functions


Technical 
processUser


Human- 
computer 
interface


Goal, 
task


Control computer


Figure 1.3 Systematic relation between user, computer, process, and goal


To draw an analogy with system science, the technical process may be denoted
by S and the control functions by R. In order to reach complete transparency
between the user and the goal, the human-computer interface must then perform
the function (RS)-1 or S-1R-1. This work focuses primarily on the configuration of
the user interface, i.e. on the design of (RS)-1. We will also examine here to what
extent transparency is desirable.


If there is an intrinsic mismatch between the computer system and the process to
be controlled, e.g. because of a poor selection of sensors and actuators, this will
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Goal


User Process computer


Technical process, 
tool


Figure 1.2 Use of the process computer in the control of the technical process


interacts with the technical process at a higher level, defining goals and subgoals
rather than the actual commands to reach them. Control means that the
computer can influence the technical process and automated control that the
selection of the signals to influence the process is made autonomously by the
computer. Many automated and regulation functions can be performed without
computers, although computers tend to be used more and more to replace earlier
techniques. In many cases, especially in large and complex plants, there is a
combination of all these methods.


Whatever the process computer is - a monitoring, supervisory or automated
control system - it remains no more than "the tool to use the tool" and must
therefore not be confused with the process goal itself. For long time though,
because of an inadequate and not fully mature computer technology that
generated at least as many problems as it was supposed to solve, human
operators not seldom had to dedicate more attention to the computer systems
than to the applications the computers were intended for. But ultimately the user
wants to see the fulfilment of the goal and does not want to concern himself with
the process computer for its own sake. On the other hand, the user can only
interact with the technical process via the process computer. The interaction
{user <-> process computer} and {process computer <-> technical process <->
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to user and goal. In practice the tool is never transparent, and the human has to
learn how to use it by experience, relating how its operation leads to the desired
results.


Goal


User Technical process, 
tool


Problem,
solution Functionality


Usability


Figure 1.1 The three major entities of every technical process


When computers are used to control the process (the initial "tool"), the model
represented in Figure 1.1 is no longer valid and must be extended in order to
encompass the technical process itself and the computer control system (Figure
1.2). The user still wants to reach a goal, but can reach it only indirectly, with the
help of the technical process. Yet also the technical process cannot be
manipulated directly, but only through the control computer.


The user ends up working with two tools in order to reach the primary goal. If
the process computer is not correctly adapted to the technical process, this makes
the operation more difficult for the user, because he now has to conceptualise the
technical process itself, the control computer and also the way they both interact.
Computers can be used in different ways in process control. We will use the term
process computer to denote any kind of computer connected to technical
processes. A monitoring system collects process data and presents it to the
operator in a suitable form. A supervisory system performs some automated
functions or regulation tasks. With a supervisory system, the human operator
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Different terms are used to denote the "contact point" between humans and
machines: User Interface, Man-Machine Interface, Man-Machine Communi-
cation, etc. We will use in the following Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
and User Interface for two reasons. Interaction is a broader term than
communication and describes better the whole range of different aspects in the
interplay between people and computers. Moreover, communication implies that
humans and machines are cognitively at the same level, and that is not the case.
"Human" is of course more general than the restrictive "man". Finally, we focus
here mostly on computer-based interfaces and not on the use of artefacts and
machines in general, although many of the considerations may hold also in the
more general case.


1.2 The User Interface for Process Control


Let us consider the purpose of technical processes. A technical process is a
combination of physical components (and their operations) performed in order to
act on, and change, something in the physical world. Movement, chemical
reactions and heat transfer are all processes in this sense. Examples of processes
are any industrial or chemical production, room conditioning (i.e. the control of
the physical variables temperature and humidity), and transportation, which
consists in the controlled change of speed and position in a vehicle. Three entities
can be identified in relation to every technical process (Figure 1.1):


¥ user
¥ goal
¥ technical system/process (tool)


The user wants to reach a certain result and to do this he uses the technical
process (tool). The tool acts therefore as the interface between user and goal. For
a simple goal, like fixing a mechanical part, a simple tool is sufficient, the
screwdriver (this does not mean that the invention of the screwdriver was a
simple task). The production of large quantities of chemicals is a different goal
and also the "tool" is different, in this case a large and complex plant. In general,
the tool should be built in such a way that the user can concentrate on the goals
and not be distracted by the way the tool itself works, i.e. the tool is transparent
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control panels and the aspect of commands to be entered by the user. The
information presented by the computer to the user (and that is mostly defined by
the system designer) must be easy to understand, even in complex situations, so
that the user can make the correct operational decisions.


This does not mean that there is agreement about the scope of human-computer
interaction; in fact the confusion is still widespread. Quite often "user friendly" is
understood as "many colours on the screen" or as the use of some national
language. Not many designers or users look at the interface in terms of
complexity reduction, matching mental models, task fulfilment and the like. This
is an indication of a more complex problem, namely that many end users cannot
define their own needs and therefore want interfaces that address the
appearance, but not the essence of the problem.


These problems in human-computer interaction derive from the fact that this
discipline is not based on a few well-defined parameters the same way Newtonian
mechanics and electrical theory are, but rather on much more elusive aspects that
only in part are related to experimental criteria. Yet from the theory of human-
computer interaction is requested a practical contribution to interface design.


This raises the question of what kind of knowledge we are looking for. Artists
work unconsciously in a way that cannot be described as a formal set of
instructions. A picture can be well balanced, stimulate imagination and - most
important of all - convey a message. The same can be said of a book, a piece of
music, a movie or an advertising blackboard. Yet there is no set of rules about
how to write a good book or make a good movie. There are, however, sets of
rules that, if broken, lead mostly to poor pictures, books, music and movies. This
might also be the role of human-computer interaction at the present, to provide
the basis to analyse and guide the design of user interfaces, without acting as an
immediate blueprint.


Human-computer interaction theory will therefore be a powerful tool to
determine where the boundaries are, i.e. what not to do rather than what to do,
but alone it will not ensure the quality and completeness of a result. There will
still be a dimension that cannot be confined to any handbook or list of rules, and
where the human designer will retain the most important role.
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During the 1970s and 1980s, microelectronics made possible the diffusion of
computers on a large scale; this led to the impact of the computers with a large,
non specialist population. It was no longer possible to require hundreds of
thousands of people to become experts; the computers had instead to be designed
to be easier to use. Ergonomic principles were used to investigate the particular
aspects of computer use: this field is so important that it has turned into a
discipline of its own, Human-Computer Interaction (HCI).


Today most complex technical systems and processes are controlled to some
extent with help of digital computers. The initial intention was to simplify and
optimize system operations, but it turned out later that it was not always the case.
In fact, it has already been observed that the problem with computers is that they
do what we tell them to do, not what we want them to do. The goal of human-
computer interaction is to bring the two aspects closer, where the means is the
design of the user interface.


The importance of ergonomics in process control applications is now well
understood also from the general public. The accidents in the nuclear power
plants at Three Mile Islands (USA, 1980) and Chernobyl (USSR, 1986) have
drawn enormous public attention to the consequences of the operations of
complex systems that are poorly engineered, especially in consideration of the
role played by humans.


Computers are used to collect data and present it in suitable form to the human
operators, as an interface for control and even to carry out automated operations.
This has led to important consequences on how work is performed. For example,
operators in charge of chemical processes used to read data from some
instruments and then intervene on the process by manipulating control devices.
In automated plants they are responsible over larger part of the technical process
by observing how computers and automated controllers carry out the task.


The control system engineer faces the problem of human-computer interaction as
user or as designer. As a user, he should know how to approach a system, what
to look for, what to expect and how to quickly recognize the general operational
principles for a process. If a system is built on consistent and logical rules, the
user will be able to operate it in a short time. As a designer of a control system,
he has to define how the process-related data is presented on terminals and
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1.1 The Need for a New Approach to Human-
Computer Interaction


The design of the user interface has become one of the most important aspects in
the development of computer systems. The purpose of this interface is to facilitate
the exchange of information between the user and the machine (computer or
technical system) to be controlled. A well designed user interface fulfils several
purposes: it makes work conditions more pleasant, helps to reduce errors (and
thus possibly to limit the extent of damage to the system under control) and
finally enables the user to understand the function of the technical system. This
type of knowledge is necessary when unforeseen actions have to be performed,
e.g. in the case of emergencies. All these aspects are treated in the present work.


The history of the use of a methodological approach to study the interaction
between humans and machines goes back to World War II. A new discipline,
called human factors, was used to select the personnel in relation to the task to
be accomplished. Yet it soon turned out that with the growing complexity of
some systems, like e.g. aircraft, some tasks became too complicated to be
performed even by specialists. The perspective of human factors therefore
changed to investigate also how to fit the job task to the person.


Human factors is known in Europe as ergonomics. Traditionally, the European
approach has always been more oriented to study how the work environment
can be configured to adapt best to human workers than selecting the humans to
fit the environment. Ergonomics is an interdisciplinary science that integrates
knowledge from fields as different as engineering, physics, physiology and
psychology.


Since the beginning of computer development and for a long time, the object of
attention has always been the machine. Computers were most of all designed to
work effectively with the available technology; they were not designed to be easy
to use. In order to operate a computer, the human user had to be a specialist with
detailed knowledge of the internal workings of the machine.
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In Rasmussen's model it is still an open issue what rules and what knowledge are
required at the respective levels. We cannot design user interfaces on the base of
formally specified mental models about technical processes, but what we can do
is to convey plant information to the user in order to support the spontaneous
process of building a model.


In general - and this is easier said than done - the user interface should be
designed to support normal operations in an easy way. In addition, the interface
should provide a picture clear enough of the process to allow learning as well as
alternate operations, if this is required. The aspects related to the monitoring and
control computer and the task to be performed are treated in the next chapters.
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knowledge-based level and the rule-based level respectively in Rasmussen's action
model). Conceptual knowledge is more suitable to investigate and to search
causes from observation of their effects; it is therefore of immediate importance
in failure diagnosis. Operational knowledge is more relevant to select the right
cause (if known) that leads to the desired effect. The emphasis on conceptual or
operational knowledge in training should therefore be related to the type of task
and the range of actions that is required by the process operators.


An additional, and relevant, result is that the transfer of knowledge also depends
on its type. The transfer of operational knowledge is much easier than that of
conceptual knowledge. This might be one the reasons for the success of graphical
user interfaces (Macintosh, MS-Windows, X-Windows). These interfaces provide
a common operational mode for all application programs that run under them, so
that the users do not need to learn anew how to operate different programs
(aside from their specific functions).


2.8 Conclusions


Mental models is a difficult and elusive issue to deal with. The concept of mental
models can nevertheless provide useful information about how to shape and
configure the interaction between people and complex systems. What we can
analyse and study are not mental models as such, but rather information on how
people interact with complex devices, get new knowledge and use it in a course
of action.


The action model proposed by Rasmussen (Section 2.1) is adequate to describe
work actions in general. For the normal operations of a system, rules of the IF-
THEN type are usually sufficient. But the less foreseeable are operations, e.g. to
control complex and potentially dangerous processes, the more important is the
need for autonomous decision-making. Here, conceptual / theoretical knowledge
about the technical process is probably more useful than strict operational
knowledge. In addition, access to current process information (via the control
computer and the user interface) and even explicit organisational support and
responsibility delegation are other important factors for success in control
operations.
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Morris and Rouse (1985), so that probably no direct parallel can be drawn
between the different conclusions they draw.


According to Kieras and Bovair, the user should get a "device model" and then
make his own assumptions about how to operate the device. But how can the
teacher select and define the required device model information to allow the
student to make the correct inferences? The teacher acts on the base of a mental
model of the trainees' mental models (in Norman's notation, C(M(T))). It is not
certain that the teacher always identifies the correct information to teach,
especially in consideration that technical systems where extended training is
needed are usually very complex. On the other hand, if the operator infers the
operational rules on his own, he gets both a better conceptual knowledge and the
application-oriented instructions needed to carry out a task. Under this light, the
approach may be worth further consideration.


Dixon and Gabrys (1991) investigated a different aspect related to training,
namely the effect of the transfer of type of knowledge - operational or conceptual
- on the success in the operation of a device. Their results indicate that prior
knowledge of similar devices can aid in learning how to operate a new device.
They suggest that this benefit might derive from the operational similarity of the
tasks in the experiments (the simulated operations of different complex technical
systems) rather than from any knowledge of what the devices do or how they
operate.


When subjects learn a task that is operationally similar to a previously learned
task, they can get an advantage from previously learned information. This holds
even when there is little in common between the two tasks in terms of what they
are intended to accomplish. Conceptual information instead provides a lesser
benefit in knowledge transfer. Dixon and Gabrys do not rule out that conceptual
information may be useful in the transfer of operational knowledge between
similar devices, but they indicate how their experiments did not conclusively
support this hypothesis.


Brief considerations on mental models


All the experiments reported here indicate that there is a difference between
conceptual and operational knowledge (which would roughly correspond to the
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related to an explicit knowledge of system dynamics. Alternatively, it is conceivable


that effective control behaviour may be related to having an understanding of system


dynamics, but that this understanding may be in the form of a 'process feel' and may


not be obtained via verbal instruction."


The current emphasis on the importance of theoretical knowledge about a system
might then be disproportionate to the actual value of such knowledge. Instead,
the content of instruction should be more directly related to what the operator
may be required to do, both in familiar and unusual situations. However, no
procedural training can enable an operator to deal with all possible unusual
situations. The more it is expected that unusual situations may arise, or if these
actions might have dangerous consequences, the more the operators should be
trained as to be able to deal with them. Theoretical system knowledge is here
essential.


A different experiment to evaluate the role and the importance of a mental model
in learning how to operate a device was performed by Kieras and Bovair (1984).
They tested different subjects by using a control panel replicating "Star Wars"
hardware and terminology (in this way they intended to offset the effect of any
previous school knowledge in physics that some of the test subjects might have).


The results by Kieras and Bovair showed that device model (conceptual)
information can have definite and strong facilitative effects in learning how to
operate complex devices. The device model supports operations because it makes
possible specific inferences about what the operating procedures must be.
Consequently, training program should provide such knowledge about the
internal workings of the system that allows the user to infer exactly how to
operate the device.


Kieras and Bovair observe that the device model information must support
inferences about the exact and specific control actions. The relevant how-it-works
knowledge can be very superficial and incomplete. Nevertheless, even without a
full understanding of the system, the user must be able to derive the procedures
for its operation.


The general validity of the results of Kieras and Bovair is questionable. For the
first, the system they investigated was much simpler and therefore less
representative of real complex systems than the one used in the experiment by
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type, or at the rule-based level, much more oriented to the practical operations.
The issue is then about teaching how to control a system (operational
knowledge) or how the system functions (conceptual knowledge). Some
experiments have been carried out to relate the type of training, conceptual or
operational, with success in actual control tasks. These experiments provide
workable results and elude the difficulty of explicitly resorting to and
characterising mental models.


An experiment to investigate the effect of the type of knowledge about a process
on success in its control is reported by Landeweerd (1979). His work focused on
the relationship between the internal representation (i.e. the mental model) of a
process and the control behaviour in relation to diagnosing and correcting faults
in a simulated process control situation. His results indicate that in tasks requiring
fault correction, where the subjects have to take action, knowledge of cause-effect
interactions (operational knowledge) leads to better performance. On the
contrary, in tasks requiring fault diagnosis and where the subject has to analyse a
cause from the effects, performance seems to be more related to a more abstract,
conceptual, knowledge of the process structure.


More recently, also Morris and Rouse (1985) investigated what kind of
knowledge, operational or conceptual, the operator of a dynamic system needs to
have in order to work effectively. They conducted an experiment with a
computer-driven simulation of a dynamic production process consisting of nine
tanks, some of which are interconnected by pipes and valves. The plant
operator's task was to supervise the flow of fluid through the series of tanks.


Morris and Rouse compared different training programs. At the end, they came
to the conclusion that a deep training program, organized in order to provide
conceptual understanding of the internal operation of a system, leads to worse
results than a procedural-oriented, operational training program. According to
Morris and Rouse


"There is little or no conclusive evidence that providing operators with information


about theoretical aspects of system functioning enables them to be better operators. In


fact, in research in which subjects were given instruction in the theoretical basis of


system functioning there was no apparent advantage to having been given such


information [...]. It is quite possible that being able to control the system is not directly
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certain number of difficulties from control theory: non-linear and time-varying
characteristics, time constants over different orders of magnitude and multiple
internal connections. The system can be identified by six properties (or "states" in
control language); these properties can be inferred from the values of 11
measurable variables.


This study focused on the subjects' capability to predict the operation of the
system on the base of the measured variables. Subjects were asked to judge the
predictability of each system state or variable on the base of the others.


An analysis of the experimental data suggested the qualitative conclusion that
"novices organise their knowledge in static terms, i.e. the 'surface structure' of the
system, whereas the experts conceptualise system relations along more dynamic
and integrated 'deep-structure' lines. This result clearly corresponds to the finding
in other knowledge domains that experts tend to hold more abstract
conceptualisations than do novices." The experiment showed also that experts
seemed to make the distinction between system properties and system variables
much more sharply than novices.


2.7 Mental Models and Training


The above-described analysis by Hopkins, Campbell and Peterson (1987)
indicates that there are differences in conceptual models, but not how these
differences can influence control tasks. Different types of experiments are
required to indicate to what extent abstract conceptualisations of a system are
necessary for successful operations. This information would be useful to select the
contents in the training of operators of complex systems. Currently, training
programs offer instruction in the theoretical principles upon which the system is
based and perhaps some experience with simulators. It is often assumed that such
instruction leads to satisfactory performance.


There is still no widespread agreement on the importance of a model in learning
how to operate a device, or being able to operate it once it is learned. The basic
question addressed by the researchers is whether the model provided by training
should be at knowledge-based level, i.e. of a more theoretical and conceptual
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Klein and Calderwood are critical about the real benefits of the prevailing
paradigms in decision research. As they put it, such paradigms are in fact based
"in simplified and highly structured laboratory tasks, and have therefore limited
utility in operational domains characterized by high time pressure, uncertainty,
ambiguity, continually changing conditions, ill-defined goals, and distributed
decision responsibilities."


Classical decision models depend on a number of simplified assumptions. In
experimental settings, the goals can be isolated and carried out independent of
context. In theoretical models probabilities can be accurately estimated; choices,
goals and evidence are carefully defined, and every subgoal is independent of the
others.


But in practice - so do Klein and Calderwood report - "Less than 20% of the
decisions involved concurrent deliberation, in which more than one course of
action was considered and contrasted. The classical concept of a decision event,
or moment of choice, is exactly this type of conscious evaluation of several
different options, and yet it occurred infrequently in our sample. [...] Although
the commanders could clearly recognize and admit to making mistakes,
'workable', 'timely' and 'cost-effective' were much more meaningful criteria."


The simulation by Brehmer and the analysis by Klein and Calderwood indicate
that there is little in common between theoretical failure analysis with its
probabilistic approach and the way people think in actual emergencies. Assuming
a probability-based mental model to cope with unexpected situations is therefore
not the correct approach. On the other hand, the indication of how people have
dealt with real emergencies can provide clues for the design of technical systems
to better support decision management under stress and time pressure.


Mental models of physical systems


Hopkins, Campbell and Peterson (1987) describe an experiment to investigate the
nature of mental models of physical systems. In their experiment, the
representation of a physiologic (mechanical heart/blood vessel) system has to be
inferred on the basis of raw data. Test subjects are a group of students and a
group of experts, i.e. people who do not know the system under test, but who
possess a basic background in physics and physiology. The test system shows a
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¥ the subjects do not manage to form any truly predictive models of the
system


¥ the subjects do not realise the implications of feedback delay, e.g. in this
simulation they do not use the commands which give some freedom of
action to the units that were sent in the forest. And as things get more
difficult near the end of a problem, when most of the wood has burned
down, the test subjects are even less willing to delegate responsibility.


Brehmer's conclusions in relation to system design support the idea to delegate
responsibility among the subunits instead of relying on a central coordinator who
is unable to cope with system delays:


"if feedback delays cannot be engineered out of the system, the decision-making


powers in the system will have to be distributed throughout the system, and steps must


be taken to prevent the central decision maker from assuming the total control that he


cannot exercise with any success. Systems should therefore be designed so that they


do not require perfect decisions."


The example of fire-fighting is also used by Klein and Calderwood (1991). In this
case the behaviour of real firemen in action was analyzed, mostly with help of
interviews. The data they collected illustrate aspects of thinking under stress
conditions and in life-threatening situations.


When planning is analyzed in theory, it is assumed to be oriented to a "decision
tree" with the possible alternatives represented by branches, each having a
probability or feasibility value. On the contrary, in real-life emergency situations
there is no time to evaluate possible alternatives. Subjects do not evaluate
different alternatives according to their relative weights, but rather select a choice
as soon as it seems to be feasible, under the unconscious consideration of the
other parameters.


According to the study by Klein and Calderwood, firemen do not think in terms
of the probability-tree method to evaluate alternatives for action (as implied by
many models). Instead, the possible alternative solutions are evaluated one by
one. When there is an indication that a particular strategy will not work, it is
immediately discarded. As soon as one option for action seems to be successful, it
is immediately applied.
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In general, this new experience confirms what had been found earlier about the
difficulties people have in dealing with complex systems. Subjects tend to act in a
"feedback" fashion, approaching each problem on its own and only after this has
developed. Often they do not treat systems as such, i.e. as interconnected entities,
but just as a collection of independent variables. Subjects tend also to keep the
status quo stable and disregard developments and their consequences. In addition,
subjects prognosticate the development of variables by means of linear
extrapolation; they assume a linear development even when the situation clearly
shows that it must be non-linear.


These simulations show an additional result that has direct relevance for process
control. Some of the process variables are stable because of the action of
feedback loops. The test subjects usually do not recognize this effect of feedback
mechanisms and believe instead that the related resources are inexhaustible. This
leads often the user to "stretch" the use of these resources up to a point where
the system cannot longer cope with it.


In the last experiment, a group of managers was tested against one of students. In
general, managers scored better. Both groups had access to exactly the same
type of information about the system, but managers seemed to know better how
to adapt themselves to new kinds of situations. The managers probably learned
the more effective approach from constantly having to make decisions in real-life
situations.


Decision-making in emergency situations


In a companion paper to D�rner (1987), Brehmer (1987) investigated the
difficulties in decision-making in complex situations. The example Brehmer took
is a study on how different test subjects approach a fire-fighting task. People
playing the (simulated) role of the fireman dispatcher to deal with a forest fire
seem to react well to contingency situations, but:


¥ the subjects do not learn to differentiate between more efficient and less
efficient fire-fighting units


¥ delay of feedback has truly disastrous effects on the subjects' ability to
control the system
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¥ individuals change the topic under consideration relatively quick and
often jump from one topic to the next, treating all of them superficially


¥ subjects enclose themselves in those areas which don't seem to present
them any difficulty. These are usually the least problematic and
therefore unimportant areas.


In addition, subjects tend to reduce the problem complexity to fewer and fewer
causes. In D�rner's own words: "Reductive hypotheses are very attractive for the
simple reason that they reduce insecurity with one stroke and encourage the
feeling that things are understood". The author also observes that "certain
deformations and degeneration of reason are to a certain extent natural effects of
general human behaviour patterns".


D�rner's paper makes another further important point, namely that correct
decision making is matter of method rather than of experience and knowledge. In
other words, a person who thinks rationally will tend to approach all problems in
a coherent fashion. A person prone to mess up things will do it in several areas.


A similar experiment with a different scenario substantially confirms these results
(D�rner, 1990). After a catastrophe occurred in the Moro region (Bukina Faso,
West Africa), a development aid project was organized to create better living
conditions for the semi-nomadic people living there. Using deep wells, more
water was made available, which led to higher agricultural outputs and increased
cattle stocks. Even the tsetse fly had been brought under control. But at the end
the cattle exceeded the capacity of the available pasture area; decrease in rainfall
led to food shortage and eventually to a famine in the human population.


Fortunately, Bukina Faso exists only in form of computer software and the
catastrophe was no more tragic than downward pointing trend curves on output
graphs. Again, the aim of the simulation was to investigate how people meet the
various demands in a complex situation like this "dynamic decision problem".
This system is complex, consists of a large number of variables, and evolves
dynamically on its own without external intervention. It is difficult to manage
such a system, because the implicit requirement to cope with it is to "look
ahead". But what many subjects tend to do is to react only to contingent data,
without planning for future actions.
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way; in a comprehensive work (Gentner and Stevens, 1983) it is indicated that
many people hold incorrect mental models even for simple physical phenomena
like elementary dynamics and electrical theory.


A large part of the research on mental models has been dedicated to office
systems and in particular to word processors. The aim of such research was to
conceptualise the operation of these systems and therefore give indications about
how to design them in order to be easier to operate. Because of the intrinsic
difference between sequential and real-time computing, not all the results so
obtained can be directly extended to real-time systems: a word processor is
entirely under the control of the user, while a real-time system is not.


Research about mental models in the real-time interaction with complex system is
often carried out by evaluating the performance of test subjects in simulated
scenarios. Other researchers conduct field investigations about real-life situations,
like e.g. how emergencies have been managed in concrete cases.


A first example of a simulated scenario is described by D�rner (1987). With help
of a computer program, the test subjects played the role of mayor in Lohhausen,
a small (virtual) city of 3,500 inhabitants. The economy of this city depends
mainly on a municipal industrial enterprise, a manufacturing plant for the
production of watches. The city has also its administration, shops, schools, etc. On
the computer, subjects were able to influence the production of the city factory,
to change taxation rates, to create or cancel jobs, to decide about housing
construction, and so on. The results of the runs were quite different for the
different subjects. While some managed the task very well, others showed a very
poor performance and led the city to bankruptcy and ruin.


D�rner, a psychologist, relates the cause of the errors to a number of traits that
are very human indeed. According to him:


¥ most people are not interested in finding out the existent trends and
developmental tendencies at first, but are interested instead in the status
quo


¥ all subjects have difficulties with exponential developments
¥ there is a tendency to think in causal series, not in causal nets
¥ poor performers show a low assessment of their own ability to act
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control of the foreseen operations. A model is also present at the skill-based level;
it is for example the "feeling", that the activation of a switch makes something
happen in the plant or process. This model cannot be provided by theoretical
training and courses but has to be learned from practice.


There is no general agreement about the importance of a formal model to carry
out control operations. And there is no indication that people with a strong
theoretical background can carry out operations better than other people without
this knowledge. In general, actions carried out at the lower levels are faster and
much more effective than those that require more intensive thinking. On the
other hand, high-level thinking is required to explore new situations, for example
to find the reason for a failure. Mental models for the same target system T can
also take different forms depending on their purpose. The mental models of a car
by a car-repairman is very different from that of the sports driver. The driver
probably could not do his job if he constantly thought about everything that
might go wrong with the engine.


The industry, much more interested in practical aspects than in theory, has long
taken the approach that operators can do their job with comparatively little
training and thus does not overestimate the importance of mental models. The
personnel of many complex systems receive only little training about the
processes they control, so that they have to build their own mental models and
simplified operational schemes from experience. This low-level knowledge is
periodically expanded and integrated with theoretical courses.


2.6 Experimental Results about Mental Models


The management of complex systems


Different experiments have been carried out in order to get insight into the
structure and function of mental models. The approach of these studies is
behavioural-oriented rather than cognitive-oriented: what is actually studied is
how people deal with complex systems. From these studies insight on the nature
of mental models as well as how people manage in different situations may be
gained. It is known that even simple facts are often conceptualised in the wrong
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some physical description for T and M(T) is how the user sees T. It is almost
given that C(T) and M(T) are different1.


In the design of user interfaces we can act - at least in part - on the relation
mapping T with M(T). We want to influence the formation of M(T) in such a
way to enable the operator to control a process. To do this, what we can
manipulate (at least in part) is the interface between T and M(T). In this respect
we operate on the base of our formal model of the system under control, C(T),
and our own ideas about the user's mental model, C(M(T)).


The most immediate - and for an engineer almost natural - assumption, is that the
user's long-term memory contains a model of the process to control. In formal
terms, M(T)=T. This view implies that process operators know all handbooks and
drawings by heart and can act immediately on an emergency, possibly even with
anticipatory commands. It is assumed that, if needed, the operator may select
appropriate controls faster and more precisely than the control computer and at a
speed compatible with that of the technical process.


Such an assumption is naive and wrong for several reasons. In the first place
human thinking is much less structured and detailed than formal information
contained in handbooks. In addition, humans can also restructure and adapt their
thinking patterns adapting them to contingent situations, while information
recorded in books remains the same all the time. And mostly, people in charge of
a complex process T do not have a copy of T in long-term memory, to intervene
with appropriate functions of T-1 when needed.


A mental model is built in course of time and can constantly be modified and
extended. At the knowledge-based level (Section 2.1) the model has a theoretical
form, and is oriented to explain how a system works. This information can be
provided with training and courses and is built in general on basic facts from
chemistry, physics, electrical engineering, and so on. At the rule-based level the
model consists in rules, possibly in IF-THEN fashion, and that are apt for the


1 Norman's original notation is lower-case t. This may however lead to confusion in notations


like C(t), M(t), etc. because of the close similarity with the notation for functions of time (which


they are not). For this reason, we will use capital T to denote a target system.
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In psychology, there are different approaches to the study of mental models, two
of which are of particular interest. In the cognitive approach the goal is to build
an internal model on the base of experiments. In the behavioural approach
instead, an internal model is not essential; what matters is the reaction of a person
to specific stimuli. According to this view, the mind is a black-box that can be
studied and defined in terms of stimuli and responses.


What is the importance of a mental model in process control? An interesting
indication of the role of models in control tasks is given in the novel "Reason" by
Isaac Asimov (1950). A robot called Cutie is highly successful in a complicated
control task, the redirection of a powerful electron storm which could destroy the
Earth. Cutie (who eventually saves our planet) follows a conceptual model
entirely different from the one he was instructed for. Cutie does not believe in the
existence of the Earth ("just a dot on a radar screen"), yet he is able to perform
the expected tasks by monitoring dials and gauges ("I kept all dials at equilibrium
in accordance with the will of the Master"). The astronauts who watch him
perform this task affirm then quite appropriately "Then what's the difference
what it believes!".


The difficulty of working with mental models does not only lie in the nature of
the problem itself. As Wilson and Rutherford (1989) in a comprehensive study
indicate,


"the concept of user mental models appears somewhat confused and incoherent.


Indeed, Norman's (1983) observations that mental models are incomplete, unstable,


non-exclusive, and unscientific - among other attributes - might also characterise the


whole enterprise of applying them, judging from the literature".


Wilson and Rutherford point out how even professionals in related fields (like e.g.
psychologists and human factor experts) do not understand the same concepts
for mental models. The case is not better with engineers in search of formal
descriptions.


Norman (1983) differentiates between the actual target system T, the conceptual
model of the system seen by the system designer or an external observer, C(T),
and the user's mental model of the target system, M(T). C(T) is mostly related to
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potentially competent personnel must balance own judgement, compliance with
orders from above, other external pressures (e.g. scheduling requirements) and
even the risk of turning out as scapegoats if something goes wrong when they
make unusual decision.


Many operators want to have responsibility and actively participate in the
configuration and control of the process. As Olsson and Brehmer (1990) and
Olsson and Lee (1992) point out, supervisory control should not reduce the
operator to passively reading on a screen that the computer is operating
correctly, but instead carry out tasks that are more integrated with the work of
the company management and with the goals of the organization.


All these issues lie beyond the issue of the human-computer interface and must
be solved at other levels. Human-computer interaction is just one of the many
relevant components. Yet, if other aspects are left untouched, even the best user
interface cannot do much to improve operations quality and workers' satisfaction
or reduce the incidence of errors. Working on the user interface alone will not
lead to the envisioned results for a system and its goals.


2.5 Mental Models


The issue of mental models is central to the whole problem of human-computer
interaction and operation of complex systems. Mental models provide the
foundation for many operational decisions. Actions at the knowledge-based level
in Rasmussen's model (Section 2.1) imply the existence of mental models.


Very little is known about the nature of mental models, just as little is known
about the nature of thought in general. In this section there will be no attempt to
present a new theory of mental models (or of the thought process), but this
problem will neither be eluded by labelling facts instead of explaining them.
Scientists and philosophers have long dealt with the problem of thought and
intelligence, but we still don't have a general theory. This does not mean that one
should not speculate on the nature of mental models or not try to gather
information on the subject.
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This does not mean that the best process display would show a woman on a
high-resolution computer screen more or less undressed as a function of the
process parameters in order to draw the operators' attention. It rather indicates
that we should not only rely on models like Rasmussen's (Section 2.1), error
classification schemes, GOMS, Norman's action model and others as if they gave
the whole picture. System engineers and user interface designer must know to
what extent these models are applicable and where their limits are. The intrinsic
playful nature of people was perfectly understood by the developers of the
Macintosh computer, who introduced subtle playing cues in the interface and so
helped it to its success.


An additional aspect that should deserve more attention is the role played by
traditions, established patterns or pure conservatism, and that can be enormous.
For example, we know that normal QWERTY keyboards are not optimized (they
were actually designed to slow down typing, so that the keys would not jam in
the first mechanical typewriters). The first row above contains all letters needed
to type the word "TYPEWRITER", so that the first vendors, who did not possess
typing skills, still managed to carry out a basic demonstration of the product. An
optimal keyboard layout has been defined (the "Dvorak" design), where the keys
are organized in order of their frequency (e.g. the keys "T", "H", "E" are situated
close to one another) so that they can be typed with no effort, and assigned to
the most agile fingers. Well, very few people use the Dvorak-keyboard, although
many would agree on the advantages of its design. All the human factors and
user interface experts I met had normal keyboards, although Dvorak keyboards
can be purchased. The reason is simple, after having gone through the process of
learning how to type (on standard keyboards), nobody wants to retrain to use a
different keyboard.


It is known by everybody with direct workplace experience that imponderable
factors like degree of responsibility, relation with the supervisors, possibility for
career advances together with many others have a definite and strong impact on
motivation and thus on performance at work. Reason (1990) cites the example of
some companies with very high quality standards, where in high workload
situations the conventional, rank-based management structure changes into a
work structure based primarily on competence and where the formal ranks lose
their importance. Several organisations have not yet understood this fact. Many
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TOP 40 NEWSGROUPS IN ORDER BY POPULARITY (FEB. 93)


(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
1 190000 91% 1 14.2 10.7% news.announce.newusers
2 150000 87% 11 436.9 8.4% news.answers
3 150000 85% 1120 2385.6 8.2% misc.jobs.offered
4 140000 68% 1593  4128.3 8.0% alt.sex
5 140000 83% 71 136.7 7.8% rec.humor.funny
6 120000 56% 2511 99428.9 6.8% alt.binaries.


.pictures.erotica
7 120000 83% 1765 2166.3 6.7% misc.forsale
8 120000 88% 873 1683.4 6.5% comp.windows.x
9 120000 53% 1150 6188.8 6.5% alt.sex.stories
10 110000 91% 88 637.2 6.3% news.announce.newgroups
11 110000 90% 1616 3352.8 6.2% news.groups
12 110000 82% 2128 5363.5 6.1% rec.humor
13 94000 69%  459 2442.0 5.2% alt.activism
14 94000 88% 1145 2168.3 5.2% comp.lang.c
15 93000 86%  902 2012.9 5.2% comp.graphics
16 86000 83% 536 963.4 4.8% misc.jobs.misc
17 84000 72% 88 1086.4 4.7% rec.arts.erotica
18 84000 64% 1441 4911.1 4.7% alt.sex.bondage
19 83000 83% 60 2630.5 4.6% comp.binaries.ibm.pc
20 82000 88% 822 1435.0 4.6% comp.unix.questions
21 82000 87% 1344 3112.8 4.6% comp.lang.c++
22 81000 79% 133 3334.8 4.5% alt.sources
23 79000 88% 244 1550.9 4.4% news.announce.conf
24 78000 59% 1434 52584.0 4.3% alt.binaries.


.pictures.misc
25 77000 85% - - 4.3% news.announce.important
26 77000 90% 427 543.8 4.3% news.newusers.questions
27 76000 85% 2766 4255.4 4.2% comp.sys.ibm.pc.


.hardware
28 74000 82% 313 596.5 4.1% misc.jobs.contract
29 74000 85% 196 324.5 4.1% comp.misc
30 73000 74% 3118 8658.6 4.1% soc.culture.indian
31 73000 11% 20 115.0 4.1% clari.news.briefs
32 72000 91% 43 1046.9 4.0% news.lists
33 72000 84% 324 944.8 4.0% comp.ai
34 71000 79% 2410 6052.6 3.9% rec.arts.movies
35 70000 65% 1989 3255.1 3.9% alt.personals
36 69000 81% 423 426.6 3.9% misc.wanted
37 69000 85% 714 1064.3 3.9% comp.sys.ibm.pc.misc
38 69000 73% 532 867.6 3.9% alt.bbs
39 69000 86% 103 5049.6 3.8% comp.sources.misc
40 69000 80% 94 164.4 3.8% comp.dcom.lans.misc


Table 2.1 Newsgroups in order of popularity (Usenet Log for February, 1993)


(a) Estimated total number of people who read the group, world-wide; (b) Propagation: how


many sites receive this group at all; (c) Recent traffic (messages per month); (d) Recent traffic


(kilobytes per month); (e) Share: % of newsreaders who read this group.; (f) newsgroup name.
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This is quite a subtle point, which unfortunately is overlooked in most of the
literature on "human factors". No formal description can capture the role played
by natural, human attitudes. The real user jumps from one theme to another, gets
bored, oversees important facts, does not recognize the temporal evolution of
things, etc. As Douglas Hofstadter in his work on artificial intelligence G�del,
Escher, Bach: an Eternal Golden Braid observes, a computer, if it were really
intelligent, would show it by getting bored at doing mathematics.


Electronic mail is a good example to illustrate this point. We have believed for
several years that new media (like electronic mail) would improve the way we
communicate. Wrong. This might hold in several cases, but in general the
electronic medium has facilitated the transmission of higher amounts of data, not
better data. There is an even subtler side effect: the wider the communication
channel at my disposal, the less time and effort I will spend to improve my
message right from the beginning in order to economise on channel use. Let
those who receive my message do the job instead. The result is a higher general
workload made up by the quantity of information transmitted via the medium.


The initial intention with the introduction of networks was good. It was implicitly
assumed that they would improve the quality of work and that they would only
be used to make work more efficient. But to get an idea of what people find most
interesting, it is sufficient to check a report of the most popular newsgroups in
network use, in this case Usenet in February, 1993 (Table 2.1). One has to scan
the log long down to find that "comp.ai" was called by 72000 (4.0%) of the
world-wide users and thus takes the 33rd place in order of popularity.
"sci.environment" was selected by 33000 (1.8%) users, ranking 287th in
popularity. The most favoured user requests are explicit by themselves.


These data are an example of something that is unexpected first and looks
obvious afterwards. The newsgroups on Usenet are quite interesting in this
respect because their development is spontaneous and therefore provide a much
better picture of users' interest than any questionnaire-based research could do. In
Usenet, there is no central authority deciding and organising the themes, but
rather the activity is controlled by the user community at large in a direct and
spontaneous way. The net result is that computer games and lifestyle conferences
get a larger share of interest (measured in user messages or binary amount of
traffic) than scientific information. They give a very human picture of the user.
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detail, so that for each error a specific course of action can be selected and - if
applicable - carried out. The design limits of error avoidance schemes should not
be hidden but rather be part of an open, known, and documented design
decision.


To check the outcome of control actions and for training it would be quite
straightforward to install two terminals in process control rooms, one for the real
process monitoring and control, the other for process simulation. The outcome of
a command could then be tested against the simulated system before being
transferred to the real process. To gain more accuracy, the simulation software
would have access to all process monitoring data, but without influencing the
process itself. Simulation and training software is still used quite sparingly in the
process industry, although it would represent a good substitute for the "vicinity
to the process" that is getting lost because of automation.


2.4 Effects of Context, Expectations, and
Motivation


An additional aspect of importance for how operations are carried out in practice
is motivation. This factor is not adequately described by research that focuses on
too specific aspects of the interaction between humans and computers. Data
collected in restricted settings describes very specific phenomena, but may lose its
validity when it is extrapolated and referred to in other contexts. The picture of
the user that one gets via laboratory experiments is an ideal representation that
only in part reflects real people in real environments.


People are people and their basic traits and attitudes that have evolved in million
of years do not change just because they sit in front of a computer screen. In the
development of the medium computer and in almost all related literature there is
a more or less explicitly stated quest to improve the way people work, with
specific expectations about how this is going to happen. What instead often
happens when new tools are put at disposal of normal people is that a new kind
of symbiosis human-machine is established, usually in a different way than
expected.
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taken by the designers beforehand, i.e. the user interface should support - or at
least not hinder - unusual operations.


Error correction means that the operator or the machine recognize that an
error has taken place and acts to correct it. The most common solution used in
computer systems is the command "Undo". The computer buffers all commands
before executing them. For example, a file would not be immediately erased from
memory, but only scheduled to be erased. If the operator changes his mind after
having deleted a file, he can always get it back as long as this has not been
physically removed from the system.


The "Undo" function can obviously only work when no change in the technical
process has yet taken place. In real-time process control there is no possibility to
"buffer" commands like in the virtual environment of a computer. For this
reason, in process control applications errors should be avoided - as far as
possible - from the very beginning. The user interface should therefore include
data about possible dangerous states or even a simulation routine to foresee the
outcome of an action, holding the above-mentioned considerations about error
avoidance. The practical handling of this aspect will be treated in Chapter 3.


Paradoxically, in a complex system errors should not be avoided altogether.
Errors represent namely a good experience source. It is no coincidence that an
important learning method is called Trial-and-Error. In a way similar to the way
children learn, experimenting on one's own delivers a "feeling" for carrying out
actions, most of all at the sensomotoric level. There is no way to replace feelings
gained in this way with theoretical training.


There are obviously situations where "experimenting" with the target system is
undesirable or impossible (like in nuclear power plants). Simulation routines can
here help collect the necessary experience without risk. A pilot who already
crashed several times on the simulator will probably be able to keep his aircraft in
the air better than the one who does not know the limits of the machine.


In error management, a strategy should be selected in relation to the work task.
For each task a decision about error avoidance or error correction must be taken.
If errors are considered to be probabilistic, then the system has to be made
insensitive to them as far as possible. Causal errors must be analyzed more in
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Rasmussen classifies errors on the base of his action model (Section 2.1). Slips
take place at the sensomotoric level. Mistakes take place at higher levels, where
planning is concerned. A mistake could be the selection of a wrong rule or a
wrong complex decision. An example of slip is a typing error on a typewriter or
the shift into the wrong gear in a car. A mistake can take place at the rule-level
(e.g. wrong spelling of a word) or at the knowledge-level (use of a correctly
spelled word that is wrong in the context of a sentence). In car driving a mistake
could be the wrong estimation of a slope leading to the successful shift into the
wrong gear.


Focusing on the slips and mistakes of a single person is however also an implicit
way of looking for scapegoats, at least in large, hierarchically structured
organisations (where scapegoats have a tendency to be found at the lowest
levels). More recent approaches focus instead on complex systems as such
(Reason, 1990). According to Reason, "[the operators] at the human-machine
interface were the inheritors of system defects created by poor design, conflicting
goals, defective organization and bad management decisions. Their part, in effect,
was simply that of creating the conditions under which these latent failures could
reveal themselves". This means that, in order to make a system safer, all its levels
must be considered.


Error management is an important part of human-computer interaction. A
good user interface must contribute to the reduction of the number and the
consequences of errors. Error management can be approached in two different
ways: error avoidance and error correction.


Error avoidance requires that the machine in some way recognises the
evolution toward an error situation and alarms the operator about it. The
machine would then not accept commands that may have dangerous
consequences. This method is already employed, but it is itself not immune from
drawbacks. In several work contexts (e.g. in civil aviation) operators are
unsatisfied with equipment that explicitly does not carry out commands or that
"interprets" how to carry them out. The usual reason behind this criticism is that
a system can only be as good as it is designed and built and there is no way the
designers can foresee all possible situations and outcomes. The final decision
about how to react in emergencies must be left to the operators and not implicitly
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information, if it is needed to accomplish his tasks. Otherwise, an important
indication of malfunctioning and problems in a system might be lost.


The limited capacity of sensory storage and of short-term (working) memory sets
also the limits to the amount of information that can be perceived and processed
concurrently. This aspect will be treated more in detail in Chapter 4.


2.3 Errors and Error Management


Errors are a natural aspect of all human actions and play a very important role
also in process control. Human errors are often cited as the cause of accidents or
unacceptable performance in technical systems like aircraft, ships and power
plants. For many of these systems it has been estimated that 70-90 percent of all
failures can be traced to human error.


According to a comprehensive study by Rouse and Rouse (1983), two major
approaches can be taken to characterising human error, probabilistic and causal.
In the probabilistic model errors are - as the name tells - of random nature and
can be treated in a manner similar to that used for hardware failures. No effort is
made to investigate errors on an individual basis and to minimise their effect;
instead, a general reliability metric is established. This metric is then used to verify
whether the reliability of a system meets specified levels.


The causal approach to error analysis takes an entirely different standpoint.
Errors are not considered to be random events but actions whose cause can be
exactly traced back, identified, and possibly removed. The difference in the two
approaches can also be characterized as whether the accent is put on what errors
occur or why they occur.


Two known classifications of errors were proposed by Norman and Rasmussen
(cit. from Rouse and Rouse). Norman's model is simple and straightforward:
errors can be either slips or mistakes. Slips are intentionally correct actions that
are not carried out. Mistakes are correctly performed actions that reflect
inappropriate intentions.
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Information storage in long-term memory takes place with some kind of
encoding. What is stored is the meaning and not the form of a message or of
symbols (e.g. the exact wording of a sentence). The transfer of information to
long-term memory does not depend only on a voluntary effort. We remember
well things that are quite unimportant, but it is usually difficult to memorise rote
data as such, for example during the preparation of an exam, and no matter how
much we want to do it. Further, there are indications that memorisation is
permanent and that there actually is no such thing as "forgetting". It seems to be
instead that already stored items cannot be retrieved, possibly because of wrong
or missing cues.


Human memory does not work with direct cell addressing as computers do; it
works instead on the base of analogies and associations. Information storage is
easier if the new data can be put into an existing "frame", i.e. if the data can be
related to information already present in long-term memory (for example the
association of the above-mentioned phone number with the city of San
Francisco). Memorisation of different facts works also better if these are not
presented alone but are put in causal relationships. Similarly, recalling is facilitated
by "cues" hinting at some aspect of the data to be retrieved.


Perception and interface design


The conclusions about the role of basic perception skills in relation to interface
design are quite straightforward. When a type of interface is substituted with
another (e.g. a mechanical manipulator with a computer-controlled one, a
mechanical valve with an electrical valve and a local regulator) it should be
considered whether there is direct information that in this way is lost. From a
shift gear one may feel "in the hand" if the clutch does not work properly; the
same is not true for an electrical gear, unless explicit feedback information is
provided in some form.


If - and that is the case with computer controlled systems - the information
provided by tactile and acoustic perception is lost, it must be determined how this
information can be replaced. It is difficult to bring on a screen the equivalent
information of motor noise and vibrations (which to an experienced operator
convey quite a large amount of information). However, the operator should not
be required to control the process "blindly", without resort on this type of
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given instant and provides us with a base for action. Long-term memory has an
almost infinite storage potential, but memorising and recalling takes longer.
Information in long-term memory makes a person's entire knowledge and
includes everything from the use of language to childhood's memories, from
multiplication tables to the name of the King of Ruritania. Information in short-
term memory has a retention time of seconds, in long term memory it can last a
lifetime.


The distinction between short-term and long-term memory has also a
physiological explanation. There is no "spatial" separation in the brain between
the two storage areas, but both take place in the whole brain. The difference is in
the type of activity. Short term memory activity is more of electrical nature (the
distribution of electric fields), while long-term memory consists in neuronal
interactions and connections of a more permanent, chemical, nature.


In a comprehensive comparative study, Miller (1956) suggests that in short-term
memory there is place for about 7+/-2 information items, also called chunks. The
same limit holds also for the amount of external stimuli that can be properly
identified. New information coming in will erase or displace the existing chunks.
Items not thought about decay quickly and are lost from consciousness.
"Chunks" are not the same as information bits; in fact a chunk can be very rich
in its information content. The items in short-term memory are at about the same
abstraction level, or show at least some homogeneity.


A key aspect in the efficient use of short-term memory is therefore coding, i.e.
how much "raw" information is inserted in a chunk. Organization and relation
with previous knowledge help to handle new information more easily. Take for
example the number sequence 14154569220. It just looks like an arbitrary
sequence of eleven figures. Most people would not be able to recall such a
sequence without some effort and would probably soon forget it. But regrouping
the sequence as 1-415-456-9220 makes it more manageable, and even more if it
is identified as a San Francisco phone number. Regrouping has reduced the
number of chunks from 11 to 4, an amount that most people can handle without
major effort. A similar example is found with chess players: a master can
remember the position of 20 pieces on the chessboard, the novice cannot. The
reason is probably that the novice sees the pieces as 20 different items, the master
as one or two chunks.
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than one message can be perceived and understood at the time. When several
messages are heard at the same time, they only generate confusion.


The most important sense in general as well as in the realisation of user interfaces
is vision. Hearing is important when acoustic devices are used. Tactile perception
was important in relation to the use of controls connected to mechanical
equipment (clutches, brakes, the yoke in an aircraft). A practical advantage of
those controls was the immediate feedback that the task was accomplished, the
"feeling in the fingers" that a clutch is connected or that a fluid starts flowing
through a valve. With the introduction of computer-controlled servo devices this
type of feeling has been lost or replaced by visual information on a screen.


In vision, the perception of colours is one of the most important factors; colours
play an important role also in human-computer interaction. The physiology of
vision is fairly well known. The human eye is most sensitive to green and least
sensitive to the high-end frequencies of the colour spectrum, blue and violet. The
eye focuses different colours at different distances, so that for example if red and
blue are close to each other, the eye tries to focus them at different distances and
loss of clarity is the result. About 8% of the male population and 0.5% of the
female population in Europe and North America have some kind of colour
blindness and do not recognize some colours or colour contrasts.


In general, unexpected stimuli are perceived with a certain amount of attention,
but the attention decreases when the stimuli are repeated. Other factors that
increase the likelihood of perception of a stimulus are intensity, size, contrast and
movement. In addition, the brain also "knows" what to look for: in scanning a
picture, the eyes tend to fixate where the important features are located.


The dual-memory theory


The information from the sensory organs is first collected into the sensory
storage and from there it is transferred to short-term (working) memory where
we can consciously pay attention to it. From the short-term memory, and in most
cases only with a voluntary effort, information is transferred to the long-term
memory. Short-term memory is fast to recall (and forget) from, but we can "see"
all the information contained in it at the same time and react quickly on its base.
Short-term memory is our consciousness, it holds whatever we think about at a
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mental process of perception, memorisation and information processing by which
the individual acquires knowledge, solves problems, and plans for the future.
Cognitive processes can be modelled with experiments and without having to
resort to neurobiological explanations.


The total amount of information entering the body is estimated to be one billion
bit/s, of which only about 100 bit/s are processed consciously. The brain tends to
further reduce the amount of information to process. If too much information is
presented at the same time, acting capacity is lost and the attention tends to
concentrate only on part of the input data.


Psychologists have dealt for a long time with the problem of sensory perception.
Modern psychology differentiates between functional cognitive entities: sensory
storage, short-term (working) memory and long-term memory (Figure 2.2). The
stages in the information processing by the brain are perception, storing in short-
term and long-term memory, planning and conversion in control action.


Short-term 
memory


Long-term 
memory


Sensory 
storage


Transfer


Rehearsal


Displaced information


Perception (senses): 
vision, hearing


Figure 2.2 The dual-memory model


The senses collect different types of information; information from one sense
cannot be directly replaced with information from a different sense. The senses
communicate data in different fashions. Vision is parallel and is apt to give clues
to the interrelationships among objects. For this reason, vision is the optimal
sense not just to see, but also to interpret the world. Hearing is serial, no more
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¥ executing the action
¥ perceiving the system state
¥ interpreting the state
¥ evaluating the system state with respect to the goals and intentions.


Norman's model can be considered as a refinement of the GOMS method. Both
models have however a major drawback because they do not identify the
different abstraction levels in planning and evaluating the action course.


In conclusion, Rasmussen's model is adequate for the analysis of process control
interfaces where also cognitive activity is involved. The division in skill-based,
rule-based and knowledge-based behaviour permits the differentiation among the
work tasks and indicates what kind of support must be provided from the
machine to the user. At skill-based level this support might consist in immediate
feedback about the action, either sensomotoric or visual. For example, in the
control of a robot manipulator with a joystick we might want to follow the path
by reading the real-time coordinates on displays. Sometimes exact points might
be of interest, other times it would be sufficient to check the direction of
movement. At the rule-based level, the data and the possible types of action will
be shown. A way to do this is to highlight appropriate selections in a menu in
relation to the operational context. Similarly, on a control panel, only a subset of
the commands might be relevant at a certain time, and these commands could be
indicated e.g. with lamps. Finally, at knowledge-based level, the process interface
has to be designed in order to allow reasoning about a problem and support
decision-making. In some situations this means that large quantities of data might
have to be presented to the operators. This aspect will be examined in more detail
in later sections.


2.2 Perception and the Dual-Memory Theory


Physiological and sensory perception


The acts of perception and memory processing have been investigated for a long
time in psychology. Perception means to become aware of something through
our senses, i.e. to come to know what is going on around us. Cognition is the
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At the rule-based level, the information is typically treated as signs. The signs
serve to activate or modify a previously learned action or behaviour. Finally,
high-level information must be perceived and communicated in form of symbols.
In this way, information is useful for reasoning in predicting or explaining
unfamiliar behaviour of the environment and, more in general, to support
abstract thinking.


The boundaries between the different levels of behaviour are not exactly distinct,
so that this model has mainly a qualitative character. It is important to notice how
in the different types of actions the efficiency and response speed is highest at the
lowest level. The low efficiency of knowledge-based behaviour is compensated by
the capacity to adapt the action to new circumstances.


Other models for human behaviour and performance have been proposed. Card,
Moran, and Newell in their work The Psychology of Human-Computer
Interaction (cited in Shneiderman, 1987) describe the GOMS (Goals, Operators,
Methods and Selection) model. They postulate that users formulate goals and
subgoals and that each goal or subgoal can be achieved by specific methods or
procedures. In this model, the operators are elementary perceptual, motor, or
cognitive acts, whose execution either affects and changes the user's mental state
or the external environment. The selection rules are used in the choice of one
among several methods available for accomplishing a goal.


The GOMS model is comparable with the rule-based level in Rasmussen's model:
the operators are related to signals and the selection rules to behaviour. GOMS is
however a "keystroke-level" model and does not include explicitly a knowledge
level where a new course of action is planned and created anew. GOMS models
can be used to represent perceptual, cognitive, and motor activities; they are
commonly used to perform detailed keystroke, error, and performance time
analysis.


Norman (1986) indicates seven stages of user activity for the process of
performing and evaluating an action:


¥ establishing the goal
¥ forming the intention
¥ specifying the action sequence
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gear) and finally at knowledge-based level. The experienced car driver can watch
the traffic, select strategies, shift the gear and engage in a conversation at the
same time. Skilled musicians do not read one note after the other, but recognize
immediately more complex patterns like intervals, scales, arpeggios and execute
then accordingly.
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of task Planning


Goals


Automated 
sensori-motor 
patterns


Sensory input Actions


KNOWLEDGE-BASED 
BEHAVIOUR


RULE-BASED BEHAVIOUR


SKILL-BASED BEHAVIOUR
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Symbols


(Signs)
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Feature 
formation


Stored rules 
for tasksRecognition Association 


state / task


Figure 2.1 Simplified illustration of the three levels of human performance 


(from Rasmussen, 1983)


Rasmussen differentiates also among the type of communication that takes place
at the different levels. At the skill-based level the perceptual motor system acts
as a multivariable continuous control system. The sensed information is perceived
as signals that constantly indicate the physical time-space relation to the
environment.
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In the analysis of human-computer interfaces, the necessity to differentiate among
action levels appears early. It is reasonable to assume that typing a few
keystrokes is a different action than deciding what to type. Almost all behavioural
models of the human user show therefore a layered structure, with the
physiological functions at the lowest layer and the autonomous thinking and
decision-making at the highest. The number of layers varies from one model to
another. Models with several layers might not be wrong in principle, but it is
difficult to see their utility in practical interface design.


One of the most successful layered models related to the operation of technical
systems has been provided by the Dane Jens Rasmussen. According to
Rasmussen (1983), there are three layers, for skilled-based behaviour, rule-based
behaviour and knowledge-based behaviour (Figure 2.1).


The skill-based behaviour represents sensory-motor performance during acts or
activities which take place as smooth, automated, and highly integrated patterns
of behaviour and without conscious control. At the next level is the rule-based
behaviour, that takes place in familiar situations and is controlled by stored
rules or procedures which have been learned or derived empirically during
previous occasions.


Of course, a person does not face only familiar situations. Under unknown and
unfamiliar conditions, when no previous know-how or rules are available, the
control of action must take place at a higher level, in which performance is goal-
controlled and knowledge-based. In this situation, the goal is explicitly
formulated, based on the analysis of the environment and the overall aims. At this
level of functional reasoning, the structure of the environment to act upon is
explicitly represented by a mental model on which the selected course of action
depends.


To exemplify Rasmussen's model it is sufficient to consider two complex tasks
like driving a car or playing a musical instrument. At the beginning, the learner
must consciously evaluate every situation, formulate a plan (for shifting the gear
or moving the hand on a keyboard) and then carry it out. At this stage, attention
is high and efficiency and performance are low. With time and experience, actions
are carried out more and more automatically, first at rule-level (e.g. by
recognising directly and without a conscious analysis when it is time to shift the







2 User-related Issues in Human-
Computer Interaction


This chapter deals with issues related to user psychology. The results reported
here are models and experimental findings of interest in the design and evaluation
of the user interface for control tasks. In Section 2.1 is introduced Rasmussen's
action model; this model is used as reference in the rest of this chapter as well as
in other parts of this Thesis. Section 2.2 deals with the basics of perception and
human memory. Errors as a fundamental part of human behaviour and error
management by the machine are treated in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 deals with the
importance of motivation in human performance. The issue of mental models for
process control is treated in Section 2.5 and experimental results are presented in
Section 2.6. Section 2.7 examines the problem of knowledge and training in
relation to mental models.


2.1 A Model for Human Behaviour


In order to better evaluate and analyse the interactions between user, technical
process, interface and goals (Section 1.2) it is necessary to have internal models.
However, what can be done quite directly with engineering methods for goal,
technical process and process computer cannot be done for the user. There have
been many attempts to model the human being as if it were a machine, a
computer, an "expert system" and the like, but all had to be dropped. The only
"physical" modelling of the human being still in use in human-machine interaction
contexts is the description of sensomotoric reactions in terms of transfer
functions. A model of the human brain and of the thought process is still a long
way off, if it ever can be built.


A different approach, that is also much more useful in practice, is to model
human behaviour in relation to a work task. In this way, the question of the
internals of thought and reasoning can be eluded altogether.
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support the construction of tools for failure-analysis or hierarchical alarm
structures.


Most of the mentioned routines are already available today and are used in
industrial settings. What we still lack is a methodical integration of these tools. It
is still quite difficult to have different programs run together, although the
situation is becoming better because of the standardised user interfaces and
operating system environments. The combination of windows-based user
interfaces, object-oriented programming concepts, process databases, standard
notations for automated functions and special applications like process simulators
and routines for signal analysis probably indicates the direction for the
developments of the next years.


3.8 Conclusions


Today's computer systems offer advanced data-processing capabilities, that are
mainly directed to fulfil technical requirements. Human-related issues come to a
large extent still on a second plane. There are user interfaces that take in
consideration the cognitive capabilities of the process operators with use of
advanced and standardised display interfaces (Microsoft Windows, X-Windows),
but in general the cognitive needs of the user in relation to the process are not
getting the attention they deserve.


To design a process interface that is oriented to the user, the cognitive capabilities
of the user must be considered as the starting point. The computer should not be
a substitute for the tasks that are already performed well by humans, but instead
enhance those tasks where humans are less capable.


In this chapter it was presented the hypothesis of the process computer as
complexity interface and as a tool for the exploration of process data. If the
complexity for the control of a technical process is higher than what human
capabilities allow, the computer has to reduce this complexity to a level where it
becomes manageable and matches human cognitive capacity as well as the task
to solve. The computer can also act as a powerful tool to explore the data from
the process and therefore not only support process-control tasks but also help in
understanding and learning about the process itself.
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outcome is as wished, then a real command could be given to execute the action
in reality.


A simulation routine - even a very good one - cannot completely match the real
evolution of a complex process. A complementary routine could therefore be
used to analyse and compare the simulated and the real process evolution. In this
way one would at the same time gain better insight in the technical process and
use this knowledge to improve the simulation routine itself.


Another aspect where humans have problems is finding causality relations among
different parameters. The "exploration" tool should then be so designed to allow
the analysis of interactions among process variables. Because of the intrinsic time
delays in many processes, the tool should allow correlation of data from different
sources an for different time intervals and time/phase shifts.


An essential part of a comprehensive, human-oriented "exploration" tool would
be the support of different types of visual presentations on the computer screen.
Many relations that cannot be found by formal analysis become apparent if they
are visualised in the proper form. With such a visualisation tool, the construction
of an entropy/temperature diagram as mentioned in an earlier example should be
a straightforward operation. Shneiderman (1991) reports how visual interfaces
with real-time access to databases and immediate presentation on screen can be a
powerful exploration and learning tool. However, this technique is still very
young and there is not equivalent example for process control.


A final consideration about a generic monitoring and supervisory tool that has
been raised by many users is the importance that the operation of the tool itself is
known. This means that the users should have access not only to the process
data, but also to the algorithms on the base of which the process data itself is
processed and displayed.


Modern control languages (e.g. Grafcet, IEC 848, IEC 1131-3) allow the
definition of logic connections on a computer screen and then carry out the
related automated operations. A similar representation tool could be used to
define the interconnections among the variables and further the conversion of
some variable types into other types for display as process data. The use of
standardised and known logical and procedural notation could also be useful to
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At this point, the aspect of the interface must depend on the scope of
responsibility of the process operators. This is defined via the task analysis, which
must also indicate the type of knowledge the operators must have to perform
their tasks. If only operational knowledge is required, then the user interface has
to be oriented to support the necessary system operations. If instead conceptual
knowledge is required, then the operators have access to process data and to the
related controls in order to (1) build and refine their mental models and (2) to
support reasoning in unusual (e.g. emergency) situations.


The very different problem-solving attitudes of people and machines must be
considered. Computers are good at doing mathematics and in precise control;
their use in NC-Machines is therefore entirely warranted. But computers cannot
draw conclusions from elusive clues, unless they are specifically programmed to
do just that. And even if computers can be programmed to solve specific
problems (e.g. character recognition), they are still very far from solving
cognitive tasks at large. For that kind of problem, humans should be in charge.
The technical system should be kept as simple as possible and designed from the
beginning to support, not to replace humans.


On the side of the theoretical knowledge provided via courses and handbooks,
also the computer can be a very powerful tool for learning by allowing the direct
exploration and manipulation of the system. The user interface must support the
analysis of process data and trends, as well as the search for relations among
different variables. The interface could be designed to support answering to
questions of "what-if" type, in a way not much dissimilar to how spreadsheet
programs work. Thanks to spreadsheets, tasks like budgeting that earlier
appeared to be boring and difficult have turned into a much easier and more
playful issue. The reason lies probably in the intrinsic simplicity of the tool, even
if it is used to manipulate complex data structures.


Real-time process data and the internal couplings in processes are intrinsically
more complicated than static budgeting equations, so that the analogy with the
spreadsheet might have its limits. Yet, the ideal tool would have to contain in
some form simulation routines to study the dynamical evolution of a system, and
thus support the problem of predicting its evolution. The simulation routine
would take the real process data as input at the start of each simulation. The
operator might test beforehand the outcome of a command on the process. If the
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on the screen layout in relation to their actual spatial location. The representation
would be on a one-to-one basis: temperature values, valve open/closed, etc. An
alternative way to look at the process state would be to display a Rankine cycle
on a entropy/temperature diagram (Beltracchi, 1987). With a current monitoring
and supervisory package, it is quite straightforward to define a screen page to
display the hardware and the data from the sensors, but the Rankine diagram
would probably represent a major undertaking. The user might have to write
major portions of code in C language, so that the additional effort could turn out
to be economically unfeasible.


Suggested developments


One of the problems in the definition of the user interface results from the fact
that humans and computers are considered to be equivalent and therefore
implicitly interchangeable. It is heard often that "computers replace people". This
formulation is however not correct. What computers do is to carry out functions
similar to what some people did before, but in a different way.


The very question has to be stated in a different way from the beginning:


¥ what do humans best
¥ what do computers best
¥ how can computers support humans in what they have difficulties with.


The "ideal" process monitoring and control computer would then basically
enhance the qualities that humans either do not possess or possess in limited
capacity. Some of these qualities - those that are of relevance in process control -
are the following (see also Section 2.6):


¥ most people tend only to react to contingent data, without planning for
future actions


¥ people have difficulties with exponential developments; when they
extrapolate trends, they usually do it in a linear fashion


¥ people usually do not recognise delays in the process they control and
that such delays may lead to instabilities


¥ people tend to think in causal series, not in causal nets
¥ people tend to reduce the complexity of the problem they deal with to


fewer and fewer causes.
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programs is more difficult and usually takes longer time, but allows a much
higher degree of freedom.


In Section 3.3 the hierarchic structuring was described as a powerful organization
method, especially suitable for process data. The computation of the general
aggregated system variables takes place in the monitoring and supervisory
system, that has to be programmed in this respect. In order to implement the
desired strategy for data structuring, the monitoring and control system must
provide the right kind of support.


Current supervisory systems (as advertised at beginning of 1993) basically still
support the "one sensor - one indicator" principle. With few exceptions, the
definition of internal variables (derived variables) whose value is function of
other variables or process values is difficult. Standard packages provide data
structures for measurement information and allow the definition of ranges, e.g.
with a minimum and a maximum value, and the control of the colour of a
symbol on a display screen. Many features to support programming and
operations are very well conceived and designed. Yet, with these packages the
computer does little more than replace panel instruments. The functionality of the
user interface is due to the concentration of the data, not to a new way to look at
them.


A dozen supervisory and control systems presented at the Hanover Industry Fair
1993 may represent the state-of-the-art in current technology. Their capabilities
reflect what the market is supposedly currently asking: remote control of PLC
(programmable logic controllers), integration in hierarchical networks or
fieldbuses, plotting, alarm logging, PID-control, etc. For most of these products
the user interface is bases on "Microsoft Windows". Programming - even at
applications level (objects, communication with sensors, etc.) - is done with OOP
(object-oriented programming) concepts. For those cases where special solutions
are required, "C"-interfaces are available on many of the systems. These packages
are mainly oriented toward the solution of problems from the point of view of
data collection and processing.


We can exemplify this concept with the following example. A user interface for
the control of a nuclear power reactor could be designed to represent the
hardware directly. All the data collected by the sensors would then be displayed
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system. It is interesting to note how many process operators already carry out
this task on their own, to make up for the boredom of supervisory control
(Olsson and Brehmer, 1990). Overconfidence in the power and capabilities of
technology is to be avoided with all means.


3.7 What Should We Expect from Process
Control Computers ?


Current technology


The considerations in relation to user psychology, task definition and technical
process must at some time be translated into the design of the user interface. The
way the work is organised and conducted depends largely on the tools at disposal
for the realisation of the monitoring and control system.


In general, for the design of process computers two ways can be followed. In one
solution, the process computer is programmed from scratch, using a language
like Pascal or C and with help of software tools like screen editors, mask
generators and similar ones. The other solution is to make use of a standard
monitoring and control package. With standard packages, the designer is
concerned only with the description of the technical process, its sensors and
actuators, but not with procedural steps for the actual data collection in real-time.
In addition, it must be considered that, especially in large plants some system or
new construction always take place; the monitoring and control system must also
be adapted and reprogrammed to follow such changes. There is no "final" state,
but rather different degrees of functionality (databases for process control are
described in detail in Olsson and Piani, 1992 and 1993).


There is a tradeoff in the approach of developing an ad hoc system compared
with the use of a general monitoring and control package, and that tradeoff is
between cost/time and flexibility. General-purpose packages are tailored to the
intended application with help of parameters, so that the user does not have to
concern himself with step-by-step program sequences. They are therefore usually
easier to program, but with them it is usually more difficult to do anything that
lies outside the initial scope of the solution. On the other hand, writing procedural
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lamps. Some pilots complain today that with the new CRT-displays they miss the
immediate information about the whole aircraft that they had with the
conventional panels (parallel information). An additional criticism is that with the
CRT-display, the controls are no longer located in proximity of the respective
indicators. The pilot must know where in the cockpit they are placed and reach
for them, looking at the CRT-screen in a direction and acting on the controls in
another.


The comments by the pilots let arise a question. Control panels have evolved
during time, and task analysis aspects must have been taken in consideration
more or less explicitly. The decision to place together the indicators and the
controls for each subsystem is ergonomical and must not have happened by
chance. In the case of the CRT-system displays, it is pertinent to ask whether a
task analysis has been carried out before their introduction in the cockpit, or if it
was tacitly assumed that a control computer would represent a better solution
anyhow.


It is difficult to provide a clear-cut answer to how far one should rely on
computers in control of complex systems. It is probably the very initial questions
that have to be stated in a different way:


¥ what are the requested tasks for regular operation


¥ what range of freedom is left to the operator to act in case of
emergencies and unexpected situation (notice that the question is not
posed as what tasks are required in emergency operations. If
unexpected situations could be planned, they would not represent
unexpected situations longer, but rather one type of operation).


These questions are closely related to those addressed in task analysis. There is
therefore no definite and general answer, but the answer has to be found for
every case depending on the user and the type of task to accomplish. An explicit
choice about the desired level of automation has to be made, instead of
supporting automation and supervisory control at all costs. If the control system
is designed to keep the technical process stable, then the process operators must
know that they have to compensate for what is saved in time and efficiency
(compared to manual control) by critically evaluating all information from the
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On aircraft almost all systems and subsystems are directly powered from the
engines. Probably as a consequence of the engine failure, the screens for the
Captain were blank; he had to fly the aircraft with emergency artificial horizon
and speed indicator. In the MD-82 there is a system display that shows problems
according to their priorities. Because of the multiple subsystem failures and the
steady electrical switching, the screen changed the display data all the time; the
effect was similar to looking at data scrolling quickly on a computer terminal. To
this respect, Capt. Rasmussen himself came to word in an interview (reported in
VC Info, 1992):


"Q. Stefan, this crash was not your first emergency. As you told me before, you have


already been confronted with engine failure in a DC3 during an Atlantic flight, with


'contaminated oxygen' on a T38 and again with engine failure on a F27. What was the


most stressful situation in all these emergencies, including the Arlanda crash?


A. The uncertainty! The confusion and the loss of faith that were caused because of


the nature of the electronic instruments that in this situation could not provide any


relevant information. The system panel turned into a crazy, senseless colour play."


The main issue in this situation was to identify the problem source as quickly as
possible. Paradoxically, the computer system designed for this task turned into an
hindrance for the pilot to determine that the engines had failed; he would
probably have deducted this information better from an older-type control panel.
The failure to identify the problem source in time meant that no action could be
taken either.


The system display computer might be enhanced to include a priority scheme in
the selection of the data pages. With such a solution, engine failures would get
higher priority than e.g. cabin air conditioning. But how long should one screen
page be displayed when all subsystems are alarmed and new alarms are
generated all the time? And in case of major failures, should only the power
subsystem be displayed? And what about if a different subsystem is the cause for
failure?


The aircraft system CRT-display is an example of task mismatch. On
conventional control panels, all units in each subsystem are grouped together;
switches and fuses are located close to the related instruments and warning
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stable picture: Some pilots now believe more this indication than the older
instruments and do not look critically at the computer-generated data.


The map display is an example of a system that - if it were reliable all the time -
would simplify the pilots' task. At present, many pilots perceive the map display
as a too complex device that does not really support the task at hand. If a pilot
really wants to cross-check the navigational display with help of the other aids,
his workload becomes higher than by navigating with the older instruments
alone. Another element of uncertainty is that it is not openly documented how
the system works. Although it is unlikely that knowledge of the internal
algorithms would help the pilots to better identify map-shifts, it would probably
provide clues about the function - and thus the intrinsic limits - of the Flight
Management System.


System failure on board


In modern "glass-cockpit" aircraft the state of the board subsystems (electric,
hydraulic, engine, fuel, air-conditioning,...) are shown on a small CRT-display.
This display replaces a control panel with a large number of indicators, lamps and
buttons. With the CRT-display, the pilot can select the system / subsystem of his
choice, and the related data is shown in graphical form on the screen. Moreover,
if some subsystem indicates a malfunction, the appropriate screen page is
automatically selected for immediate presentation. The system also selects the
display pages automatically depending on the flight situation. For example,
immediately after take-off the indication of the landing gear is shown until its
retraction is completed.


On December 27th, 1991, a MD-82 airliner started from Arlanda airport in
Stockholm with destination Copenhagen. Four minutes after take-off the plane
crashed on the ground. It was mainly due to the skills of Capt. Stefan Rasmussen
that nobody was seriously hurt or injured and all passengers survived the crash.
The cause of this accident was ice formation on the wings; some ice was also
blown into the engines, that were damaged and malfunctioned. This aircraft was
equipped with electronic cockpit instrumentation, including a CRT-display for on-
board systems.
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on a CRT-screen in the so-called "glass cockpit". For the pilot is it very
comfortable to use this map display, which shows all NDBs, VORs, airports and
airways relative to the aircraft's own position and is constantly updated,
compared with navigating the aircraft by conventional instruments with their
needles and pointers, and that require a more difficult interpretation.


The accuracy of the map naturally depends on the accuracy of the position
computed by the Flight Management System on the base of data from the INS.
For example, after a longer flight over water and out of range of land-based
navigational aids, the position is no longer updated and the map picture must be
expected to drift away ("map shifting"). This effect can also take place over land
and during the continuous update with navigational aids because of changes and
disturbances in the radio signals.


The FMS computer is at the present unable to handle all these possible errors.
The only way to detect a map-shift is that the pilot cross-checks the displayed
output with conventional navigational information. An undetected map-shift may
lead to navigational errors with all their consequences, including the flight into
obstacles. Pilots have reported several dangerous cases where map-shifts almost
led to accidents.


The pilots know that they have to cross-check the information from the Flight
Management System with help of conventional navigational aids. However,
performing this check all the time means an higher workload compared with
conventional navigation. High navigational accuracy is essential mainly when
flying at low altitudes during approach or departure, and during these flight
phases the cockpit workload is high anyhow.


The comfortably looking map display suggests a high level of navigational
reliability, which leads to a high preference for this instrument. Yet, even after
having detected a map-shift by cross-checking with conventional navigational
aids, many pilots experience a "psychological barrier" to believe that the
computer-generated display may be wrong. With the old instruments, shifts and
oscillations in the pointers or uncertainties in digital displays provided an
immediate psychological clue for the pilot that the data was approximated; the
pilots were thus unconsciously warned to check the data all the time. The
electronic display was designed to be as comfortable as possible and provide a
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the display information on travelling teenagers. What about a display of the type
"This train is at the moment developing a power equivalent to that of X Ferrari
race cars", with X updated in real time. The ICE Bord display is an example of
mismatch in the human interface, where the displayed information and the
interest of the user are not the same. This display was designed without taking in
consideration real-life human factors.


Aircraft navigation


Aircraft navigation is a complex skill that requires the integration of different
types of information. Conventional aircraft navigation is accomplished by using
compass indications and radio signals from land-based navigational aids with
known geographical coordinates: NDB (Non-Directional radio Beacon), VOR
(Very high frequency Omnidirectional Range), ILS (Instrument Landing System),
DME (Distance-Measuring Equipment), etc. The information from these
navigational aids, compass headings, VOR-radials, DME distances, and so on are
displayed with dedicated cockpit instruments like the compass rose, needles,
pointers and digital counters (for DME distances). From these indications the
pilots derive position, course and headings and determine the input signals for the
autopilot.


More modern aircraft are equipped with Inertial Navigation Systems (INS). The
main components of these systems are high-precision accelerometers. Starting
from the known initial coordinates at the airport terminal building, the speed and
the spatial coordinates of the moving aircraft are computed by integrating the
acceleration values in course of time. But because of the mechanical inaccuracy
of the system hardware (accelerometers, gyros, cardan-gimbals), the position
indicated by the INS may "drift away" and thus become more and more
inaccurate. This inaccurate position can be corrected and updated with help of
conventional navigational aids.


Newest aircraft are equipped with a so-called Flight Management System (FMS),
a computer that basically uses the navigational information of the INS system. In
addition, the FMS uses the information of conventional radio navigational aids
(when they are available) to automatically update the position information
indicated by the INS. By combining the current position (as computed by the
FMS) and a navigational data base, a map picture can be created and displayed
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effect of reliance on the machine, that makes the human user less attentive to
discover on his own discrepancies with normal states. When a failure occurs, it
might be too late.


To exemplify how even well-designed control computers can hinder manual
operations in emergency cases, we will refer to two actual experiences from civil
aviation. These examples show how difficult it is to foresee all possible problems
in advance. Civil aviation is also a good starting point because it is one field
where safety and testing standards are very high.


On-board display on trains


A good example of poor complexity- and goal-matching in an human-computer
interface is the information display installed in the new German ICE (Inter-City
Express) trains. The problem with these displays is not related to the screen
colour or resolution or to the menu keypad (they are actually very well designed
and pleasant to operate), but rather to the fact that dynamic displays are used for
the representation of static data. The typical traveller is most of all interested in
the actual speed (especially when the train goes fast) or context-related schedule
information like connection trains, whether they are delayed, and so on.
Unfortunately, none of these data can be recalled on the onboard information
display. Instead, information such the current number of passenger and freight
cars of the Deutsche Bundesbahn or the lexicon-definition of what a regional
train is can be called up, all information that would have better found its place in
the Bord Journal. Sometimes the current train speed is shown on the display and
the data is fixed for some tens of seconds, without update. However, the selection
of this display page is not under the control of the user.


Several times I could observe passengers standing in the aisle and trying to select
the display page for the actual train speed (which, as said, cannot be selected
explicitly). The real-time display of current information about speed, engine
power, current drawn from the power line, distance to the next station, and so on
would be of higher interest and would probably have a psychological impact,
especially on young people. It is interesting to notice that at the same time, the
railway administration advertises for job openings as train conductor, trying to
present it as a dynamic profession, but using static posters ("Berufswahl Bahn").
They did not consider the subtle, implicit (and probably more effective) impact of
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Some of the problems related to the parallel presentation of information on the
same screen page can be solved by using windowing systems. However, the
windowing system is not a solution itself, it is a tool to support a solution. Even
with a windows-interface it must still be defined - on the basis of the process and
task analysis - what data has to be presented, what parameters can be moved
from one window to another, in what form, etc. The identification of this data
and how to manage it is not automatically done by the tool, but can only be
performed by the designer and by the user on the basis of motivated choices.


The task analysis provides an additional way to look at a problem under a
different angle. The space on a control panel, or CRT-screen, is limited. With
knowledge of the task it is easier to select the information required to carry it out
and present it in a compact form. The task analysis gives therefore indications
about views (subset of states that are selected for presentation) oriented to the
process operations.


In conclusion, task analysis provides part of the background that is necessary to
design the human-computer interface according to the user's needs. The task
analysis will be oriented to the knowledge of how much operational and how
much conceptual knowledge the users of a system are supposed to have.


3.6 Examples of User Interface Mismatch


We have hence presented a simple conceptual approach to the evaluation of the
matching between technical process - user interface and operator. It is now
instructive to look at examples that have some kind of mismatch. The mismatch
is at times not immediately evident, and even designs that were intentionally good
turned out to have unexpected problems. We do not want here to classify
problems in a comprehensive fashion, but rather to show how many problems
have dimensions that elude the initial scope of the user interfaces: problems can
be smarter than their solutions!


In several occasions it has been pointed out how complex supervisory systems
simplify routine work but can make complex tasks even more complex
(Bainbridge, 1982, and Norman, 1990). To this is added the subtle psychological
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The analysis of the technical process together with the task analysis provide the
foundation for the organization of the user interface to the process (this interface
doesn't necessarily have to be a CRT-display, it might as well be a control panel
with lamps and switches).


In the "classical" representation of a process on a CRT-display, subunits are
displayed separately, each on a dedicated screen page. If the task analysis
indicates the necessity for working with certain data in parallel, these data must
then be showed together on the screen. Otherwise, when the operator has to
intervene on several subunits at the same time, he could not visualise them
concurrently and would have to jump from one display page to the other. Cases
have been reported where operators had to write down data from a screen page
to input it again in a different one. A very peculiar situation, considering that one
of the things computers do well is to transfer data internally fast and efficiently1.


Part of the criticism related to the introduction of computer-based user interfaces
at the place of traditional control panels may be due to a task mismatch. For
example, operators in some chemical plants have complained that with old panels
all information they needed was immediately available; with the computer
screens, instead, they have to jump across pages in order to find it. This is the
result when information is organised only following the hardware structure and
not to the operations to be performed.


1 I have experienced this situation several times - and in different contexts - the last time in


March, 1993. I had to book a flight to the US, so I called two (very well known) airlines to


define the route. All data about flights, airports, times, seat preference, etc. were stored and the


bookings confirmed. When I went to the travel agent to collect the tickets, they were able to


recall all booking information on their screen, but not to make any change to it, neither to issue


the tickets. A safety measure, they said, to hinder unallowed changes. They had to manually


write down the data from the screen to paper, call the airlines, let them cancel the reservations


and then type in these data once again. The whole procedure took one hour and a half. I was at


the same time amused and annoyed to look at the terminal screens in the office, the modems, the


printers, the telephones, etc. and consider how all this advanced technical equipment did not help


to make the work easier.
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3.5 Task Analysis


The acting entities in a technical system are the technical process (tool), the goals
to be reached and the human user (Section 1.2). In order to design of the
appropriate user interface one more issue has to be considered, namely the way
in which a task is solved. Task analysis must address both how work is
performed without computers and how tasks are expected to be solved with the
computer.


The ways in which work is carried out are several, and it would be unrealistic to
propose here a general approach to their analysis. In more realistic terms, the
designer of a user interface should not only concentrate his attention on the
process to be controlled, but also how the operator carries out the task.


A formal task description could take the form of general indications or also reach
the detail level of the recipe for a batch chemical processing. A task description
would contain all operations in the control of each step of the technical process in
the same form as it could be used to automate the task ("open valve A, load 15 l
of component B,..."). In addition, the task description would focus on aspects like
where the valve is located, what information is needed before and after the
action, how does the user know that the action was successful (e.g. by monitoring
a flow meter), etc.


The purpose of task analysis is dual. On the one hand, it provides a more or less
formal and deep description of what has to be done from the point of view of the
user. The user interface can then be designed on the basis of the task analysis
document. On the other hand, the task analysis helps the designer of the user
interface (who almost never is the same person as the user) formulate and
understand better the needs of the user.


The task analysis will have to identify the typical and the critical work tasks.
For the first, the analysis is quite straightforward. For critical operations instead
the problem is the difficulty to know beforehand how critical they are. And
unplanned situations cannot be planned by definition. Critical tasks that can be
identified should then be analysed beforehand. For all other tasks that cannot be
foreseen and identified in advance, the margins of freedom and the type of
information that an operator must have should be defined.
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keyboard dialogues are superfluous. Why typing "SET DEVICE#2=ON" when a
simple switch fulfils the same function? If the process is more complex and
includes several parameters, then the user of a keyboard is warranted ("SET
DEVICE#2=ON, POWER=MID, SETPOINT=3224").


A mouse, a trackball and a joystick are cheap and simple input devices that can
be used for the fast control of processes with an immediate feedback: mouse and
trackball for pointing at objects on a computer screen, the joystick for the remote
control of a mechanical actuator (e.g. a robot arm). All these devices are not
much precise, but allow fast corrections. The human acts as "feedback
correction" either from the visual input from the screen or by watching the
position of the mechanical actuator. The use of a joystick to control the set-point
temperature in a chemical reactor would be a mismatch, because the joystick
without feedback is not precise and because the slow dynamics of a chemical
process does not require the use of a fast input device. A potentiometer or, for
even better precision, a digital input device (keypad) would represent a much
better choice.


The last element in the chain between goal and user is the user himself. Factors
that influence the aspect of the interface are previous experiences, the use of
other interfaces (which means that there could be a transfer of operational
knowledge, Section 2.7), the mental models about the technical process,
knowledgeability and disposition in the use of the computer, as well as many
others. Very important in this respect is the user's decision scope: How much
must process operators follow predefined guidelines and how much should they
take their own decisions; where are the limits? The interface should therefore be
oriented to the required user competence (at rule-based or knowledge-based
level) and the type of work. A complicated interface must be evaluated against
the necessity for training. Only when all components in the chain user-machine-
goal fit one another, then the goal can be reached with the optimal approach of
user and machine.
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control signal of a regulator might exceed the value it normally takes and could
therefore be an indication for malfunctioning, but this would not appear on the
general indication for the device, that shows "green" as long as set-point and
actual values are similar. In addition, the process operators might have to
compare low-level data with the higher-level representations to check that the
supervisory system is working adequately, which would also add to the
workload.


On the one hand, complexity related to routine operations has become smaller;
on the other hand the scope of the work is now wider. The user is probably
relieved from a large part of the control tasks at plant level, but must now
dedicate increased attention to monitoring the supervisory system. In addition,
the distance from the actual devices makes it more difficult for the user to create
his own mental models from sensomotoric data.


Complexity matching


The second main consideration together with complexity reduction in the human-
computer interface is complexity matching. This concept is analogue to the
impedance matching in the connection of electrical devices in cascade: the
optimal transfer of energy takes place when the output impedance of a circuit is
equal to the input impedance of the cascaded circuit. Already at the hardware
level, the user interface must match the amount and the precision of the data that
have to be transferred. Amount and type of data and user's skills determine
ultimately the type of interface.


If a process generates only a few events per hour and the number of the input
and output parameters is small, there is no reason why a small printing terminal
or control panel can't be used for monitoring and control. The installation of a
complex process computer for the control of a simple process would not
contribute to complexity reduction but rather to an increase, because the
complexity of the control system is now added to that of the technical process
itself. If the technical process does not generate enough data, a screen display
would act boring and uninteresting.


The same principle of complexity matching holds for the control interface from
the user to the machine. If the command input consists only of few bits, then
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Both solutions have in common that there is a mapping between the controls and
the circuitry in the refrigerator. In other words, a functional model of the
refrigerator is needed somewhere along the chain user - technical system - goal
(see Figure 1.3). Somewhere an inverse mapping (the predictive mental model)
must take place. If it doesn't take place in the technical system, the user must do
it. In conclusion, if we want to avoid that people build their own mental models,
the relevant mappings must be realised, in some form, in the machine.


Complexity reduction in large processes


The number of sensors and actuators to monitor and control a process cannot be
defined arbitrarily, but depends on the nature of the process and on the control
goals (the formal description of this concept is due to Kalman and is well known
in control theory; practical issues are discussed in Olsson and Piani, 1992).


The first step in complexity reduction is the analysis and structuring of the
process data on whose base the user must act. We have seen earlier (Section 3.3)
the example of a chemical reactor and that its complexity depends on the level of
detail at which it is considered. The value of every process state could be
displayed on a panel, but the user would probably have to write off these values
manually and then use them in some computation. This represents - useless to say
- a certain workload for the user. What the user is actually interested in (the goal)
is whether all current values are close to their respective set-points, whatever
these might be. The comparison of hundreds of monitored data with the related
set-point values can be easily done by a computer several times per second. A
Boolean connection could then deliver a general indication, whether the reactor
as a whole operates correctly or not. The user is relieved of manual work, yet he
is free to check the actual data at the desired definition level, if he wants to. A
single operator might then supervise several reactors at the same time. The
computer can also take into account special operational situations. For instance,
the differences between actual values and their set-points during transients are
expected, so that they do not need to be considered as alarms. In a computer
takes all these factors into consideration, it contributes to complexity reduction.


The transfer of work from the reactor to a control room does not entirely relieve
the operators from their earlier workload. The hierarchical structure simplifies the
supervision of a large process, but hides some data from view. For example, the
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In this specific case we have two internal, or state, variables (the temperatures in
the two compartments that depend on the position of two valves), two external
variables (the scale indicators) and a time constant (24 hours). The internal
variables are the same as the goal (the desired temperatures). Why is this problem
so complicated then? We don't know the relation between the control settings
and the internal states and because the time constant is so long. If manipulating
the controls led to an immediate change in the temperature, we could just "fine-
tune" the refrigerator. We would also get an immediate and spontaneous "mental
model" of what setting does what, probably even the instruction were
superfluous. But who remembers yesterday's setting? This is a good example of
how the internal connections may add a lot of complexity to a system that in
principle is quite simple.


On the other hand, with knowledge of how the refrigerator works we could
figure out how to set the controls to get the desired temperature. This means,
however, that we should have conceptual device knowledge as opposed to the
simple operational knowledge that would make sense for an application like this.


This problem can be solved with an appropriate user interface, for which two
basic designs are possible. In the first solution, two separate thermostat scales
marked in degrees (ûC/ûF) are connected to the valve controls in the refrigerator
and map the preset temperatures (the goal) to the required position of the valves.
A label would warn the user that the selected temperature will be reached latest
after 24 hours.


A different solution is to use a microprogrammed circuit to simulate the
operation of the refrigerator and display the temperature outcome of the current
setting after 24 hours. The display reading would then mean something like "if
you use that setpoint, in 24 hours the temperature is going to take this value".
In this case, the user could "fine-tune" the refrigerator because the response is
immediate.


In both cases the problem of the user's mental model of the actual circuitry in the
refrigerator is eluded and thus avoided altogether. The user does not need to
know how the refrigerator works, but just what temperature he wants to have.
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A B C D E 7 6 5 4 3


NORMAL SETTINGS


COLDER FRESH FOOD


COLDEST FRESH FOOD


COLDER FREEZER


WARMER FRESH FOOD


OFF (FRESH FD & FRZ)


C   AND     5


C   AND   6-7


B   AND   8-9
 
D   AND   7-8


C   AND   4-1


�������� �


1   SET BOTH CONTROLS


2   ALLOW 24 HOURS
     TO STABILIZE


FREEZER FRESH FOOD


My house has an ordinary, two-compartment refrigerator - nothing very fancy


about it. The problem is that I can't set the temperature properly. There are only


two things to do: adjust the temperature of the freezer compartment and adjust


the temperature of the fresh food compartment. And there are two controls, one


labelled "freezer," the other "fresh food." What's the problem?


You try it. Figure 3.1 shows the instruction plate from inside the refrigerator.


Now, suppose the freezer is too cold, the fresh food section just right. You want


to make the freezer warmer, keeping the fresh food constant. Go on, read the


instructions, figure them out.


Figure 3.1 Norman's Refrigerator. Two compartments - fresh food and freezer -


and two controls (in the fresh food unit). The illustration shows the controls and


instructions. Your task: Suppose the freezer is too cold, the fresh food section just right.


How would you adjust the controls so as to make the freezer warmer and keep the fresh


food the same? (from Norman, 1986)
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adequate for the control task. The user can control the technical process only as
long its complexity does not exceed his cognitive capabilities. The computer - an
information processor - can be used as interface component for complexity
reduction.


Complexity reduction


The first goal of the process control system is the complexity reduction of the
technical process. In other words, the technical process "seen" through the
computer interface must be simpler that the technical process seen through the
conventional instrumentation. The computer should not add complexity on its
own and servicing it must not represent an overload of the cognitive capacities of
the process operators.


At present, monitor and control computers are used to replace process instru-
mentation, but in most cases they still follow the "one sensor - one display"
approach. The main advantage in their introduction lies therefore in the more
comfortable organization of the workplace and in the automatic logging of
process data. What is lost on the part of the operator - if compared with conven-
tional instrumentation - is the direct, "tactile" perception of the equipment. In the
real world the difference between grams and tons, kilowatt and megawatt,
millilitres and hectolitres is immediately evident; on a CRT-screen, instead, all
devices and machines have the same size: large differences may be reduced to the
position of decimal points.


Example: Norman's refrigerator


Norman (1986) describes a simple problem that can be used as a basis to
examine many of the issues involved in complexity reduction and user interface
design (the same example is also reported in Norman, 1988). Norman describes
the interface of the thermostat control in his home refrigerator and declares it as
a bad design, because "it provides a false conceptual model" (Figure 3.1).


In the discussion about complexity (Section 3.2) we have seen that there is no
objective measure of complexity for a system, but that the number of observed
system variables, the internal system states, their interconnections and the time
constants provide a reasonable indication of the complexity of a problem.
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Looking at the table of hierarchical management levels, it also appears where the
human role is best and where the use of machines is warranted. At process
control and field level, the time constants are of the order of milliseconds; no
human can carry out any tasks at this speed. At cell control, time scales of
seconds suggest that humans might carry out operations, but this would remind
of Charlie Chaplin in Modern Times. (Driving a car also involves response times
in the order of tenths of seconds or seconds, but it can be performed because
many actions take place at the skill-based (sensomotoric) level and the physical
effort is limited.) Only at production control and at management level humans
can perform the related tasks, being able to cope with the slower timescales. At
management level there are large quantities of data to process, but usually this
data is reduced with help of statistical methods - or aggregate parameters - like
histograms, pie diagrams, etc. The data is brought to a level matching the
cognitive capabilities of the humans working with it.


In conclusion, a conscious human effort is necessary to reduce the intrinsic
complexity of a system, an effort that if it is not carried out beforehand by the
designers, is left later to the process operators. Due to the fact that it is difficult to
define complexity in an objective way, it is also not straightforward to define how
to reduce it. A generally feasible and often used approach is the identification of
hierarchical levels to group subsystems, systems and functions; other ways may
of course be possible (further considerations in this sense are contained in
Rasmussen, 1985). Here is where human intelligence and intuition play a role that
no "artificial intelligence" or predefined method can approach. Only knowledge
of a task and the work method can indicate how the problem can be solved.


3.4 Computer Control Systems as a Tool to Deal
with Complexity


To study the application of computers in process interface and control we will
work on the following hypothesis: Every human-computer interaction problem
can be considered as a cognitive problem in the operation of an unknown, often
complex system. The user wants to solve a problem or reach a goal with help of
the technical process. The user follows a mental model that more or less reflects
the real technical process and that, with sufficient experience and knowledge, is
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Management level Data quantity Response time Frequency


Management MByte days days


Production control kByte seconds hours, minutes


Cell control Byte seconds, 100 ms seconds


Process control bit ms ms


Field level: sensors, actors bit ms ms


Table 3.1 The hierarchical management levels for a company and the related


information requirements


point and actual temperatures, flows, concentrations, etc., are of interest. If the
same reactor is considered in the context of a wider processing unit, then only
the influent and effluent rates are relevant, together with the knowledge of
whether everything is OK or not. Only when a failure is noticed at higher levels,
it makes sense to look at more detailed data about the reactor to find the reason.


In the chemical reactor, the lowest level is the heat regulation loop where it is
decided whether additional heat is necessary or not in order to keep the reactor
temperature constant. The "decision" is made by a regulator on the base of the
actual and of the reference temperature. At a higher level it is defined at which
temperature the process must operate. At a still higher level is selected the
chemical process to be run, etc. Obviously, it does not make any sense to have a
very stable and optimal temperature for process A, when process B is run. The
hierarchical model is decentralised: the decisions influence each other, but each
level is independent in the choice of how to carry out these decisions. The control
loops would then be carried out manually or automatically, with a higher trend to
automation at the lower levels.
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to another, but in general humans cannot cope with complexity above some
levels.


The amount of information about a technical process has therefore to be reduced
and brought below the cognitive limits of the people who have to deal with those
data. The intrinsic system complexity can be reduced with an intelligent human
effort, that can be made by the plant designer, the system programmer, or the
process operator. If plant designers and system programmers do not take care of
complexity reduction, this task will be left to the operators.


There is no obvious and immediate way to reduce the complexity required to
describe a system. In general, one wants to identify patterns and structures, so
that many details in the system can be described by a few aggregate parameters.
The identification of the right type of structure and systematic description is a
task that only humans may perform. This task is also primarily the responsibility
of the designers of the technical process and of the user interface.


The most direct type of structure is hierarchic. In many complex systems it is
possible to define a hierarchy where the system's components are organised
together and are described by common parameters. The hierarchical levels
correspond more or less to the type of decisions that are needed for the control
of a process. In general, all entities located at the same level have intensive mutual
data exchange; the data exchange between levels is usually reduced and not time-
critical.


An example of hierarchical model is that of a company; the hierarchical levels for
a manufacturing company or process plant are reported in Table 3.1. How many
the decisional and operational levels are, how much these levels depend on each
other and how much autonomy is left to the single entities varies from case to
case. In the table are compared the typical data quantities, the response times and
the frequencies for new actions at the different hierarchical levels of a plant. We
observe today a wide use of computing equipment at every layer and a tendency
to vertical integration among layers.


The hierarchical classification is useful also in the analysis and structuring of
process control. In a chemical plant a reactor can deliver dozens of monitoring
data. When the attention is focused on the reactor alone, then the values of set-
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of complexity of a system. An expression like "200 monitoring variables, 80
control parameters, 25 system states that must be inferred, 12 quality-related
parameters, 8 internal variables with time constants of hours, all others with time
constants of a few minutes" is immediately understandable. This indication is by
far not correct in a strict sense, but - lacking a better alternative - it fulfils a
purpose.


For practical human-computer interaction, this complexity definition must be
further qualified. Complexity is at the end the result of both the structure of the
system and the way the human operator understands it. Systems with the same
number of internal variables may show very different degrees of complexity in
relation to the human user. The only workable definitions are therefore
behavioural.


The definition of complexity as behavioural has an important consequence:
complexity cannot be estimated beforehand, but can only be evaluated with
practical tests. In this way, an indication of complexity could be the time or the
number of steps that the users take to perform a task; all these parameters can
easily be recorded on the computer where the simulation tests are run. The
problem with this procedure is its cost and the time it requires to organise and
carry out the tests. On the other hand, this method has two advantages. It eludes
the problem of an objective measurement of complexity and includes the human
component directly. The result is therefore a more direct indication of the
performance of the users interacting with a system and can be used for the
evaluation of design alternatives for systems and their user interfaces.


3.3 Coping with Complexity


As we have seen in Section 3.2, there is no general objective and quantifiable
definition of complexity. Complexity is in part a property of a system and in part
a subjective experience by the user.


From psychological experiments, we know that there are limits to the cognitive
capabilities of people (Section 2.2 and 2.6). The exact limits vary from one person
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Kieras and Polson propose a procedural notation to be used as a metric in order
to quantify the amount and complexity of the knowledge required and the
cognitive processing load involved in using a system. The notation they propose
is based on production rules of the IF-THEN type and on transition graphs;
however, this approach still does not lead to a quantitative metric. In their work,
Kieras and Polson oversee that the formal description of a system in terms of
production rules and graphs is complex in itself. General and understandable
measures can only be obtained via computer simulations of the target system and
the user of this system, where parameters like the number of rules to learn, the
rules effectively used, cycles to compete a task, etc. can be quantified. The
method might therefore be valuable for very simple systems, but it is
questionable whether its validity can be extended to complex systems like those
found in process control applications.


In conclusion, despite the importance of the concept of complexity, there is no
universal definition and a related metric. Complexity understood as the quantity
of information that is necessary to describe a system depends on the selected
physical representation and understanding of the system ("looking" at a gas, do
we see molecules or aggregate variables like pressure and temperature?). This
question is therefore closely related to what mental model an operator has of the
target system; for a person some relations might be obvious, while another might
fail to see them.


A practical approach to complexity definition


The complexity definitions advanced by system scientists are still at a very
theoretical level and are therefore of little practical use in applications of human-
computer interaction. In addition, all complexity definitions we have examined
consider the target system as static and do not take its time evolution explicitly
into consideration. Yet we have seen that the evaluation of the temporal evolution
of dynamic systems is a task many people have difficulties with (Section 2.6), so
that in some way time has to be included in the definition of behavioural
complexity.


The number of the monitored variables of a system and that of the internal
variables that must be inferred or set in mutual relation, considered in addition
with the time constants, gives an immediate and practical indication of the order
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A metric for complexity


Henneman and Rouse (1986) are concerned with finding a metrics for system
complexity. A further differentiation they make is between structural
complexity and strategic complexity. To get additional data, they used an
experimental setup similar to the one previously described (the US phone
system). Their initial observation is that, when operators decide which path
through a system is most likely to lead to finding a failure, they must make a
tradeoff between their uncertainty concerning the state of a subsystem
represented on a display page and their expectations of finding a failure in that
subsystem. From this observation, Henneman and Rouse suggest that an
appropriate measure of strategic complexity that reflects the trade-off between
state uncertainty and probability of failure is the multiplication of these two
metrics.


The problem here is that the metrics obtained are in form of required time and
probability of success in carrying out typical tasks. These data cannot be
deducted by information about the system, but can only be collected
experimentally and with settings that in many cases only in part can represent the
real system.


Another direct measure of complexity is the mean time until failure diagnosis.
Yet this measure alone is difficult to characterise and quantify, because this time
depends obviously on the number and the location of failures. Moreover, if -
hopefully - there are only few failures in a system, the time would be based on a
sample that is not statistically representative.


A different approach to the definition of complexity is taken by Kieras and
Polson (1985). They relate the complexity of a device to:


(1) The complexity of the user's task representation, and the learning,
memory, and processing capacity demands implied by this task
representation;


(2) The number of device-dependent functions, which are not part of the
user's initial task representation, and the difficulty of learning them;


(3) The ease with which a user can acquire device how-it-works
knowledge.
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and switching station to evaluate how to route the calls most economically and
efficiently. The system is highly automated, but nevertheless human monitoring
and intervention is still a necessity. During overload situations, or in the case of
major equipment failures, network performance can degrade rapidly. Human
network controllers must intervene when the automatic solutions are excessively
expensive or in case of problems that require human judgement. To deal with
these situations, the human operator can cancel alternate routing, reroute calls,
issue line load controls, and play recorded announcements.


Henneman and Rouse ran simulations of the phone dispatching system, where
the test subjects served as the network controllers. The goal is to keep the
network in operation in presence of random equipment failures and under
varying load conditions. In the experiment were investigated the influence of
clustering and the number of hierarchical levels (i.e. the number of subnodes
within a major node) the operators deal with. The results indicated that increasing
the number of hierarchical levels tends to decrease the quality of performance.
With many hierarchical levels, it took more time for the effects of lower level
failures to become obvious at the higher monitoring levels, so that their effects
tended to be more serious than in the systems with less levels. This lengthened
diagnosis time tended to degrade practically all other dimensions of performance.
An additional - unexpected - result of these experimental simulations was that
users could adopt strategies to compensate for some situations (e.g. increased
failure rate), but apparently not for others (e.g. small clusters with constrained
resources).


Henneman and Rouse suggest that the results might be flawed because of the
experimental conditions. The simulated network is small and each node in a small
network represents a larger fraction of the total size of the system than does one
node in a large network. In other words, when a node fails in a small network, a
relatively large portion of the overall system fails and leaves less resources for
handling the remaining customers. The fewer resources to absorb the effect of
failures lead therefore to faster propagation of failures in smaller systems
compared with large-scale, real networks.
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safer against failures. Thus the level of interconnectedness in a system affects then
in different ways the level of two types of complexity: problem-solving
complexity and system-control complexity. These complexities, however, are in
part oriented to the human role and should then be considered under the
perspective of behavioural complexity.


Behavioural complexity


Behavioural complexity is related to the human role in the control of technical
systems; it can be considered under two aspects: as perceptual complexity and as
problem-solving complexity. Perceptual complexity deals with "the human's
ability to recognise, rotate, reverse, etc. displayed patterns as a function of various
attributes of the pattern, including number of line segments, symmetry, etc."
(Henneman and Rouse, 1986). This type of complexity can be studied with
simple experiments. On a computer screen, the number of displayed components
can be used as an immediate measure of perceptual complexity.


Perceptual complexity is a simple attribute, but it has little practical importance.
Experimental results in fact indicate that perceptual complexity is no good
predictor of fault diagnosis performance. For this reason the concept of
problem-solving complexity was introduced; for its very nature, however, no
formal definition of this type of complexity can be given. This type of complexity
can only be estimated with help of experiments with test subjects.


Task complexity


Complexity can be considered not only as an intrinsic system feature but also in
relation to a task to perform. Henneman and Rouse (1984) investigate task
complexity with help of an experiment. Their approach is to analyse how some
of the basic factors in the representation on CRT-screens (like the number of
items per display page, number of levels in the system and component failure rate
at the different levels) influence the complexity of a system in respect to how it is
perceived and handled by the user. The system they tested was the simulation of
the US nationwide telephone system.


The US phone system is designed as a five-level hierarchical network composed
of more than 170 million telephones (as in 1984) and more than 22000 switching
centres. The network consists of two basic elements, the actual transmission paths
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inherent to a system and behavioural complexity includes the human
component, i.e. it indicates how complexity is perceived by the human.


Nonbehavioral complexity


Under a nonbehavioral perspective three types of complexity can be
distinguished: computational complexity, software complexity and descriptive
complexity.


Computational, combinatorial or algorithmic complexity is oriented to the
application of computers. These complexities are defined as the length of time or
the memory allocation required to compute a certain function or algorithm on a
particular type of machine. Closely related to the computational complexity is the
software complexity, that can be expressed with variables like programming
time, program structure and program length.


The descriptive complexity (complexity of physical systems) is related to the
degrees of freedom or the number of independent variables that are necessary to
describe a physical system. The type of description and the level of detail are here
crucial. The complexity of an ideal gas is quite different when each molecule is
described with its dynamic variables or the gas mass is considered as a whole in
terms of the thermodynamical variables P, V, t, and taking statistical properties
into consideration.


Physical systems can also exhibit a varying degree of organization that
contributes to a reduction of complexity. A crystal contains an high number of
molecules, but due to its organization, the structure can be described by a small
number of parameters. This would not be the case if the single atoms were not
organised and each one had to be described on its own.


In the view of Henneman and Rouse (op.cit.), the degree of redundancy and
internal connections in a technical system can have two different effects on its
complexity; both effects are of relevance in the practical operations. On the one
hand, the internal connections may make the system more difficult to understand
because they add new information. Internal connections would make the
conceptual model of a system more complicated and thus possibly negatively
influence tasks at the knowledge-based level, like the search for the cause of a
failure. On the other hand, internal paths and redundancies may make a system
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operators. A first approach could be to select operators on the base of their
"thinking ahead" capabilities, maybe with help of experimental runs of the type
that was described in Section 2.6. A different approach is to use the electronic
medium to enhance (not to replace) the human capabilities where they are
weakest, while not interfering with skills that are acceptable the way they are.
The exposition in this chapter is based on the second assumption.


To investigate the role of computers in process control there are several red
threads that can be followed. Our "red thread" is to start from the technical
process as a complex system and consider the interface as a tool to reduce and
cope with this complexity.


The advantage with this choice is that it does not have to refer explicitly to the
operators' mental models of the process, M(T). The user interface acts namely as
the interface between the process T and the operators' mental models M(T).
Unfortunately, knowing so little about mental models, the risk to end up with
unfounded results is very high. Moreover, different operators will have different
mental models M1(T), M2(T),..., so how can one be sure to cover all of them?
With the complexity approach we have the advantage that the operator can
learn and use a particular interface, knowledge of the details of just his model are
not essential. What matters is that the operator can perform his job properly. This
approach is therefore more apt for the design and the evaluation of real
interfaces.


3.2 The Concept of Complexity


In order to use complexity as main reference for the description of a system or of
a task, we need to have a workable definition and, possibly, a metric for it.


A comprehensive comparison of different definitions and metrics for complexity
was done by Henneman and Rouse (1986). Their classification of the different
theories about complexity will be reported here with extensions and
qualifications.


In general, and for the purpose of human-computer interaction, complexity can
be divided in nonbehavioral and behavioural. Nonbehavioral complexity is
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must not only control the technical processes alone, but rather the processes as
they are interpreted by the designers of the automation systems. Process
requirements and operators' skills are in general not weighed against each other
in the design of the user interface; the emphasis is usually put instead on the
computer control hardware. On the other hand, it can be said on behalf of system
designers and automation engineers that they have initially acted with positive
expectations about the role of automation and they applied what they learnt. The
problem is then rather a cultural and educational one: the role of operators is
seldom considered in engineering courses.


Ideally, monitoring, supervisory and control systems should simplify the work of
the operators in control of technical processes. There is a direct relation between
process complexity and difficulty in carrying out operations; a reduction in the
complexity of a system or a task means that it will be easier to handle. Here a
difficult balance must be reached. The user interface must help to reduce system
complexity until it reaches a manageable level, below the intrinsic limits set by
human cognitive capacity. On the other hand, an interface that is "too simple" is
no good either. As Bainbridge (op.cit.) indicates, such an interface might fail to
provide the operators the opportunity to train and keep up with the skill needed
to handle unforeseen situations. In addition, with complex computer systems the
operators must monitor the monitoring system and notice whether it is operating
correctly. This adds complexity to their work.


A dynamic system is said to be complex to the extent that the human can
observe it in different ways, at several abstraction levels, all of which are pertinent
to the system operation. The major difficulty in the human control of a dynamic
system is due to the fact that its output changes without explicit human
intervention. This inevitably forces the human controller or supervisor to "keep
ahead" of the system in order to successfully complete any realistic task. The
requirement for keeping ahead of the system leads to anticipatory, as opposed to
purely reactive, behaviour. Anticipatory behaviour, in turn, implies the ability of
the human to predict future system output of the basis of present system state
and present and future input. But we have seen that there is experimental
evidence for the difficulties that people have to act anticipatorily (Section 2.6).


In the control of complex processes where particular cognitive skills are
requested two ways can be followed on the definition of the role of process







3 The Digital Computer as a Tool to
Deal with Complexity


This chapter presents monitoring and control systems as a tool to reduce and
deal with the intrinsic complexity of technical processes. Complexity is here
considered in relation to the data exchange between the human user and the
process through the user interface. Section 3.1 introduces process control under
the aspect of a complexity problem. The concept of complexity for a generic
system is treated in more detail in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 is dedicated to how to
cope with complexity by structuring and Section 3.4 to how computers can be
used as interfaces to reduce complexity.


Section 3.5 deals with the issue of task analysis as a basis for the development of
user interfaces. In Section 3.6 are presented three case studies about the
mismatch in the interaction user-machine and how this leads to an increase of
general complexity (or to missing the intended goal). Section 3.7 indicates how
user interfaces and monitoring and control systems can be developed and used in
order to act as complexity-reducing tools between technical processes and human
users.


3.1 Process Control as a Complexity Problem


The role of process operators has greatly changed over the last years. Due to the
widespread use of automation and process supervision equipment, operators have
gradually moved away from the processes they run and into control rooms, from
where they monitor and supervise the automated operations of the processes.


This effect is particularly important in supervisory systems (those that combine
process monitoring with automated functions). These systems have not
necessarily brought a simplification in the work of process operators. Instead, as
e.g. Bainbridge (1982) points out, the concept of automated support has
backfired, because "designers who try to eliminate operators still leave operators
to do the tasks which the designer cannot think how to automate". Operators
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4.7 Conclusions


In the design of user interfaces, three elements have to be considered that
ultimately dictate how a solution will look like:


¥ the user
¥ the process
¥ the way work is (should be) accomplished


The user, his cognitive capabilities, the process, its structure, the work task and
how unexpected situations should be handled are all elements that must be
considered in the design of an user interface. There are however few ways to
model them. Formal methods and engineering equations can of course be used in
the description of the technical process; for the other components the analysis will
in most cases be formulated in plain language on paper. The analysis fulfils two
purposes: it provides a basis to develop and evaluate the design and it gives the
designer of the user interface the opportunity to get insight into the problem and
its possible solutions.


It is very important that all components of the system user - interface - process -
goal match each other in terms of type and quantity of information transferred,
speed, its comprehensibility, etc. Many existing systems are not easily accepted or
led to problems in their operations because of a mismatch somewhere in the
chain between user and goal.


In this Chapter we have examined several issues that can be considered in the
definition of the "external" interface, with special attention to the presentation of
information, its coding, and the aspect of commands. Three important general
principles that can guide the development of a design are simplicity, visibility, and
consistency. In addition, in the design of user interfaces must also be considered
"indirect" aspects like technical documentation, necessity for training, support,
openness for the users' points of view in the revision or the upgrade of a design,
and many more. Ultimately, it is the combination of all these factors that
determines the success - and usability - of an interface.
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of log files is not too expensive and is quite exact. Notes taken by an external
observer are the cheapest method and the one easiest to evaluate, but they are
also most prone to errors.


Shneiderman (1987) indicates the following objective criteria for the evaluation of
a computer system and of its user interface:


¥ execution speed. How long does it take to perform specific tasks ?
¥ rate of errors by users. How many and what kinds of errors are made in


carrying out the benchmark set of tasks?
¥ subjective satisfaction. How much did users like using the system?
¥ time to learn. How long does it take for the typical user to learn the


most important commands?
¥ retention over time. How well do users maintain their knowledge after


an hour, a day or a week?


Of these goals, speed of performance, rate of errors and satisfaction can be
evaluated after a comparatively short time and therefore make a good choice of
testing benchmarks. The time to learn and retention over time require by their
nature a longer time for evaluation. Therefore, they cannot realistically be
included among the parameters for direct consideration. They could, however,
play an important role in the periodic re-evaluation of products that reach a
larger market and are not limited to one target user group only.


It sounds like a paradox, but the best user interfaces are also the easiest to forget.
The reason is that if they appear to be natural, the user will not have to make any
special effort to memorise them.


So far only few companies have understood the importance of user-conducted
software testing before products are released. The prevailing attitude is to let the
market do the testing. Many companies are not interested in user satisfaction but
rather in getting quick money for their software. What the user does with this
software, is not the original company's matter. It is however questionable
whether this "strategy" really pays in the longer run.
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interact much more, for example in periodical meetings, while in static design
designers and users are not required - if not altogether discouraged - to meet.


The advantage of the dynamic design is that the final users have a much higher
degree of participation and thus tend to be much more satisfied. Their needs are
better approached, and they know what they are going to get. The disadvantages
of this method are the longer development time and the higher costs. The
outcome of an iterative design process cannot be known in advance, which
represents a risk for a company. But in a certain sense, it can be said that the test
element in the dynamic design is an abbreviated and more direct form for the
tests that later would take place anyhow with the final users. The higher
investment supported by the companies for this initial testing can be offset by
better user acceptance, lower failure rates and thus less after-purchase complaints.


The dynamic design method can also be considered under a different perspective.
The concept of complexity was introduced in Section 3.2, where it was also
reported that - lacking a precise metric - the only practical method to estimate it
is via user tests. In the dynamic design method the users are involved and rate
the system under development by unconsciously following criteria like
complexity, task matching, ease of information transfer from other contexts, etc.
Testing software acceptance directly with the users combines in a practical way
the analysis of different aspects that are difficult to carry out explicitly, and
therefore delivers the type of results that are needed in practical design.


Due to the fact that the evaluation of user software is a process that potentially
has to be repeated several times, it is important that the evaluation method gives
practicable results and is easy and inexpensive to carry out. Among the methods
to evaluate software performance and satisfaction by the users are:


¥ Questionnaire
¥ Analysis of log-files
¥ Protocols made by an independent observer
¥ Video collection of material
¥ Direct questioning


According to M�ller-Holz-auf-der-Heide (1991), the video-recorder gives the best
and most exact results, but is also the most expensive method. An offline analysis
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In static design the project specifications and a test plan are written on the base of
the initial requirements. The system software is then developed and modified until
it stands all tests. In this method there is only one feedback loop to check
whether the software is in agreement with the detailed design specifications.


Static design does not show whether the requirements themselves were correct
or failed to address the task and the goal. The only feedback from the final user
reaches the developers usually along a chain consisting in several links and that
typically includes marketing people and the field salespeople responsible for
customer contact. Changes can be incorporated in the product only with major
delays and only if the company decides that they are of interest for several
customers. In case of specific projects developed for one customer only, the
customer usually binds himself to accept the implementation of the initial
requirements while these are still on paper. Any later change would cost him
money. Unfortunately, user satisfaction is never included in the requirements.


An alternate design method is the dynamic design, described among others in
M�ller-Holz-auf-der-Heide (1991). The dynamic design includes evaluation and
testing phases as part of the design process itself (Figure 4.7).


Design Realisation Test Result


Goal


Evaluation


Figure 4.7 The dynamic design method


With this approach, the initial requirements take the form of "set-point values"
rather than direct "control signals". Designers, programmers and final users
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Ideally, the number of items in a menu is not too large. With too many items on
the screen, one may have already forgotten the first ones by the time he is
through scanning the list. If a system has a very large number of action paths that
can be followed, a tradeoff must be made between the approximate number of
choices in every menu and the number of levels in the menu hierarchy.


Similar functions in different menus should be connected to the same keys
(consistency). A <BREAK> command should always be present, possibly with its
own dedicated key. It should be possible at any moment to interrupt the current
work and go back to the next higher menu level or even to jump to the highest
level (root) menu. It should not be required to go through a series of screens, or
even reply to additional questions, just to leave the current menu.


4.6 Prototyping and Evaluation


The development of computer systems and of their user interfaces can basically
follow two principles: the static and the dynamic (interactive) design.


The static design (Figure 4.6) is the most common software development
method. This method is favoured by software development companies because
each work step is well defined and can be accounted and paid for as soon as it is
completed. The work division helps also divide responsibility among different
people and groups, so that nobody is ever responsible for possible dissatisfaction
when the work is completed.


Design Realization Test Result


Goal


Figure 4.6 The static design method
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use. In Section 3.7 was indicated how a process simulation routine would
enhance a control system. In such a case, "dangerous" commands could be
accepted only after having been run in simulation; only after that the control
system would pass them further to the technical process. This strategy may
however not be applicable for systems where immediate process manipulation is
required.


It is important to have the possibility to stop a computer-controlled actuator or
machine immediately in case of an emergency. In such a situation, nobody would
have the patience to type in an ordered command sequence on a keyboard. A
clearly marked emergency OFF button should be installed within easy reach for
the operator. It is common practice to paint the button red on yellow
background. "OFF" buttons are usually large enough to be operated while
wearing gloves and without need for careful aiming.


It is advisable that help information is available on line. Help should always be
called from the same key, which should be distinct and clearly marked. Modern
systems offer context-related help, that is, they recognize the current situation
(the data or program which is currently active) and offer help related to that
context.


4.5 Menus


The principles of visibility and consistency required in screen and command
design must of course also be followed in the design of menus. In this respect the
following considerations can be made.


To begin with, the menu structure should become quickly clear to the user. Each
menu should be identified by a title/headline, possibly using the same text
indicated as menu selection item one level above.


The items in a menu should be at the same abstraction level: Functions like
"delete character", "print file" and "boot computer system" do not belong to the
same menu. The menu items should not be placed randomly, but follow some
semantic principle. In case no such principle is evident, alphabetic order will serve
as a possible ordering criterion.
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each other. In the VMS operating system for VAX computers this method is
used for all commands and parameters, where the first four letters are sufficient
to uniquely identify any command (commands may also be typed in their entire
length).


In fields where an alphanumeric input is requested, only a few combinations
usually make sense. "FGS" and "OID" are letter combinations as "ON" and
"OFF" are, but they won't be understood by a binary actuator. The possible
alternatives to avoid nonsense input data are: (1) to display the correct values as
part of the background information; (2) to provide a window menu selection of
the possible values; (3) to display a message if the input is not understood by the
system.


The alternative (1) is not feasible when the number of possible commands is
large; it leads easily to cluttering the screen with too much static information.
Alternative (3) may cause delays, depending on how often mistakes are made.
The solution (2) may be the optimal choice; this solution is also directly supported
under window-based interfaces. A new value can be selected either by typing in it
explicitly, or at least some of its characters, or by pointing at it with help of the
arrow keys or the mouse. The selection is then confirmed by an <ENTER>
command or a click on the mouse. One of the command alternatives - the
current, previous, most common or safest one - could also be shown as default
selection for a command. The displayed value is then accepted by the system as
valid unless explicitly changed by the user.


Typing a command from the keyboard requires some thinking and can lead to
errors. It is good to ask for confirmation before execution of sensitive commands,
e.g. with a question of the kind "Do you really want to boot the system
[YES/NO]?" Here might however arise a problem, because once an action is
learned, it is carried out automatically at the skill-based (sensomotoric) level and
without further thinking. The question alone is no guarantee for the exact
intentions of the user. Different strategies might have to be defined.


In some systems potentially dangerous commands are made deliberately difficult
to carry out. This is not a good approach. Special commands (that probably have
to be used only in particular emergencies) can instead be protected with special
passwords. A good control system should be at the same time safe and easy to
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A command defines a reference value for a state; the actual value will later
become equal to the reference value only if control system, actuators, sensors and
physical process all work correctly. It takes some time before a command reaches
the actuators, is executed, and the verification is reported back to the user. Actual
and reference values must be presented in a way clearly identifying them so that
they cannot be confused with each other.


If a system cannot give immediate response to a command, as verification that
the command was accepted and is currently being processed, some kind of partial
response should be displayed. This could e.g. be a message of acknowledgement
or a different highlight of the input data on the screen. The effect of a command
should be immediately evident and there should always be a possibility to reverse
it.


For processes with longer time constants, the first reaction could be a message
from the process computer of the kind: "New temperature set-point value is
66ûC. Estimated time to reach set-point is 18 minutes [at 14:28]." This requires
the availability of a simulation routine, as described in Section 3.7.


A hierarchical structure is also possible for commands, in a way similar to the
hierarchical structuring of the management levels in a plant (Section 3.3). At the
lowest level are the input commands for the direct control of the actuators, while
at higher levels complete sequences for the control of complex procedures can be
started. These sequences have the aspect of "batch" or "command" files.


Structuring of commands can also take place on the basis of task analysis
(Section 3.5). In general, commands should be presented in the same context (or
in proximity) of the information that is needed to select the commands
themselves.


Consistency is not only important in the process representation, but plays an
important role also in command input. The commands should be context-
independent and always act in a similar way, irrespective of past activities and
system history.


String commands to be typed explicitly on a keyboard should be as short as
possible, yet not lose their meaning. A good method is to use the first letters of
the command name, provided that different abbreviations are not confused with
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instead implicitly assumed that all information presented on the screen page is
equally important. However, a major problem with all these metrics is that they
focus only on the symbolic aspect of the display, without considering the
semantic information to convey. In other words, they do not address the issue of
the complexity in relation to what information the user really gets from the
display. As an analogy, two different sentences are seldom equally comprehen-
sible, even if they are of the same length and are printed with similar type fonts
and point sizes.


In conclusion, no metric for display complexity that can be applied for a large
class of problems has been proposed so far. If a detailed task description is
available, then Sears' measure of layout appropriateness can be used.


4.4 Operator Commands


The interaction between humans and computers does not only take place from
the machine to the user but also from the user to the machine, when control
tasks have to be carried out. The user enters data by typing in command
sequences on a keyboard, by pushing buttons on a panel or by manipulating a
device like a mouse or a joystick. Some considerations follow here regarding the
design of communication from human to machine, with special regard to controls
typed in via a keyboard.


It is very important for the user to get an immediate "feeling" that a command
has been received and accepted, even if the related processing does not start
immediately. The feeling starts right from the acoustical "click" when a key is
pressed or by seeing a pointer moving on the screen under control of the mouse.
Another example of direct feedback are the tones in a touch-tone dialling phone.
The feedback is intuitive: nobody recognises the dialled number from the tones,
but we get enough information to tell that all the numbers were dialled and
whether a finger slip let a number be dialled twice. If nothing seems to happen
after having pressed the <RETURN> or <ENTER> key because of long
response times, one may wonder whether the system operates correctly.
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PUMP 105 PROCESS WATER STATE=ON ALARM=NO OVERHEAT=NO
PUMP 118 WASHWATER STATE=ON ALARM=NO OVERHEAT=NO
PUMP 127 REACTION VESSEL OUTPUT STATE=ON ALARM=YES OVERHEAT=NO
PUMP 132 SLUDGE SILO FEED STATE=ON ALARM=NO OVERHEAT=NO
PUMP 138 SLUDGE SILO OUTPUT STATE=ON ALARM=NO OVERHEAT=YES
PUMP 139 SLUDGE FINAL OUTPUT STATE=OFF ALARM=NO OVERHEAT=NO
PUMP 143 VACUUM FILTERING STATE=ON ALARM=NO OVERHEAT=NO
PUMP 154 LIQUID WASTE STATE=ON ALARM=NO OVERHEAT=NO
PUMP 166 LIQUID FILTRATION STATE=ON ALARM=NO OVERHEAT=NO
PUMP 221 ALKALI INLET STATE=ON ALARM=NO OVERHEAT=NO
PUMP 226 NA-SULPHIDE INLET STATE=ON ALARM=NO OVERHEAT=NO
PUMP 232 POLYMER PROC.A INLET STATE=ON ALARM=NO OVERHEAT=NO
PUMP 237 POLYMER PROC.B INLET STATE=OFF ALARM=NO OVERHEAT=NO
PUMP 242 POLYMER PROC.C INLET STATE=ON ALARM=NO OVERHEAT=NO


REACTION VESSEL OUTPUT /127/ (m3/h) = 53
SLUDGE SILO FEED /132/ (m3/h) = 92
SLUDGE SILO OUTPUT /138/ (m3/h) = 74
NA-SULPHIDE INLET FLOW /226/ (m3/h) = 68


Input Command >>


Water Treatment Plant                   Chemical Precipitation Section [24]                                   14:18:04


Figure 4.4 Example of a poorly structured screen display
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Input Command >>


Water Treatment Plant                   Chemical Precipitation Section [24]                                   14:18:04


Figure 4.5 The same information as in Figure 4.4, in a structured display
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C = −N ⋅ pn ⋅ log2( pn )
n=1


m


∑
where:


C = layout complexity , expressed in bits


N = number of events (i.e., widths or heights)


m = number of event classes (i.e., number of unique widths or heigths)


pn = probability of occurrence of the nth event class (based on the frequency of


events within that class)


It might not be clear what is meant by number of events and number of event
classes, and how to recognize them unequivocally on the screen. The
Bonsiepe/Tullis metric applied to the screens of Figure 4.4 (N=64, m=18,
pi=1/18) and Figure 4.5 (N=79, m=5, pi=1/5) gives 266 and 183 bits respectively.
Structuring the data has reduced the number of unique widths and heights, which
contributed to a reduction of the equivalent complexity content of the second
screen.


The proposed metric is not exempt from flaws. Its major drawbacks are that it
does not cover graphic displays, the use of colour and other current techniques.
Sears (1992) proposes a different method for layout evaluation, called layout
appropriateness. This metric incorporates simple task descriptions that can assist
designers in organising widgets (small items) in the user interface. The layout
appropriateness metric requires a description of the sequences of widget-level
actions users perform and how frequently each sequence is used. The
appropriateness of a given layout is then computed by weighing the cost of each
sequence of actions by how frequently the sequence is performed.


In other words, Sears' method makes use of a detailed task analysis (or task
description) and a set of widgets to organise, so that an optimal layout in the
sense of practical use (layout appropriateness) can be defined. Existing or
proposed designs may be compared and evaluated with the optimal layout design
for a given task.


The inclusion of the task and thus the consideration of what information is most
relevant is an important aspect in the approach by Sears; in Tullis' analysis it is
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A different kind of representation for complex processes was proposed by Lind
(1990) and is known as Multilevel Flow Modeling (MFM). In this represen-
tation are primarily shown the material, energy and information flows of a plant.
In MFM every system or part of system consists of a source, a sink and transport
components for each of the flows; there are connections between the different
flow functions. Because of the physical equilibrium laws for materials and energy,
the flows must remain constant through the process or may change only in a
predetermined, known way (like e.g. when fuel is burned to produce heat). An
interruption of one of the flows is an indication of a possible disturbance in the
process; further, the disturbance is conducted to the point where the equilibrium
state is no longer verified. MFM is a very new type of representation and there is
so far no indication about its acceptance in real process control applications.


4.3.4 Representation complexity


The principles of simplicity, visibility and consistency applied to the design of
screen pages are probably the most successful method for the reduction of the
complexity of a presentation. All changes in a design that improve one of these
aspects without negatively influencing the others should be implemented.


Several methods have been proposed to measure the complexity  of a
representation (this is not the same as the system complexity treated in Section
3.2), but so far there is no widely accepted metric. It is therefore not possible to
prepare alternative designs and test them a priori to select the less complex,
given a certain - fixed - amount of displayed information. The evaluation of the
preference of a screen layout (where complexity would be one of the implicit
factors that are tested) has still to be carried out in practice by conducting series
of tests with people.


Tullis (1983, 1988) compare different metrics for the complexity content of
screen displays. One such metric is a relative measure of how many characters
are used up on the screen (i.e. measure of the fill factor).


A different metric is derived from the Shannon definition of information; it was
first developed by G.A. Bonsiepe and is also described in Tullis (1983):
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red always means "alarm", when he perceives the colour his reaction can be
immediate. If a thinking effort is needed, like to weigh the stimulus "red" with
information about the current display screen and what red means in that specific
context, the effort will be greater and the reaction slower.


In other words, consistency means that coding is not context-dependent (i.e.
when a coding feature has different meaning on different screen pages). In
addition, coding must be natural, be processed as far as possible unconsciously
and not require explicit interpretation. Coding "cold" by red and "hot" by blue is
technically easy, but would require an effort to be understood because it is
unnatural.


There might be conflicts in the right choice of symbols. If a process is in alarm
state because its temperature is too low, should it be represented in red or in
blue? It depends on what has highest priority, whether to give an immediate
feeling about the temperature or an indication of the functional state, where the
natural colour for alarm is red. In any case, consistency should hold through all
representations. It does not matter what a code represents, as long as it always
represents the same thing.


4.3.3 Screen representation and layouting


For the definition of a graphical display page, the picture can be designed
according to different principles. In the physical or technical (spatial)
representation a plan of the plant or subunit is designed with its specific symbols
(most technical symbols are standardised). In the layout development one could
strictly follow the available technical drawings (these could be very complex and
difficult to understand) or represent the evolution of the physical process linearly,
without consideration for the actual spatial device placement. In the latter case, a
straight disposition from left to right is usually preferred.


In the task-oriented representation is shown the information that is necessary
to carry out a specific task. This representation is more oriented to operations,
while the technical representation is more apt to support conceptual thinking, e.g.
to identify the source of a problem.
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For instance, if a switch is used to connect alternatively two devices (or a
production line branches into two cells), the switch position itself can be shown,
or also which device (or cell) is connected, identifying it with a different feature
like an empty or framed symbol (Figure 4.3). The symbolic representation does
not require an explicit interpretation of the picture.


¥
¥ ¥


¥
¥¥


(a)


(b)


Figure 4.3 (a) Symbolic representation; (b) functional representation


Fisher and Tan (1989) report about an "highlighting paradox" in visual displays.
The problem they address is whether highlighting important items on a display
screen makes them easier or not to recognize. The result is that ease of
recognition depends on the highlighting mode. Blinking and reverse video lead to
delays, but not colour. The reaction times depend also on user practice.
Highlighting can be of benefit to novice users, but as subjects become more
practised, they generally know the location and the identity of the option they are
searching and highlighting becomes therefore more like a hinder. Finally, a text
should never be let blink, because this makes its reading more difficult. It is
sufficient to let a small symbol blink near it.


Consistency means that a coding clue (colour, shape, etc.) maintains its meaning
across the whole system. If red indicates an "alarm" state in a screen picture, it
should not indicate "hot" in a different picture or "inflow" in a third one.


It might be argued that with training the operators will be able to tell when red
means "alarm" and when it means "inflow". This is true, but then an important
advantage of cognitive knowledge is missed. If we consider the action model
(Section 2.1), we see that the most efficient reactions are those at skill-based
(sensomotoric) level and at rule-based level. If an operator learns by training that
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changing different properties in parallel and thereby conveying more information
at the same time. Common visual codes for items shown on a terminal screen are
colour, shape, dimension.


The effects of ease of perception for different types of coding have been object of
several experiments. Jubis (1990) tested perception facility for symbols that were
coded in different ways: shape, colour and shape together (redundant colour
coding), and colour alone. According to this study, coding by colour and shape
combined and by colour alone leads to faster reaction times in the human
observers than shape alone; colours result then to be the most important coding
attribute.


Colours can provide clues when they display functional states. Green is generally
perceived as indication of security, permission or correctness (it may for instance
indicate that an unit is in proper working order). Red is related to states of alarm,
danger and prohibition. Yellow is understood as a warning and can indicate the
presence of some minor problem.


Simplicity suggests that the number of colours, shapes, highlights should be kept
to a minimum. Moreover, a few different colours or shapes can be recognised
alone, but from a few values, these make sense only in comparison with others.
Colours should be used sparingly; 4-5 colours are understood with no major
effort; there are indications that 7 different colours is an absolute maximum to
never exceed. The limits on the different colours or clues that can be identified
simultaneously are related to the capacity of short-term memory (Section 2.2).


It is important not to rely only on colours as a means of showing important
information. A large number of people are blind to some colours and are
therefore incapable of recognising them (Section 2.2). Environmental factors like
illumination and shadows may make difficult the perception of some colours on a
terminal screen. The information to be shown should therefore present some kind
of redundancy, for instance with help of labels, texts or other graphical symbols,
in order to ensure that the conveyed meaning is understood.


A symbol may be displayed filled, empty or rastered. Alone, it is possible to tell
with certainty only 3-4 different raster patterns, others have to be observed in
relation to a reference frame.
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In general, a good layout organization has the following characteristics:


¥ it is adequate for the purpose; it does not present more or less
information than necessary (simplicity);


¥ it is, as far as possible, self-explaining (visibility);
¥ it is consistent at more levels. The same coding (in symbols and colours)


carries the same meaning on different screen pages and the user knows
what to expect in different situations (consistency).


The purpose of a display representation can be to induce the user to perform a
certain action, by providing informative support to a work task. In this case, the
information on whose base the user must act should be highlighted on the screen.
If instructions for the control of a machine are given, these must be clearly
represented. If several alternatives depend on the displayed data, the required
action must be represented in a direct way. The style "If the temperature is over
200 ûC, then the action x should be performed" is not straightforward. On a
screen page, clarity and conciseness are imperative: "Temperature = 226ûC.
Perform action x.".


The memory of the user should not be overloaded, especially in consideration
that one of the problems the computer doesn't have is to effectively store and
recall information. The user should not have to remember information from a
display page to use it then in another screen page; we have seen in Section 2.2
that there are definite and restricted limits to the amount of information that can
be retained in short-term (working) memory. The completion of any given task
should be completed in few steps and with as few commands as possible.


4.3.2 Coding


The human-computer interface must be able to draw the user's attention to
important facts and to allow prompt and correct reaction on the basis of the
given information. In this task, coding plays a crucial role. Coding is also
important for chunking (Section 2.2), to reduce a large amount of information to
a few chunks that are directly manageable in working memory.


Coding is the change of some property of a communication channel. A code
relates the type and amount of change of the channel property with the
information that has to be carried. Several codes may act concurrently, i.e.
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on the same screen. The screen dedicated to a work cell will present only few
basic data for each device, like whether it is operating correctly and the current
production or processing rate. At an higher abstraction level, the screen layout
for a production line will present basic data for all the cells, whose detailed states
do not have to be displayed. Although the main concept (the plant or production
line) is complex, the functional idea on each screen can remain simple: does the
machine, cell or plant operate correctly or not ?


Plant control


Production 
control


Cell  control


Process 
control


Figure 4.2 Process representation organized according to the plant management levels


(compare with Table 3.1)
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The information showed on a display may be considered from a direct point of
view (to convey information) of from a pragmatic point of view (to lead the
operator to perform the intentions of the system designer). The purpose of
process control is (1) to direct the process according to a defined production
schedule and (2) to recognize and identify alarm states and take appropriate
measures to guarantee the safety of a process. As indicated in Section 3.5, the
information on the display must then support different types of task:


¥ normal operations: start-up, shut-down, normal process control,
parameter identification, process optimisation


¥ identification of alarm states
¥ indication when appropriate action has taken place in abnormal


situations, otherwise support in the search for a correction strategy.


The information content should be adapted to the user: the expert is not
interested to "simple" information that instead can be very important for a
beginner. Yet novices share often the same equipment with experts, so that
compromises must be made. In addition, the typical computer user tends to give
importance to everything that appears on a screen. Therefore screen displays
should be simple and not contain useless information, otherwise there is a risk
that unimportant items draw unwarranted attention.


The problem of the screen representation consists on the one hand of what
should be shown and on the other hand, how it should be represented. The first
question can be answered with an analysis of the structure of the technical plant
and the goal of the representation (i.e. information transfer or completion of a
work task). If the data have general information character, then possibly even a
simple tabular representation might fulfil the goal. In this case it should only be
ensured that consistent units, lead texts, state representations, etc. are used.


The simplest method for structuring the data from a complex plant follows the
hierarchical structuring of a plant as described in Section 3.3 (Figure 4.2). On
each display page should be shown only one basic concept in the simplest
possible way. Emphasis should then be given to the most important information
concerning a specific object or work task. For example, in a plant overview, the
functionality of the plant has the highest importance. All parameters related to the
same device or to different devices, but in the same task context, will be shown
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A clearer distinction between static and dynamic information is obtained on
screens when the lead texts are written with normal intensity and the dynamic
variables in high intensity. If the dynamic variables are also used as input, the
variable currently selected may for example be shown in reverse video (that is,
where foreground and background colours are exchanged). Dynamic variables
showing parameters in alarm state can be highlighted using a different colour or
reverse video. The contrast between normal and highlighted representation
should however not be too high, otherwise readability might be impaired.


The use of words with negative connotation ("ALARM", "WARNING") should
be avoided in lead texts unless they are clearly unrelated to the actual state of the
controlled system. The texts should motivate and not unnecessarily alarm or
irritate the user.


Quite often, it is important to abbreviate some words and expressions. Different
principles for abbreviation have been described, like e.g. in Shneiderman (1987).
The principles of simplicity, visibility, and most of all consistency should be used
in the choice of abbreviations.


Concerning the selection of fixed, pre-programmed messages, a "nice" machine
does not blame faults on the user ("wrong input!") but on itself ("The command
cannot be carried out as indicated. Input these additional data."). The second
message indicates also what kind of measure is required and provides therefore
practical support. Concerning style and pregnancy, the operational instructions
for fire extinguishers are a good reference also for computer texts.


4.3 Screen Layout Design


4.3.1 Process representation


The representation of process-related information on computer screen displays is
one of the most important aspects of the human-computer interface for
monitoring and control applications. This subject is also one of the best treated in
the literature on user interfaces.
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In most cases, the process or system development engineer is responsible for the
selection of appropriate text dialogues that are then used by other people, the
process operators. The operators will have to take decisions and perform actions
on the base of the presented information. Computer language should then not be
a poor copy of natural language, but be defined on its own to achieve the
intended communication purpose. A few indications about this use of language
will follow here.


A short sentence used to indicate only a limited number of states can be divided
in a fixed text (lead text) to indicate the type of selection together with a variable
for the actual state (dynamic variable). The lead text alone shall not give
complete information in grammatical/ syntactical sense; it should rather create a
small "tension" to be released only in conjunction with the dynamic information.
In this case it is avoided that the lead text alone is misunderstood as to be itself
the actual state information. Only the combination with dynamic information
should make complete sense. In most cases it is sufficient to use a different form
for a noun or verb, like


instead of: device A11 powered: YES/NO


use: device A11 power: ON/OFF


In general, lead texts that require an answer like YES or NO should be avoided. I
have once seen a system with messages like "NOT ALARM STATE=YES" (in
plain language, "everything's OK"). This kind of output might be correct in
Boolean sense, but is not easily understood by humans and only brings confusion.


The lead text should not be too generic and should contain hints on what the
dynamical part is going to be. Compare the following examples:


device A12 status: ON/OFF ?
OK/ALARM ?
ACTIVE/STANDBY ?


write instead:


device A12 power: ON/OFF
device A12 operation: OK/ALARM
device A12 connection: ACTIVE/STANDBY
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overcome such a situation, two methods can be used. One is that each
consistency aspect is related to one visual clue only (size, colour, form, etc.), so
that different conditions may be indicated at the same time (e.g. via size and
colour). A second solution is to establish a hierarchy, where a type of information
overrides others.


An important support for consistency is offered by the use of standardised
interfaces. The initial anarchy of many different products has evolved to a
situation where specific user interfaces (Microsoft Windows, X-Windows) dictate
the basic operational mode of the interface. Some of the most important guideline
documents and standards for the design of user interfaces are reported in
Appendix A1.


4.2 Use of Language in the User Interface


Information exchange with computers takes place in different forms: by setting
switches and reading lamp indicators, by entering analogue values via a
continuous manipulator (mouse or joystick) and by looking at symbols and data
on a screen. The most common way to transfer information is via natural-
language messages displayed on a screen or typed via a keyboard. In this
interaction the language is used differently than for normal people-to-people
communication.


Typical computer outputs are either sampled information about analog values
("TEMPERATURE=66.2ûC"), clear text messages with a few possible
alternatives ("DEVICE CONNECTED/DISCONNECTED") or prerecorded
messages ("The computer will be shut down in 5 min"). The language used for
human-computer interaction lacks most of the features that belong to natural
languages, like unclear expressions, redundancies, use of rhetorical figures etc.
The computer use of language is fully predictable ("TEMPERATURE=27.9ûC"),
contrary to natural language ("it must be almost thirty degrees, I'll have a cold
beer"). A person telling the day temperature reporting decimals in colloquial
speech (and without intending to be ironic) would draw almost as much attention
as a computer asking for a beer.
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contributes to confusion. General consistency with known and trained rules and
established standards is therefore more important than the use of metaphors.


Consistency


Consistency means that the same representation is used for similar or analogue
components in a system. This means that to apply consistency in the description
or visualisation of a system, it is first necessary to create a structure for it.


Consistency can also be considered as visibility by analogy. Where visibility is
necessary to understand a concept the first time, consistency helps transfer
existing knowledge to new contexts. We have seen that there are experimental
indications that the transfer of operational (syntactic) knowledge is much easier
than the transfer of conceptual (semantic) knowledge (Section 2.7). Ideally,
consistency should hold at the operational as well as at the conceptual level,
which is not an easy task to accomplish.


Consistency can also be considered the other way around. Different clues (colour,
style, size, etc.) must reflect differences in the real world. In this case, consistency
goes along with simplicity and visibility. A picture should not show more clues
than necessary (simplicity) and each clue will indicate a real state of things
(visibility).


Consistency is probably the most difficult feature of all to achieve in a user
interface. For this, it is necessary to form classes of similarities and differences,
and then apply the same rules (language, abbreviation, colours...) to qualify the
related information. The classes requested by consistency should be kept to a
minimum.


Consistency is more difficult to achieve when different people participate in the
same development project. One programmer might like to write warning
messages all in capitals, another in lowercase. There is always a certain number of
issues that remains unaddressed in team projects, and the style of warning
messages might be one of those. But when they will be apparent for the operator,
he will be led to draw conclusions that in reality are unfounded.


A difficulty in achieving consistency is when several conflicting rules apply for a
certain representation and it is not obvious what rule holds over the others. To
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An example of simple and "visible" display for process control applications is
shown in Figure 4.1. It is not necessary to read a numeric value or check an
handbook to find out whether the displayed value is within the allowed range.


0�  �10� ��20��  30�� �40��� 50�� �60�


Figure 4.1 Example of intuitive display output


The aspect of technical display instruments is the result of a development that
took several decades. Pointer instruments provide immediate information about
the relative magnitude of values and their trend; digital instruments show
information with higher precision, but are more difficult and take longer time to
be understood. In addition, many digital instruments do not give clues about the
precision of the displayed data. In some cases are displayed even five-six figures
where only three make sense. How can the user know it?


In some computer systems, visibility is obtained by using pictorial metaphors
related to everyday experience. On the computer screen is shown an icon that
represents an operation of the machine by means of known symbols. For
example a pen can indicate something to write with and a magnifying glass a
zooming feature to look at data more in detail. The symbols are not real, they
relate the operation of the known objects with similar operations for the
computer. In this way the symbols give visual clues to their function and
operation.


Metaphors have nowadays become something of a cult object, at least for part of
the computer user community. It is however important not to overestimate their
importance, especially in industrial process control applications. The
comparatively unskilled office user might find it pleasant and easy when everyday
symbols indicate system functions. For process operations, it is probably better to
indicate things for what they are and not resort to different representations. When
metaphors from different sources are mixed, this may add complexity that
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untrained personnel and programmers with no formal instruction about human-
computer interaction principles.


On the other hand, the design of screen pages alone does not solve more
complex problems in human-computer interaction. Therefore the layout designer,
rather than following recipes, should have a wider margin of freedom while
respecting a few basic principles.


Norman (1988) has identified three basic principles valid for all kinds of applied
and functional design and consequently also for user interfaces. These principles
are simplicity, visibility and consistency. They have to be understood as
framework and not as an immediate design guide for specific details.


Simplicity


Simplicity is the most important rule for all kinds of design. In process-control
applications, every display page shows a model of the physical process and its
operation. Simplicity means that no useless or irrelevant - excessive - information
is presented together with the important data. On the other hand, simplicity
should not mean impoverishment in the representation. Due to the fact that
simplicity as such does not have an objective metric, it can only be taken as a
general principle to be put in the context of other design and evaluation methods.


Visibility


Visibility is the degree of transparency of a system in describing its own
operations. Ideally, the user should have the feeling to interact directly with the
technical process and not with the computer system (Section 1.2). The operation
of the process computer must always be clear as well; the user must all the time
know whether he is acting with the technical process or with the monitoring and
control computer.


A basic principle of visibility is that some clues, mainly visual (colour, form, shape
etc.) indicate the purpose and function of a device. Visibility should provide the
link between the physical process T, its operations, and the mental model the user
has about the process, M(T) (Section 2.5).







4 Guidelines for the Practical
Realisation of the User Interface


The principles of human-computer interaction described in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3 must lead to the practical realisation of the user interface. Hardware
and software components have to be properly selected, designed, constructed and
put together. Today, computers and workstations offer advanced capabilities for
little money. The question is then not whether to use advanced graphical
representation, but rather how to use it effectively.


In the following, we will assume a hardware user interface based on a graphical
terminal, a keyboard with control keys and a pointing device like a mouse. This
kind of hardware is readily available, is quite cheap and more than adequate to
build a good user interface. This chapter deals mainly with the presentation
aspects of the user interface, with emphasis on the coding of messages and
commands. Some of the considerations also hold for the design of control panels
with pushbuttons or other types of interfaces.


Section 4.1 introduces general design principles; these principles are then
reformulated in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 as simple and practical rules and guidelines.
Section 4.4 is a brief introduction to the command interface, Section 4.5 deals
with menus and Section 4.6 introduces briefly prototyping and evaluation
methods for the design of user interfaces.


4.1 General Design Principles


The representation of data on a screen page has drawn a lot of attention in the
literature about the design of human-computer interfaces, where practical design
suggestions are often given in the form of "cookbook-recipe" rules. This
approach might seem unscientific; many rules cannot be applied directly or just
do not make sense outside specific contexts. However, the "cookbook-recipe"
approach has at least two important advantages: It makes people conscious of
different ways to formulate problems and is immediately understandable by
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issues were not solved only on the base of technical considerations, but other
aspects like available components (hardware and software), available expertise,
schedule needs, expectations, conflicts with other projects, and many more played
a relevant role.


This project is an example of how modern technology has to be combined with
work organization and coordination to bring the desired results. A facility of the
type here described operates smoothly only thanks to the large work at its base
and that is available in form of document support for all types of operations,
continuous access to maintenance personnel, etc.


Satellite control is an atypical example to transfer the related experiences to other
fields without qualifications. One of the lessons that can be of general interest is
that smooth operations depend on the amount of prior planning with
consideration to the operational requirements. Even in potentially dangerous
situations the controllers have to follow predetermined guidelines; here nothing
has to depend on improvisation. In relation to the hardware, system availability is
ensured by providing redundancy for all equipment, so that spares can always be
connected in case of failures.


The user interface was designed in accordance with the operational requirements.
An explicit effort was necessary to organise and structure the raw data and make
it manageable. The monitoring and control system provides a notable reduction
in the complexity of the ground station operations, because it reduces a large
amount of data to basic parameters related to describe full systems and the way
they work. The use of a monitoring and control system to display the original
data on a one-by-one basis, without their previous organization, would have
made the control tasks more difficult.


The design of this ground station was evaluated a posteriori according to the
theoretical frame presented in this work. In most points, the design was found to
be in accordance with cognitive requirements and basic principles. This is
indirectly a support for the notion that the design of user interfaces may gain a
lot from theoretical knowledge, but does not fully depend on it. Common sense
and close scrutiny by the involved parties - in particular the final user - are also
important components in the preparation of the user interface for a complex
system.
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The satellite controllers did not participate in this preliminary phase. DBP
Telekom was represented by the group supervisors and project engineers.


IMPLEMENTATION


Some problems were caused by the utilization of a satellite telemetry processor to
process also the ground station data. The initial reason was that available
processing software and networking equipment could be used right away, In
course of time, however, many problems appeared, due mainly to the fact that
the application software could not process derived variables properly and some
changes in the basic system were necessary.


A new user interface, the Graphical System Manager, has been recently installed
on the top of the real-time system, with mixed results. This interface supports the
selection of graphical screen pages with the "point-and-click" method, and by
zooming in on the desired object. With the current computer configuration, it
may lead to system overload when several other tasks have to be active at the
same time.


For the purpose of ground station monitoring and control, a general-purpose
process data base connected with a graphical editor and a user interface tool
(possibly based on a windowing system) could have been an alternative. The
development work could have been carried out in a prototyping fashion with the
direct involvement of the customer (DBP Telekom) and of the operators.


5.6 Conclusions


The satellite control station in Usingen has been operative since 1989 and has so
far satisfactorily fulfilled its purpose. At the moment, four satellites are controlled
autonomously and with reduced manpower. Thanks to the modern design of this
station, DBP Telekom is able to manage satellite control without resorting to the
complex structures and reliance on external organisations that would otherwise
have been necessary.


In this chapter were discussed the technical issues related to the design of the user
interface at the ground station. As it is inevitable in all large projects, some of the
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performed with simple commands. For more detailed failure search, the
hardware-oriented representations are adequate.


Coding


The monitoring data is presented in a compact form where non-nominal states
are immediately recognisable. In case of failure, the related systems are shown in
colours different from green and disconnected groups are displayed with framed
symbols instead of filled. The operators can visualise the function of the whole
station with a glance at a screen.


Complexity of the representation


It was not evaluated as such, but in general all screen layouts are readable with
no difficulty. All layouts are structured and balanced.


Operator commands


For routine operations, the control of the ground station equipment takes place
with help of command strings, "macros" (Section 5.4). The configuration of
single parameters in the devices is possible via dedicated screens, this is however
not necessary in normal operations. It is mainly used for maintenance and
servicing purposes.


USER PARTICIPATION IN THE DESIGN PHASE; PROTOTYPING


Engineers from DBP Telekom and from Dornier Systems checked all data
processing design documents before these were released for the software
implementation, and in this phase they presented many comments. All comments
were considered, either by inclusion in the design documents or with motivated
explanations in support of different design decisions. All parts had to give final
approval to the design documents before implementation could begin.


A practical problem arose here because different parts of the specification
documents were evaluated by different people. Many of the comments were
related to the choice of the names. People advancing alternative proposals for
naming were not aware of the requirements for consistency with the names of
other devices. At the end, all participants agreed on the proposed design
principles and device naming.
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high-level variables would have been much more difficult. Both methods were
important, each in its specific scope.


INTERFACE DESIGN


Interface matching


Due to the fact that all communication between operators and technical system
takes place via computers, there is no intrinsic mismatch between task and
cognitive capabilities.


Basic design principles


The principles of visibility, simplicity, and consistency were not explicitly
identified as such during the design of the user interface; they could therefore not
be applied directly as guiding paradigms for the preparation of the design
documents. Common sense and group discussions led anyway often to similar
results.


Use of language


Simplicity and consistency were applied in the selection of names for the device
parameters.


The use of an older software package for telemetry and telecommand led to
some petty problems concerning the use of language. One such problem was that
names for parameters could only be 14 characters long. This led to some minor
inconsistencies in parameter naming, where some forms and acronyms that
would have been dictated by the need for consistency could not be used because
of the limited number of characters at disposal.


Process layouts


The aspect of display layouts was described in Section 5.4. The layouts were
oriented in first hand to the system hardware. Without an explicit task analysis,
the layouts could not be designed to directly support system operations. This fact
has however no negative consequences on the way operations are conducted,
because the general system page (Figure 5.6) reports all information that is
needed for the basic control of the ground station. Emergency operations are
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used for representing the monitored parameters on a one-to-one display by using
the new names).


This type of complexity reduction alone would still not be sufficient to allow the
control of the ground station in compliance with the strict requirements for
immediate action in case of equipment failure.


Complexity reduction via the monitoring and control system


The most important reduction in the operational complexity of the system is due
to the consideration of its function. A very large number of different
configurations can be programmed if every parameter is considered on its own,
but only a few dozens combinations are actually relevant for operations.


The raw monitoring data is logically connected in aggregate parameters for the
description of subsystems and systems. The method for the connection and
evaluation of derived parameters at higher levels described in Section 5.4 is used
without exceptions for all the raw data. All information needed to evaluate the
functional state of the ground station equipment and the indication of alternate
paths in case of failure are reported on a general screen (Figure 5.6). The coding
method was conceived to support the immediate identification of all non-nominal
states. The general representation and the screen presentation also respect the
principles of simplicity, visibility, and consistency. There is only one aspect, the
number of hierarchical levels, that in retrospective does not seem to be justified;
three levels would have been sufficient.


A similar reduction in complexity is realized in the control. The setup of a whole
transmission or reception path requires the configuration of a couple of dozens of
parameters. But in practical operations, a setup or a new configuration is
executed with a single command. The number of the predefined - and allowed -
operational configurations is about 40; the name of the commands follows a
simple convention and can be memorised without problems (Section 5.4).


The complexity reduction achieved with help of data structuring was the
precondition for complexity reduction via derived variables to describe
subsystems and systems. Without the preliminary organization of data and
introduction of a common representation structure, the definition of the derived
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COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS


Complexity of the satellite ground control station


The satellite ground control station is a complex system. It is composed of about
100 devices, delivers 1500 monitoring values and about 350 states can be
remotely controlled.


Equipment redundancies and the design structure make the station simpler than it
seems. Many devices are similar (transmitters, receivers, etc.), so that when the
function or operation of a device is known, it is valid for all other similar devices.
In addition, there are no "hidden" or internal states in the devices that have to be
inferred by knowledge of the monitored parameters. With few exceptions, the
monitored parameters represent the state of the device electronics.


On the other hand, there are factors that increase the complexity of the ground
station. The devices are delivered by different manufacturers, and very often
different names are used to indicate the same thing. A one-to-one monitoring
display based on the original naming conventions by each manufacturer would
add considerable confusion to the use of the system as a whole. The sheer
amount of data would make the localisation of failures a difficult task. A signal
loss in a device would immediately trigger warnings from several other devices
along the same path, and it would be difficult to identify the failure source in a
short time by analysing all the data. As described in Section 5.4, many warnings
make sense only if they are considered in a wider context. The interpretation of
the raw data would require a lot of dedicated attention by a person. This would
not comply with the operational requirements.


Complexity reduction via structuring


A first reduction in the complexity of the ground station system was achieved
with the introduction of a common naming convention and of the general
representation for monitoring. Every device, subsystem, and system is described
by a similar set of parameters with consistent naming (Section 5.4). This
approach complies at the same time with the principles of visibility, simplicity,
and consistency. The general representation is independent of the use of the
monitoring and control interface (it could indicate how to label the devices, or be
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remote control, there is a difference between the newer DFS and the older-type
TV-SAT. On TV-SAT, all commands are immediately executed if their syntax is
correct and no parameter limits are exceeded. In DFS, a command is first loaded
in a buffer, and then the state of the buffer is radiated back to earth. The
controllers can double-check that the commands were loaded as intended, and
after that send an explicit "execute" command.


Most satellite commands do not endanger any system and to override them is
sufficient a new command; the controllers do not need to be on constant alert.
However, some satellite manoeuvres must be carried out with particular care (e.g.
those involving orbit correction). The worst-case error is a change in the orbital
orientation or position of the spacecraft, which may have serious consequences
(the procedures to "recuperate" the satellite may take days or weeks). The
controllers are aware of this fact and take special care in these operations. But in
any case, a chain of several fault events - all with a very small probability to
happen - must take place before a satellite is endangered.


If something very serious happens with a satellite, all the systems onboard switch
off automatically and the satellite starts monitoring a special frequency. A
different, and more specialised, control centre would take over the responsibility
to reactivate, and if necessary to reposition the satellite. The main consideration
concerning the operators is therefore not whether they can do something
potentially destructive, but rather that operations have to proceed as smoothly as
possible, with no unmotivated disruption of service.


In Section 3.7 was indicated how the system simulation can serve as an important
decisional support. At the ground station a very advanced spacecraft simulator
for TV-SAT and DFS is installed. This simulator is built partly in software and
partly with hardware equipment identical to that installed on the spacecraft. All
command sequences prepared by the subsystem engineers can therefore be
tested on earth under very realistic conditions before being scheduled for
execution. After having been tested, the operational command sequences are
included in the station operation handbooks and are available as computer files
for immediate loading and execution.
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to initiate. In case the failure remains, a system engineer has to be contacted
immediately (satellite subsystem engineers are "on-call" on a 24 hours basis).


Alarm states are reported in several ways: by a change of colour on the screen
displays, with an online alarm indication on a dedicated log screen, and
acoustically; all alarms are also logged on computer files. The operators do not
need to watch the screens all the time to detect irregular states.


Mental models


The issue of mental models was - although not explicitly - one major
consideration in the operational requirements. In order to carry out routine
operations with help of comparatively unskilled personnel, the type of knowledge
required had to be strictly operational and not conceptual. The satellite controllers
must strictly follow the handbook guidelines. For this reason, the requirements on
quality and precision of handbooks and documentation in general were high. On
the other hand, it is expected that the satellite controllers become more
knowledgeable about the systems in course of time.


Errors and error management


Errors made by the controllers can have consequences either on the ground
station or on the satellite and its operations.


In case of the ground station, the worst thing that can happen because of wrong
handling is a loss of telemetry from a satellite for a few dozens seconds. If the
communication loss is due to a wrong command, the reception path can be
reestablished with a new command. There is no single command that can "jam"
the computer system as a whole (and a second computer is always ready as "hot-
backup"). And even if the computer system should break down entirely, it is
always possible - although tedious - to configure and operate the ground station
equipment manually, via the local Monitoring and Control computers. The
control interface for the ground station therefore checks only that the command
are syntactically correct, and whether the parameters are within the allowed
limits. After that, the commands are immediately sent for execution.


Error management is somewhat different for satellite operations. Satellites are
quite simple systems, where the number of components is kept to a minimum. In
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develop the necessary competence in course of time. The operational tasks of the
controllers in Usingen were modelled after those of the controllers at GSOC. The
following considerations regard in first hand the work of the satellite controllers
and the way it is supported by the monitoring and control system.


Cognitive requirements of the task


The type of operations and the background of the controllers at the ground
station were described in Section 5.3.


The type of work of the controllers does not require the simultaneous (parallel)
collection and evaluation of large amounts of data; normal cognitive limits are not
exceeded and the workload is not stressful. All communication with the
equipment under control takes place via the computer interface, so that no
previous "tactile feeling" is lost because of the computer interface.


In satellite control, there is no need for direct manipulation of any device where
the human acts in a sensomotoric feedback loop (e.g. with a joystick). No special
sensomotoric skills and manual dexterity are therefore required, besides the fact
that the controllers must be proficient in the use of computer terminals (they are).
There are no formal requirements about typing speed or precision.


The typical work actions do not require continuous attention or fast response
times. Normal satellite operations are scheduled hours or even days beforehand
and in general do not follow very strict timings. The pace of the work does not
represent a cognitive overload.


In case of failures at the ground station, the controllers send commands to
configure the ground equipment by connecting spare devices. After that, the
ground station technical group is informed of the problem and no further action
is required by the operators.


In case of alarms from a satellite, the operators must follow instructions contained
in the handbooks. Correctness and precision in the execution of the task is more
important than speed. The operators are always two per shift and can support
each other in failure analysis. For this reason, even unplanned operations and
emergencies do not contribute to work overload. For every alarm it is indicated
how to proceed in a step-by-step fashion, what data to check, and what routines
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antenna is positioned in the search window for closer tracking of the satellite.
Telemetry reception can then begin with no other additional procedure.


In some cases - e.g. for testing and maintenance purposes - it might be needed to
address the single devices directly; special display masks are available for this
task. On these pages, monitoring and control data are presented side by side. The
control parameters are filled in clear text, and then sent for execution. After a few
seconds, the new monitoring data indicate the new state. As long there is a
difference between set-point and monitored data, the set-point values are
indicated in reverse colour on the screen. In general, however, the direct control
of single devices is not part of normal operations, but is required only for special
purposes, e.g. to test the equipment.


The number of macro commands for normal operations is about 40. The total
number of macro commands for device and software configuration (where all
possible path combinations are considered) is about 350.


5.5 Evaluation


The ground station has been in operation since 1989. In general, the DBP
Telekom is satisfied over the system, and the personnel was able to become more
responsibilities in course of time.


The design of the ground station, especially in respect to the monitoring and
control of the ground equipment is evaluated here with the background of the
theory presented in Chapter 2, 3 and 4.


TASK ANALYSIS


General aspects


No task analysis as such about the work of the satellite controllers was made, but
the initial operational requirements indicated clearly that a non-specialised staff
should be able to conduct operations. In addition, the work routines and activities
in satellite control are long established. DBP Telekom cooperated closely with
DLR/GSOC - where satellite control operations are carried out routinely - to
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standby are shown framed. The colours maintain their meaning, a green, filled
symbol indicates an active and operative device; a framed symbol in yellow
indicates a disconnected device, which in addition generates a warning. Colours
and symbol framing/filling are two parallel coding features that make two
different types of information easy to perceive and understand.


When the ground station entered in service, satellite telemetry data was displayed
in clear text with no hierarchical processing. Therefore more attention was
required by the operators than for the control of the ground station. A system
upgrade including full graphical representation of satellite data is now operational
and running on each workstation. The system, called Graphical System Manager
(GSM) is basically a "point-and-click" interface to the ground station monitoring
and control system as well as to the satellite data. With GSM-software one can
point with the mouse and click at one symbol on the screen and the data related
to that subsystem / device one level lower will "pop up" and be displayed.


Ground station control


The operations of the ground station are remotely controlled by the use of ready
command sequences. Such commands were defined for the control of devices /
subsystems / systems as well as entire satellite paths. These commands are called
at the ground station "macro"-commands, because they consist of several binary
control packets for the single devices.


For all nominal operations and all alternate configurations there are pre-
programmed macros. In case of alarm, the operators only need to react by typing
on a keyboard the macro instruction to set the new configuration.


The names of macro control files follow a structured naming scheme. The name
may have a maximum of eight characters and is composed of a combination of
abbreviations indicating the device/system addressed and the function to perform.


For instance, in DF1TM4A9 one can recognise three abbreviations. DF1
indicates the satellite DFS1, TM4 shows the telemetry chain number 4 and A9
the antenna 9. With this command, the full reception path for DFS1 telemetry via
Antenna 9 and Telemetry Chain 4 is established. All the devices on the reception
path (they are about 20 for one satellite) are configured with the appropriate
parameters (frequency, bit rate, synchronisation word and others) and the
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replaced by a free one or by the spare, that is shown on the screen as framed.
Currently active chains and groups are shown filled.


Error/failure search starts from the top-level representation. If any symbol on
screen turns away from green, a more detailed picture can be selected at a lower
hierarchical level to identify the problem source. For instance, the high-frequency
group 4 (HFG4) is represented with a symbol in the main picture, but it is
possible to select the picture showing in detail the single devices of HFG4 (Figure
5.7).
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Figure 5.7 Screen representation of the High-Frequency Group 4 (DFS system)


Most devices and subsystems are built with redundancy, e.g. two devices or
subsystems are connected in parallel and only one carries out the required
function. In the graphical screen presentation, active devices / subsystems (e.g. on
a transmission or reception path) are presented filled, while the devices on
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The reason for this order is straightforward. In case of a communication alarm, all
other information about the device/system is no longer valid. If the device is in
LOCAL control mode (e.g. for maintenance), alarm states might be due to test
procedures and do not need to alarm the operators. A general alarm is more
important than a warning and is therefore shown with higher priority. Only when
no conflicting data is present, a device/system is shown in green.


On the graphical screens each device, subsystem and system is represented with a
symbol. The colour of the symbol shows whether any alarms are present and, in
such case, their relative importance. The connection states of the switch matrix
are shown in alphanumeric texts indicating what chains are connected to what
antennas. Figure 5.6 shows the general system layout on one of the terminals in
the control room.
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Figure 5.6 Screen representation of all ground station systems


The layout displayed in Figure 5.6 is used to support the replacement of chains
and groups. In case of failure, a telemetry, telecommand or ranging chain is
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Some monitored data, like e.g. synchronisation and signal level information, are
shown at the lowest levels as warnings and at higher levels in some cases as
warnings and in other cases not, depending on the current configuration of the
device / subsystem.


All ground system functions are documented. The satellite controllers can trace
back the source of all alarms with help of logical schemes.


Graphical representation


At the lowest monitoring levels (level 1,2 and 3) the parameters from the devices
are shown in clear text (Level-1: raw hex data; Level-2: direct parameters; Level-
3: derived parameters). All subsystems and systems are shown graphically at the
higher hierarchical levels (level 4, 5 and 6). On graphical screens the devices and
the systems are shown with boxes or similar symbols, where the inputs and
outputs are clearly recognised. The state of a device or system is shown by the
colour of the box. The colours indicate normal and alarm states:


Green: device OK, nominal state, no alarm
Blue: communication-alarm. No monitoring data is available about


this device.
Red: general alarm. The device cannot perform its function.
Yellow: general warning. The device is still operating, but the state of


some parameters is not nominal.
Orange: operating mode LOCAL/REMOTE. The device is in LOCAL


mode, no remote control is possible. Remote monitoring is
usually possible.


When several indications are present at the same time in alternative to green as
basic coding, only the most important one is shown. The hierarchy follows this
principle:


1 Blue (communication alarm)
2 Orange (control mode)
3 Red (general alarm)
4 Yellow (general warning)
5 Green (device OK)
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In the hierarchical structure, devices are connected together in subsystems and
subsystems are connected in systems. A device failure may lead to a system
failure or not depending on the type of malfunction, whether a redundant device
can be used as replacement, etc.


In general, alarms and warnings at a level are connected in OR-fashion to alarms
and warnings respectively, one level higher. A device in LOCAL-mode will make
the respective subsystem also appear to be in LOCAL-mode; the same holds for
the whole satellite path. Similarly, a device WARNING is reported as
SUMMARY WARNING at higher levels.


Slightly different is the handling of device STATUS ALARMs. A device
ALARM is considered to be a subsystem or system ALARM if the alarmed
device is ONLINE and connected on a satellite transmission / reception path. If
the device is OFFLINE, the alarm from the device is reported only as
WARNING at higher levels. This evaluation of alarms is oriented to the
operational needs. A malfunctioning device does not need to drive entire display
pages red if the operators are aware of that information and the device is
disconnected.


The SETUP parameters are connected via AND-functions and the reason is
immediate: all devices must be configured for a satellite for the path as a whole
also to be configured. Obviously, it does not make sense to set the receiver to
DFS1 frequency and load the PCM-preprocessor with the synch word for DFS2.
In such case SETUP=NONE.


These principles for monitoring are easily understood by the ground station
personnel and make the monitoring of the system particularly easy. The
operators work normally only with the display pages at the highest levels. Any
new failure is immediately reported through all levels by the monitoring and
control system. If the operators notice a change of colour on the screen symbol
for a system, they can immediately trace the source by displaying the appropriate
pages for subsystems and devices. On each page the exact alarm / warning
source(s) at lower levels are displayed in a different colour, so that the search is
immediate and does not have to proceed blindly. In addition, all failure and state
changes are logged with the related time-stamp in a separate file and displayed on
a dedicated monitor.
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COM STAT (communication status) shows whether the information link from
the device/subsystem/system operates correctly. An alarm state shows that no
more monitoring packets are coming from the device. In case of C O M
STAT=ALARM all other information from the device that is stored in the
station computer is considered to be outdated and therefore no longer relevant.


CTRL MODE (control mode) shows whether a device is switched over to local
mode. In such case, the device can no longer be remotely controlled, though it
continues to send monitoring packets as long as it is not disconnected from
power mains. A device is switched to LOCAL-mode only for maintenance, so
that eventual alarms do not need to be considered.


The device STATUS (general alarm) is a high-priority alarm indication about the
device. It might be generated from the device itself or derived from the
information packets of other devices. When STATUS=ALARM, the device is no
longer operative.


The SUM WARN (summary warning) shows a non-normal operating state,
which is not necessarily an alarm. The summary warning is the OR-connection of
all warnings and non-nominal states reported by a device. Similarly to the general
STATUS, also the summary warning can originate from the device itself or be
derived from other data.


The SETUP is a shorthand form to show whether all satellite-dependent
parameters in a device, chain or system are consequently programmed for the
same satellite.


The OP STATE (operational state) shows whether a device is CONNECTED
(on a direct satellite telemetry or telecommand path) or in STANDBY mode.


In the reduced, general representation there are also some device-dependent
parameters that show some special state (e.g. the carrier LOCK-state in the
receiver).


This representation provides for consistency. All the data from each device (some
devices deliver a couple of dozens parameters) are logically connected into the
main parameters, so that - at least from an operational point of view - all devices
present a similar monitoring interface.
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The analysis and search for failures in the ground station becomes much easier
thanks to this hierarchical representation. When a problem arises, it is shown up
to the highest representation level and the failure search is conducted by
"zooming in" the faulty equipment.


The general representation for monitoring


In addition to the hierarchical structure, what was necessary to facilitate the
operations of the station was a general representation for the monitoring and
control of each device, subsystem and system. In other words, data from each
device / subsystem / system would be presented in a consistent and similar way.
Otherwise the operators would have had to monitor several hundred parameters
and mentally relate these data - this task alone would have taken most of their
energies. An additional source of complexity was that devices from different
manufacturers are monitored in different ways; also the names of equivalent
parameters differ from each other.


The solution I proposed (and that is currently implemented) looks as follows. For
every device / subsystem / system the monitoring and control system answers the
following questions:


¥ Is communication to/from the device possible?
¥ Is the device/system operative?
¥ Is the device/system remotely controllable?
¥ What is the device/system currently doing?
¥ What can the device/system do?
¥ How well if the device/system performing its function?


The monitoring data for a device is evaluated and formulated in a few basic
parameters:


Parameter name State


COM STAT OK/ALARM


CTRL MODE REMOTE/LOCAL


STATUS OK/ALARM


SUM WARN OK/WARNING


SETUP DFS1/DFS2/DFS3/TVSAT


OP STATE IDLE/ACTIVE
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the devices are manufactured by different companies, the data formats differ
widely (ASCII text, binary-coded packets, etc.). The control units, the Front-End
Processors and the Monitoring and Control Processors convert these data in
standard packets with uniform structure (International Format for Space Data
Systems) and put a time stamp on the data.


The monitored data can be displayed directly at the workstations, but it makes
little sense if it is not considered in the context of data from other devices. For
example, a loss of synchronisation in a PSK-demodulator might indicate a serious
problem if the device is inserted in the reception path, the antenna is pointed to
the satellite and all other devices work properly. If the antenna points somewhere
else or the satellite reception path is otherwise disconnected, then the loss of
synchronisation is not a problem but a normal and expected operational state.


This means that many of the monitoring parameters cannot be checked for alarm
states or limits alone but must instead be compared with other parameters and
therefore be considered in a wider context. For example, the loss of
synchronisation will be checked with the antenna angles, the level of the received
signal and the operational states of the other devices along the signal path.


In order to simplify the monitoring and control operations, the ground system
was hierarchically structured in six levels3. This structure follows similar
guidelines to those indicated in Section 3.3. The levels were defined as follows:


1 original hexadecimal data
2 original data from the devices in clear text (parameter names and states)
3 derived data from the devices, according to the scheme described below
4 derived data for subsystems
5 derived data for systems / complete satellite paths
6 station overview: all systems, satellites and station computer


3 A pertinent question at this point is, why just six and not a different number. The number of


representation levels had been discussed before I began my assignment and was finally decided


in a meeting that took place shortly after I began my activity at DLR. The number of levels had


to be six; the funny thing is, I was left alone to decide what those levels would be and what kind


of data they would encompass.
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5.4 The User Interface


Operational software packages


The different software packages installed in the station computer provide for:


¥ telemetry processing TV-SAT
¥ telemetry processing DFS1
¥ telemetry processing DFS2
¥ telemetry processing DFS3
¥ telecommand TV-SAT/DFS1/DFS2/DFS3
¥ ranging TV-SAT/DFS1/DFS2/DFS3
¥ orbit determination from ranging data
¥ archiving of telemetry and ground system data
¥ operations scheduler for the generation of (semi-)automated satellite and


ground system control sequences
¥ data exchange with GSOC in Oberpfaffenhofen.


Not all these routines run at the same time. Only the telemetry processing for the
four satellites and the data archiving process must always be in operation, other
routines are activated on a "when needed"-basis.


The Operations Scheduler (OPS) allows the satellite or ground station subsystem
engineer to write, test, and submit procedures aimed to monitoring telemetry
parameters, setting value thresholds for parameters, and even define procedures
to be activated automatically in case the preset thresholds are exceeded.
Procedures that are started automatically can always be overridden by the
operators, if so needed.


Ground station monitoring - the hierarchical structuring


All monitoring packets from the ground station devices are collected and
processed in the station computer (STC in Figure 5.5). Almost every device in
the ground station delivers a status packet with current information about its
state. The delivered information is for example the indication of the selected
frequency in transmitters and receivers, of the connected paths in the switch
matrix, the values of the pointing angles for the antennas, etc. Due to the fact that
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There was an explicit choice that the satellite control group does not work in
direct contact with the ground station devices, but only configure them remotely
from the control room. The attention of the controllers has primarily to be
devoted to the satellite systems, so the ground station was designed to be
operated easily, and without requiring that the controllers dedicate too much
attention to learn about its functions. As a result, their knowledge of the ground
station is mainly operative. In case of ground equipment failure, they connect
spare systems via remote control.


If the emergency procedure does not bring the desired result, the controllers
must contact system engineers for the ground station or for the satellite and who
are "on call" 24 hours per day.


There are important differences between the work of controllers at the satellite
ground control station and operators in processing and production plants; these
differences depend in part on the nature of the task, in part of the tradition in this
field. There is no process to optimise on the basis of continuous parameters.
Instead, operations are carried out according to schedules prepared in advance. In
general, satellite controllers are busy all the time, but few work tasks require fully
dedicated attention; this allows for flexibility in the organization of the work.


The satellite controllers have a general - but not in-depth - knowledge of the
satellite, its subsystems and of the ground station. Obviously, in course of time
the controllers learn about satellite and ground station operations and become
therefore more independent in their work. DBP Telekom has made a realistic
choice in deciding that in order to use own personnel for satellite control, they
had do build up experience in close contact with the industry and GSOC for a
period of several years.
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and for a preliminary evaluation and execution of corrective actions in case of
failures. The ground station technical personnel is responsible for maintenance
and repair work on the ground station equipment. The satellite subsystem
engineers are responsible for the different subsystems on the spacecraft (orbit,
power, payload, thermal, etc.). The satellite controllers and the technical personnel
are on shift duty, each group with two people per shift, so that constant presence
is ensured. The subsystem engineers work normal hours, but must be reachable
all the time.


The controllers at the ground station are young people (in general between 20
and 30 years of age) recruited among the technical personnel of DBP Telekom.
Their average education is at the level of technical high school, with specialisation
in electronics / communication. The motivation for this work is high both because
the task is challenging and qualifying and also because Usingen is an attractive
location. In general, the atmosphere at the ground station is pleasant and relaxed.
In total, about fifty people work at the spacecraft control centre in Usingen,
including shift personnel, engineers, technicians and managers. Almost all the staff
is male.


Work operations


Satellite operations are carried out following a daily plan. This plan is decided a
few days in advance for each spacecraft by the subsystem engineers, under the
coordination of a supervisor. The main task of the controllers is to see that the
commands are radiated at the scheduled time and verify via the telemetry that
their execution on the spacecraft was successful.


In case of anomalies, the controllers have to follow procedures that have been
defined and planned in advance and that are described in a step-by-step fashion.
These procedures are listed in handbooks and are contained in files that can be
recalled and prepared for execution. Emergency procedures follow basically a
similar pattern:


1. Identification of the problem source
2. Definition of a new configuration with switchover to spare unit(s)
3. Monitoring of related parameters and of their thresholds, as verification


that the problem was solved.
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5.3 Control Operations


Operational concept


According to the operational concept of the DBP Telekom, the ground system is
monitored and controlled concurrently with the satellites from the main control
room. The Control Centre has the responsibility for the following spacecraft
operations (some of the manoeuvres are planned together with GSOC in
Oberpfaffenhofen):


¥ monitoring of spacecraft orbit and attitude, with tracking (ranging)
performed every three hours for each spacecraft


¥ execution of station-keeping manoeuvres planned by GSOC
¥ payload housekeeping, depending on users' requests and transponder


load
¥ seasonal operations, e.g. earth sensor switchover during earth shadow


periods (spring and autumn), payload switch ON/OFF during the same
period (TV-SAT only), or battery reconditioning.


In addition, following operations shall be taken over by Autumn, 1993:


¥ orbit determination and prediction
¥ planning and execution of station-keeping manoeuvres (East-West every


week; North-South every two weeks), and manoeuvre calibration


By the end of 1993, all activities related to the satellite flight dynamics (orbit
determination and correction) shall be carried out autonomously by the Usingen
control centre, with backup by specialised personnel at the Telekom Technology
centre (FTZ) in Darmstadt (100 km from Usingen). The two sites will be linked
via redundant 64 kbit/s data lines. In this way, the Usingen station, FTZ, and
GSOC shall be internetworked and may act as a single operational unit during
the operational lifetime of the satellites.


Ground station personnel


The staff at the ground station is divided in three groups: satellite controllers,
ground station technical personnel, and satellite subsystem engineers. The
controllers are responsible for the execution of the scheduled satellite operations
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Data collection for the telemetry, telecommand and ranging baseband devices
located in the operations room is carried out by the Front-End Processors, with
one dedicated IEEE-488 bus for each baseband chain. The Front-End Processors
send the collected data to the central Monitoring and Control Processors in form
of data packets.


Communication between the Front-End Processors, the Monitoring and Control
Processors, the Station Computer and the Workstations takes place over a Local
Area Network (LAN) of Ethernet type. This network consists of two physical
channels in order to increase its reliability. Data routing on the network is
controlled by the operating system and is transparent to the application software.


The two Monitoring and Control Processors form a redundant concentration
point for all data; they collect about 1500 local state values directly or via the
Front-End Processors (PDP 11/73), process them for display on local terminals
and send them further to the station computer as data packets. The basic update
cycle is 2�seconds; in order to reduce the data load on the station computer, only
packets whose content has changed during the last cycle are passed along. All
data packets are marked with a time stamp to identify their chronological
sequence. These data packets follow a standard format used by space agencies. In
this way the station computer can run the same basic type of software for
processing of satellite telemetry as well as ground station monitoring and control
data.


The ground station devices are remotely controlled via packets with a structure
similar to that of the monitoring packets. The only difference is that the data
flows in the opposite direction, from the station computer to the devices.
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ANT


CU CU CU


HFG SM B/B


FEP


MCP


STC


DLR / 
GSOC


FTZ


User


LAN


Data Links
Telemetry / Telecommand path


Monitoring and Control data


Figure 5.5 Monitoring and Control concept for the ground equipment


HFG: High-Frequency Groups; SM: Switch Matrix; B/B: Baseband equipment


CU Remote Control Units, 12 x 80186 Processors


FEP Front End Processors, 12 x mPDP 11/73


MCP Monitoring and Control Processors, 2 x PDP 11/83


LAN Ethernet-type Local Area Network, 2x redundant


STC Station Computer, 3 x VAX 8260


DLR/GSOC German Space Operational Centre in Oberpfaffenhofen (450 km)


FTZ Research and Technology Centre of the DBP Telekom, in Darmstadt (100 km)


Data links: 9.6 kbit/s, upgrade to 64 kbit/s.


The states of the antennas, of the high-frequency equipment in the GHz range
and of the switch matrix configuration are collected by the 80186-based control
units and sent to the two central PDP 11/83 Monitoring and Control Processors
via redundant IEEE-488 buses. The connection between antenna buildings and
the central building is realized with parallel-serial converters and optic cables.
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Figure 5.4 Main control room in the satellite ground control station (source: Dornier


System; from Altmann and Piani, 1989)


A terrestrial communication link at 9.6 kbit/s is installed between the Usingen
control centre and the GSOC complex in Oberpfaffenhofen; the distance between
the two sites is about 450�km. A 64 kbit/s link shall be operational in the near
future.


The basic monitoring and control structure is shown in Figure 5.5. The
monitoring and control system is hierarchically structured; it is composed of two
Monitoring and Control Processors (MCP) of type PDP�11/83, twelve Front-End
Processors (FEP) (mPDP 11/73) and twelve 80186-based remote Control Units
(CU). The FEPs are the same control computers used in the telemetry,
telecommand and ranging chains.
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The ground operations system has been designed for easy expansion, allowing for
integration of six additional telemetry and six telecommand chains in the existing
monitoring and control structure.


The connection of the different baseband chains with the high-frequency groups
takes place over a switch matrix with about 60 switches. The switch matrix is
built in such a way that repair work on any one switch does not affect any
unrelated transmission or reception paths.


All high-frequency and baseband devices are mounted in 19"-racks and are
connected to FEPs via standard IEEE-488 bus interfaces. The devices can be
operated locally via their front panels, but normally all monitoring and
configuration operations take place remotely from the control room.


Monitoring and control of the ground equipment


A central station computer processes all monitoring and control data from the
ground station equipment and all telemetry and telecommand data from the
satellites. The station computer is composed of three VAX�8260 computers in
cluster configuration installed in a cooled room. Two VAX units in master/backup
configuration process the incoming data in real time; the third unit is mainly used
for offline analysis but can also be used as cold redundant unit. The switchover
between the computers is realized with the use of common disk stores.


The satellite and ground system control operations take place from the main
control room (Figure 5.4). There are a total of six workstations. Four are used for
the control of one satellite each and one workstation for the monitoring and
control of the ground station equipment. A sixth workstation is installed in a
room close to the main control room and is normally used for offline telemetry
data analysis, for training, and for software maintenance. It can also be used as
additional operational unit, if needed.
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Figure 5.3 Baseband equipment room (source: Dornier System; from Altmann and


Piani, 1989)


Similarly there are five telecommand (TC) chains, three for DFS1, DFS2 and
DFS3, one for TV-SAT, and one spare. Each TC-chain is composed of a TC-
Encoder, a Phase Modulator, a 70�MHz Modem and a Front End Processor
(FEP). The Front End Processor interfaces to the LAN and monitors/controls the
TC-chain devices.


Two ranging systems (RG-chains) are in use at the ground station; they are fully
equivalent and can be used interchangeably with any of the satellites. The ranging
systems are interfaced to the LAN via FEPs, in the same fashion as for the
telemetry and telecommand chains.
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Figure 5.2 Antennas for Telemetry and telecommand for the DFS satellites


(source: Dornier System; from Altmann and Piani, 1989)


The satellite telemetry data is processed via five telemetry (TM) chains, one
allocated to each of TV-SAT, DFS1, DFS2, DFS3 and one spare. Every TM-
chain is composed of a 70�MHz Receiver, a PSK-Demodulator, a Bit
Synchroniser, a PCM-Preprocessor and a Front End Processor (FEP). The Front
End Processor has the double function to convey the telemetry packets from the
PCM-Preprocessor on the Local Area Network (LAN) to the station computer as
well as to monitor and control the devices in the Telemetry chain. The use of
FEPs as LAN-Communication units helps realise a standard interface with all
baseband devices and simplify the monitoring and control operations of the
station computer.
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The Ground Operations System (GOS) design is structured in a modular fashion;
its layout was designed in compliance with the above listed requirements. For the
support of each satellite are necessary one dedicated antenna, one telemetry and
one telecommand path. Telemetry reception from all satellites must take place
continuously and without interruption, so and dedicated path is necessary for
each satellite. Telecommands are sent on a when-needed basis, usually a few
times per day for each satellite and mostly according to a predefined schedule.
Ranging is performed every three hours for each spacecraft. The same ranging
equipment can be used for either satellite and is connected in alternative to the
telecommand equipment.


An antenna with dish diameter 18.3�m is used for the uplink and the downlink of
the payload signal to/from the operational DFS satellite. Because of its size, this
antenna can track the satellite with high precision (up to 1/1000 degree) in
monopulse mode and thus can deliver reference pointing angles to a smaller
antenna (4.5�m) that is used for telemetry and telecommand. A 9.5 m antenna is
used to track the satellite at the orbital position 33.5°E, because in this case there
is no larger communication antenna to deliver pointing angles accurate enough to
be used for tracking and orbit determination. The third DFS satellite is tracked
via a 11.5 m antenna. Two of the telemetry/telecommand antennas for the DFS
system (ANT9 and ANT10) are shown in Figure 5.2 (notice that the antennas are
numbered following organisational criteria at the ground station and
independently of this specific project).


In two buildings close to the antennas for DFS and TV-SAT are installed four
High Frequency Groups (HFG) with the devices: Upconverters, High Power
Amplifiers, Low Noise Amplifiers, Downconverters and Testconverters for
ranging calibration. In the HFG groups to support the DFS satellites all devices
are doubly redundant with two similar units connected in parallel. In this way is
provided for fast online replacement in case of failure. The HFGs in the two
antenna buildings are connected to the central baseband equipment room via
underground coax cables at 70�MHz intermediate frequency.


In the baseband equipment room (Figure 5.3) are installed all baseband (B/B)
devices for telemetry, telecommand and ranging, as well as the auxiliary
equipment for frequency generation and distribution and for remote monitoring
and control.
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¥ computer-based system for remote monitoring and control of the
ground station equipment


¥ high reliability and availability of the ground station equipment
(redundant system design with no single-point failure, 99.95%
availability factor)


¥ ease of operations; routine operations for both ground station and
satellite control must be conducted with only two people per shift.


Ground station design


The ground station consists of about 100 complex devices. A computer-based
monitoring and control system is needed to control them remotely with reduced
workforce. A system overview is shown in Figure�5.1.


High-Frequency Devices DFS COM High-Frequency 
Devices TV-SAT


Baseband devices: Telemetry, Telecommand and Ranging Chains


Station computer


digital links


FTZ 
Darmstadt


DLR 
Oberpfaffenhofen


DFS 
11.5 m


DFS 
9.5 m


DFS  
4.5 m


DFS  
18.3 m


TV-SAT 
13.5 m


TV-SAT 
4.5 m


Workstations USERS


pointing angles


Figure 5.1 Satellite ground control station in Usingen (Germany); system overview
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hofen (near Munich) developed the operational software for telemetry,
telecommand and ranging, for data archiving, and for ground station operations.


The control centre at Usingen was taken in operation in June 1989, two weeks
after the launch of DFS1. The routine operations for DFS and TV-SAT were
gradually transferred from Oberpfaffenhofen to Usingen in the period from
Autumn 1989 to Spring 1990.


5.2 The Ground Station Design and Operations


Ground station requirements


The DBP Telekom defined the following requirements for the Telemetry and
Telecommand (TTC)1 operations at the Usingen ground station:


¥ simultaneous and continuous operation for four satellites, with expansion
possibility to support two further spacecraft


¥ Ku-Band telemetry at 11 GHz; the telemetry signals from both satellites
are pulse-code modulated at 512 bit/s data rate.


¥ Ku-Band telecommand (DFS at 14 GHz, TV-SAT 17 GHz);
telecommand signals are pulse-code modulated at the rate of 500 bit/s.


¥ continuous radiation of a beacon signal for TV-SAT antenna pointing
control


¥ Ranging2 for one satellite at the time without interruption of telemetry
reception


1 To avoid confusion between satellite operation and ground station operation, Telemetry and


Telecommand (TTC) refer to the satellite, while Monitoring and Control are related to the


ground station equipment.


2 Ranging is an operation to determine the exact linear distance of the satellite from the antenna.


Ranging is basically performed by sending pulse signals to the satellite and measuring the delay


in their retransmission to earth. Knowing the geographical location and the pointing angles


(azimuth and elevation) of the antenna, with the measured distance from the satellite it is possible


to compute the exact spatial position of the spacecraft.
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was not planned to be used for direct broadcasting, dishes of about 80�cm
diameter allow good home reception.


d. Provision of TV reportage mobile services from and to TV studios
(transponder 30/20�GHz).


The satellites DFS1, DFS2 and DFS3 were launched in June 1989, in July 1990,
and in October 1992 respectively.


TV-SAT system


TV-SAT is a different kind of satellite, used for direct broadcasting of TV
programs; this satellite was initially conceived in the 1970s. At the time, earth
antennas had to be very large (in the order of some meters in aperture diameter)
to offset the effect of high noise figures of the electronic components then
available. In order to allow home reception with small antennas, the satellite had
to transmit with high power; this meant a reduction on the number of channels,
because the on-board power source is also limited. The satellite EIRP (Equivalent
Isotropic Radiated Power) is 65 dBW and the transponders radiate about 200�W
each at 27�MHz bandwidth; the power per channel is thus 10-20 times higher
than for conventional communication satellites.


TV-SAT broadcasts five TV channels in the new European D2-MAC standard;
each TV channel can alternatively carry 16 digitally coded stereo radio channels.
Main receiving area is Germany, where an antenna dish of about 50�cm diameter
is sufficient to receive TV signals with good quality. The satellite TV-SAT was
launched in August 1989.


Both satellites DFS and TV-SAT are built by a German company consortium led
by Siemens and MBB.


Ground station


The company Dornier developed and delivered a complete hardware system for
the processing of the high-frequency signals for the control of the satellites. The
system includes antennas, radio equipment, and auxiliary units. The German
Space Operations Centre (GSOC) of the German Aerospace Research Institute
(Deutsche Forschungsanstalt f�r Luft- und Raumfahrt, DLR) in Oberpfaffen-
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controlled from other sites). This facility is the first of its kind in the Federal
Republic of Germany.


The decision to develop a satellite communication system was taken by the DBP
Telekom (then called PTT Administration Deutsche Bundespost) at the beginning
of the 1980s. The system consists in two satellite families: DFS and TV-SAT.


DFS system


The DFS (Deutscher Fernmelde-Satellit, German Communication Satellite) is
used for the transfer of data and voice as well as for the distribution of TV
channels; it is named after the astronomer Nikolaus Kopernikus (1473 - 1543).
DFS was used to establish the first direct communication links between East and
West Germany after the political changes of 1989-1990 (at the time when the
Berlin Wall fell, there were only about 120 phone channels between the two
countries and no wideband carrier).


The satellite system DFS Kopernikus comprises a total of three spacecraft models
in geostationary orbit. The satellite DFS1 is located at 33.5°E, DFS2 has the
orbital position 28.5°E and DFS3 is positioned at 23.5°E.


The main functions of each of the DFS satellites are the following:


a. Provision of up to 2000 telephone links inside Germany via two transponders
in range 14/11�GHz and one transponder in range 30/20�GHz.


b. Data exchange inside Germany, notably:


¥ full duplex digital links at 64, 128, 256, 512, 768, 1536 and 1920 kbit/s;
¥ simplex digital links for point-to-point and point-to-multipoint (up to 16


parties) connection.


The data exchange services are provided by two transponders in the range
14/12�GHz, both with data transfer rate 60�Mbit/s. The data services are
integrated in the ISDN network of the DBP.


c. Broadcasting of up to five TV and audio stereo channels via the 14/12�GHz
transponders for reception by small and middle size earth stations (dishes in
diameter range 3.5 - 4.5�m) and feed into local cable networks. Although DFS







5 Case Study: The Monitoring and
Control System of a Satellite
Ground Control Station


The following case study is the description of a project in which I have
participated between 1986 and 1989. My responsibility was the design of the user
interface of the control centre for the satellites of the German communications
administration Telekom (DBP Telekom). This project has been reported in two
papers, Altmann and Piani (1989) and Altmann, Damiano, and Piani (1991).


The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.1 the satellite system is
introduced; the structure of the ground control station and its monitoring and
control system is described in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 describes the work
operations of the ground team and Section 5.4 deals with the user interface in
relation to the task operations. The chapter terminates in Section 5.5 with a
critical evaluation a posteriori of the monitoring and control concept and of its
implementation.


5.1 General Features of the DFS/TV-SAT Satellite
Systems and of the Ground Control Station
in Usingen


The satellite ground control station of the DBP Telekom is located in a small
town, Usingen, about 50 km northwest of Frankfurt/Main. From this ground
station three communication and one TV broadcast satellites are controlled. This
station has also communication facilities for the satellites of the European
Broadcasting Union (used for the exchange of TV news and other programs
among all European public TV administrations), as well as for the Intelsat
satellites over the Atlantic and the Indian oceans, with direct phone links between
Germany and the Americas, Africa, Asia and Oceania.


The user interface described in this chapter is used for the monitoring and control
of the ground equipment for telemetry and telecommand of the four satellites of
the DBP Telekom (the Intelsat satellites for intercontinental communication are
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factors like handbooks (and how well they are written), access to system
designers, attention paid by the management to the point of view of the
operators, extent of training, and many others.


Human factor scientists have - rightly - pointed out these problems. But human-
computer interface scholars are not free from responsibility. In their strict
focusing on the interface alone, they indirectly contributed to grow the
impression that new user interfaces, colour screens, supervisory control, were a
panacea to solve many problems at once. We lacked a word of warning right
from the beginning about the limits for the applicability of their results.


A final word about the change in the role of process operators. Some voices are
raised - especially from Scandinavian countries -  that process operators should
be more directly involved in the control of a plant, taking over economic
planning and management functions. Olsson and Lee (1992) suggest to couple
process data with economic parameters and give the process operators actual
budget-related targets.


I agree in principle on this point, but I am sceptical that such a change will be
brought about with a conscious and explicit decision by anybody. If change will
be, it will be forced by the emergence of new technology and how this
technology is used. In recent times the personal computer has contributed much
more to challenge the power structure in large organisations than any other
factor could do. At the beginning of the Renaissance, Gutenberg's invention of
the press stripped the Church from much of its power; for centuries, and in vain,
European kings and emperors had tried to the same - without success. And
finally, in most recent years even the fall of communist regimes in Eastern
Europe was accelerated by information about the western lifestyle: the decision to
air "Dallas" on Soviet TV had much more impact on Soviet society than all trade
sanctions of the cold war.


Back to plant organization, process operators will have more saying about how
plants are run when (1) there will be tools for them to control the plants by
taking in management aspects (the tool could well be computers) and (2) there
will be an implicit need to do it (e.g. to keep production costs low). If we want a
change, then we must invent something that provides the conditions for this
change. And if there is a need for change, then it will happen by itself.
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In this Thesis, current experimental results about human cognitive capabilities
were revised and put in perspective to indicate how computers can be used most
effectively. Some tasks (pattern recognition, drawing conclusions from different
clues) are more easily solved by humans; others (mathematics, simulation, fast
logical operations) are more easily solved by computers. Computers should then
be used to enhance, not to replace, human capabilities where these are not
sufficient to perform the envisioned tasks.


The complexity approach gives indications for design, but has its own drawbacks.
There is no general definition and metric for complexity to allow a critical
analysis and evaluation of different design alternatives beforehand. Here is where
human understanding and capacity for problem structuring are essential. The
computer can reduce complexity only after a systematic analysis of the
information delivered by a process, and only human ingenuity can succeed in this
task. In addition, due to the fact that all workable definitions and measures for
complexity involve tests with human subjects, practical tests and prototyping can
give indications about usability and acceptance of a solution directly and without
an explicit complexity analysis.


In this work we have also examined practical guidelines for the design of the
"external" part of the user interface in relation to basic cognitive capabilities. The
theory was then used in the evaluation of an actual system, the monitoring and
control of a satellite ground control centre. This case study confirmed the fact
that many solutions that are based on tradition or common sense, and that are
carried out with user participation, can lead to acceptable results as if they had
been based on formal theories of human-computer interaction.


There is no "standard" user profile. Some people are knowledgeable about
computers, curious, show a positive attitude, and always want to learn more.
Others are afraid of computers, or just unmotivated, and do not care much. But
normally, and especially when a control system is built to retrofit an existing
plant, users are technicians with good knowledge of the process under control.
They mistrust the computer programmers who ignore the details of the industrial
process. The computer system is accepted by the user when it is seen as a tool
not to disrupt but to enhance the plant control operations. And the design of the
user interface is just a part of the whole picture: For the user, the interface is not
limited to the human-computer interaction in a strict sense, but includes other







6 Conclusions


In this Thesis we have examined some of the cognitive principles that are of
relevance in human-computer interaction, and to what extent these principles can
be used in the design of user interfaces.


Much work has been done (and is currently reported in the literature) about the
"visible" or "external" design of the interface. Issues like keyboard layout, size
and colour of characters on screens, handling of window interfaces, have been
thoroughly investigated and many results are available. These aspects are
undoubtedly very important, but cover only part of the problem at large. Mental
models, expectations, and motivation by the user are equally important factors in
the use of a system, but very few theories are available to describe and put these
facts in perspective.


In this Thesis was presented a new approach based on the following assumption.
A technical process to control can be considered in terms of its complexity
reflected by its intrinsic information requirements (type and quantity of data,
timescales, delays). If these requirements do not match normal human cognitive
capability, then a computer monitoring and control system can be used to act as
complexity interface. This approach indicates what the computer is supposed to
do and what kind of complexity reduction must be carried out on the original
data. This approach is also useful to define the scope for the use of computers: If
a process can be fully handled by humans with no cognitive overload, then
computers should not be used as user interfaces, unless there are special reasons
for doing so.


The aspect of the user interface is therefore ultimately determined by the human
cognitive capabilities and limits, the technical process to control, the goals to
achieve, and how work is performed. It must not be the other way around, that
the interface determines the operations or - even worse - that the interface
actually increases the original complexity of the process. Cases where operators
must "trick" the computer to do what they want are a sign of mismatch between
user, task, and computer interface (on the other hand, they are an healthy
indication that people, after all, are smarter than computers).
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Preface 9


Department usually works well only if there is a competent organiser behind it. In
this case the organiser is Lena Somogyi.


Choosing to do this work was at the same time choosing a lifestyle and a risk,
having given freedom an higher priority than a fixed salary. There was no
alternative to this choice, if I wanted to write the book with Gustaf and then this
Thesis. I am therefore grateful to NUTEK (the Swedish National Board for
Industrial and Technical Development) that has partially supported this work
under contract STU-90-4882.


At the end of this work, the most important lesson was the one learned from
practice: to judge the theoretical information found in academic papers from the
point of view of their practical validity, and similarly to evaluate existing solutions
according to their concordance (or not) with basic cognitive principles. I therefore
hope that the major goal of this work - to present a frame for practical
applications of cognitive concepts in human-computer interaction - has been
reached and the reader will not be disappointed.


Munich and Lund, May 1993


Gianguido Piani







8 Preface


1992, I translated the book in German. In view of the new publication we took
the opportunity to expand and revise the whole book, with particular attention to
the chapter on human-computer interaction.


This Teknisk Licentiat Thesis is the evolution and the outcome of this work. This
Thesis expands the current approach to the interface aspects of human-computer
interaction by including aspects related to the user and the task to solve. The
theory is considered here at the light of its practical implementations.


During the preparation of this work, I had the opportunity of meeting and
exchanging ideas with several people, in particular Dr. G�ran Olsson at the
Centre for Man-Computer Studies of the University of Uppsala, who has
provided constructive feedback on the whole manuscript. Bernd Holz-auf-der-
Heide and Sybille Ortlieb of the Software-Ergonomy group at the Technical
University in Munich gave assistance and support in many occasions. I also wish
to thank here my former colleagues at DLR, at Satellite Operational Services
GmbH, at Dornier Systems GmbH and at the Research and Technology Centre
of the German DBP Telekom for establishing a work background that supports
professionalism. In particular, Antimo Damiano of DBP Telekom has provided
direct support with excellent information about satellite systems. A special thank
goes to flight captain Wolfgang Dinges who took the patience to explain me the
principles of aircraft navigation and discussed several aspects related to the
workload of pilots, with and without computer support. Further information
about flight systems has been kindly provided by the German airline pilot
association "Cockpit" in Frankfurt.


Yet the person who most definitely bears credit for this work is Prof. Gustaf
Olsson in Lund. He has succeeded in creating an unusually rich and stimulating
work environment, so that people who aim at seriousness and quality find a
natural second home at his Department. Gustaf doesn't know the meaning of the
word "problem" (to him, it must always sound as "stimulating challenge"). He
took therefore almost naturally what many others would have not even wanted
to hear about, to support me under the time of this work despite the intrinsic
difficulties of stretching an activity across different countries. He has also
succeeded in organising and motivating the staff at the Department, where
everybody shares competence with openness. And as everybody knows, a







Preface


The history and the reason for this work began about seven years ago. In
summer 1986, I moved to Munich to work at the German Air and Space
Research Centre (Deutsche Forschungsanstalt f�r Luft- und Raumfahrt, DLR).
The assignment was the definition of the user interface for a new ground station
for satellite control. When I started working at the ground station project, I had
no idea (and neither did my colleagues and bosses) that there was a formal
discipline of Human-Computer Interaction. It was clear to everybody that the
goals of this project called for a new approach, only it wasn't clear what the
approach should be. Lacking a background in human factors for computer
design, I had to develop new ideas basically on my own.


Sometime in late 1987, during one of the periodic browsings at a Munich
bookstore (it must have been at Hugendubel), I discovered a copy of Ben
Shneiderman's Designing the User Interface. This book was a revelation in
several ways. Not only did it present human-computer interaction as a scientific
field in its own right, it also openly took the side of the user.


The ground station project was at the time well under way, so the book had little
practical impact on its design. On the other hand, I noticed with pleasure how
other colleagues became interested in this book and asked to borrow it.


At the end of 1989 the project was completed and I took the opportunity to quit
the workplace at DLR (but not Munich). More or less at the same time, Prof.
Gustaf Olsson at the Department of Industrial Electrical Engineering and
Automation at the Lund Institute of Technology proposed to write together a
book about industrial automation. The book, Computer Systems for Automation
and Control, was eventually published in 1992. While working on the book, I
would also come to Lund and lecture on process control applications.


We decided early to write in the book a full chapter on user interfaces; the same
topic was also included as standard part in the course datorer i automation
(computer applications in automation). The book and the course gave us the
opportunity to collect information and to reason about the subject. During late
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DIN 66234, Part 8 is the result of questioning ca. 300 members of the Gesellschaft f�r


Informatik (computer science society) and of the German Chapter of the ACM. This document


refers mainly to the layouting of the screen page and organization of user-machine dialogues. It


builds on the basis of five general principles:


- Relation to the function (Aufgabengemessenheit)


- Visibility (Selbstbeschreibungsf�higkeit)


- Controllability (Steuerbarkeit)


- Consistency (Erwartungskonformit�t)


- Insensitivity to errors (Fehlerrobustheit)


¥ US MIL-STD 1472D "Human Engineering Design Criteria for Military
Systems, Equipment and Facilities", U.S. Govt. Printing Office, Mar.14, 1989.


U.S. military standard, almost three hundred pages long, largerly on traditional ergonometric or


anthropometric issues; the latest editions pay attention to the user-computer interface.


¥ ANSI/HFS 100-1988 "American National Standard for Human Factors
Engineering of Visual Display Terminal Workstations", 90 pp., February 1988.


HFS is the Human Factors Society. This standard specifies conditions for acceptable


implementation of human factors engineering principles and practices in the design of visual


display terminals (VDTs); it covers also the related furniture in the office environment. The


standard deals with VDT applications as text processing, data entry, and data inquiry.


¥ ANSI/IEEE 845-1988 "Guide to Evaluation of Man-Machine Performance in
Nuclear Power Generating Stations, Control Rooms and Other Peripheries"


¥ ANSI/IEEE 1023-1988 "Guide for the Application of Human Factors
Engineering to Systems, Equipment and Facilities of Nuclear Power Generating
Stations"


¥ ASTM F1166-88 "Standard Practice for Human Engineering Design for
Marine Systems, Equipment and Facilities", Vol 01.07, 155 pages (1988).


This standard builds on several other standards (mostly U.S.-military) and recommendations


applicable in shipbuilding. A total of about 20 pages is dedicated to Man-Machine interface


aspects of interest also in industrial applications; these recommendations are commonplace and


similar to other norms.
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Part 12 "Presentation of information / coding and formatting"


Part 13 "User guidance / terminology"


Part 14 "Menu dialogues"


Part 15 "Command language dialogues"


Part 16 "Direct manipulation dialogues"


Part 17 "Form-filling dialogues"


¥ DIN 33414 "Ergonomische Gestaltung von Warten" (ergonomic design of
control rooms)


Teil 4 "Gliederungsschema, Anordnungsprinzipien" (arrangement and layout


principles), Oct.90, 11 pp.


Indications on how instruments and indicators should be located and organized on a control


panel.


¥ DIN 66234 "Bildschirmarbeitspl�tze" (display work places)
Teil 1 "Geometrische Gestaltung der Schriftzeichen" (character shapes), Mar.80,


3 pp.


Teil 2 "Wahrnehmbarkeit von Zeichen auf Bildschirmen" (perceptibility of


characters), May.83, 4 pp.


Teil 3 "Gruppierung und Formatierung von Daten" (grouping and formating of data),


Mar.81, 2 pp.


Teil 5 "Codierung von Information" (coding of information), Mar.81, 6 pp.


Teil 5, Beiblatt 1 "Verwendung von Grafik" (use of graphics), Sep.88, 2 pp.


Teil 5, Beiblatt 2 "Farbkombinationen" (use of colours), May 88, 2 pp.


Teil 6 "Gestaltung des Arbeitsplatzes" (design of the work station), Dec.84, 4 pp.


Teil 6, Beiblatt 1 "Beispiele" (illustrations), Dec.84, 3 pp.


Teil 7 "Ergonomische Gestaltung des Arbeitsraumes; Beleuchtung und Anordnung"


(ergonomical design of the work station, lighting and arrangement), Dec.84, 5


pp.


Teil 8 "Grunds�tze ergonomischer Dialoggestaltung" (principles of ergonomic


dialogue design), Feb.88, 6 pp.


Teil 9 "Me§verfahren" (measuring technique), Aug.88, 7 pp.


Teil 10 "Mindestangaben f�r Bildschirmger�te" (minimum information to be specified


for visual display units), Entwurf May 88, 10 pp.
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¥ NASA: "Space Station Freedom Program: Human-Computer Interface Guide",
Version 2.1, Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX, December 1988.


Specific guidelines for designers of space station user interfaces.


¥ "Guidelines for Control Room Reviews", NUREG-0700, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC, September 1981.


Detailed checklist and issues for evaluating nuclear reactor control rooms, with many items of


interest to other control room or workstation designers.


Standards


¥ ISO 9241 "Ergonomic requirements for office work with visual display
terminals (VDTs)"


International standard, still in draft version (1993). This standard is concerned with the users


operating the VDTs and with the desired user performance rather than VDT design [ISO


committee ISO/ TC 159 / SC4].


This draft standard encompasses office tasks like text and data processing but not computer


aided design tasks (CAD) or industrial process control tasks; it emphasizes the interaction


user/system and performance evaluation methods. It is structured in several documents, the


majority of which is scheduled for publication in 1994.


The documents that are part of ISO 9241 are the following:


Part 1 "General introduction"


Part 2 "Office VDT task requirements"


Part 3 "Visual display requirements"


Part 4 "Keyboard requirements"


Part 5 "VDT workplace design"


Part 6 "VDT working environment"


Part 7 "VDT surfaces and filters"


Part 8 "Use of color and graphics"


Part 9 "Non-keyboard input devices"


Part 10 "Dialogue principles"


Part 11 "Methods for evaluating and testing software usability"
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Guidelines


¥ "Apple Human Interface Guidelines: The Apple Desktop Interface", Apple
Computer and Addison Wesley Publishing Co. (1987).


The first guide for program developers to the Apple desktop interface, the graphics-based


"mouse, windows and menus" interface made popular on the Macintosh computer. It describes


the basic design principles, indicates how the elements of the interface should work; it contains


also several practical examples.


¥ "IBM Systems Application Architecture (SAA) - Common User Access (CUA),
Guide to User Interface Design", IBM Document SC34-4289-00 (1991)
¥ "IBM Systems Application Architecture (SAA) - Common User Access (CUA),
Advanced Interface Design Reference", IBM Document SC34-4290-00 (1991)


These documents describe the configuration and programming rules for the windows-based


user interface in IBM computer environments; CUA is the foundation for the OS/2 Presentation


Manager. Also the "desktop manager" of the MS-Windows Graphical User Interface (GUI)


follows the SAA set of guidelines. In the earlier version of the IBM-SAA documents there were


explicit references to the Apple interface guidelines; such references have been purged from the


current editions of the IBM guides.


¥ Open Software Foundation: "OSF/Motif Style Guide" and "OSF/Motif User's
Guide", Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1990.


Readable explanations for designers and for users to create or use applications under the


OSF/Motif environment. Covers menus, windows, dialog boxes, and help functions.


¥ Sun Microsystems Inc.: "OPEN LOOK Graphical User Interface: Functional
Specifications" (564 pages) and "OPEN LOOK Graphical User Interface:
Application Style Guidelines" (388 pages), Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA,
December 1989.






